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The use of carbon fibre/epoxy laminates and other types of composites in aircraft 
and helicopters has increased greatly over the past decade, and these materials 
are now used in a large number of load-bearing structural components. These 
applications include structural bonded joints and stiffener-skin bonded panels 
such as ribs, spars and stringers. Bonded joints must support the design limit 
load, including when damaged by over-loading, fatigue, impact, environmental 
deterioration or some other in-service damage event. A long-standing problem 
with bonded composite structural joints is the low strength and toughness of 
their bond-line, which makes them susceptible to bond-line cracking under the 
application of normal (through-thickness) tensile, in-plane secondary bending or 
impact loads. Composite joints must be conservatively designed to take into 
account the low delamination resistance, strength and damage tolerance of their 
bond-line. This often requires increasing the load-bearing area and thickness of 
the bonded region, which adds weight and thereby negates the weight-saving 
offered by using composite materials. The aerospace industry is seeking light-
weight solutions to increase the structural properties and damage tolerance of 
bonded joints.  
 
One promising solution is the through-thickness reinforcement of bonded joints 
using stitching, tufting or z-pinning, which improve the interlaminar fracture 
toughness of composite materials. However, stitching or tufting can only be 
applied to joints made from resin-infused fabric, and these methods cannot be 
used to reinforce joints made from prepreg composite. Many aerospace 
composite joints are fabricated using carbon fibre/epoxy prepreg, and therefore 
any through-thickness toughening method must be suited to prepreg materials. 
The only through-thickness reinforcement method that can be readily applied to 
prepreg composite joints at a commercial scale is z-pinning. Z-pins are thin 
metallic or fibrous rods inserted through the bonded region of a composite joint, 
and they act as fine nails which hold the adherends together by bridging 
tractions after the bond-line has fractured. 
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The general aim of this PhD study is to investigate the structural properties and 
damage tolerance of z-pinned composite bonded joints. The PhD investigates two 
types of bonded carbon fibre/epoxy joints commonly used in aircraft (and other 
engineering) structural composites: T-shaped joints and single lap joints. 
Previously published research has shown that the z-pinning of composite joints 
increases the delamination toughness and strength of the bond-line. However, 
much remains unknown about the mechanical properties and strengthening 
mechanisms of bonded joints, and this PhD aims to advance the current state-of-
art by a combined experimental and analytical investigation of bonded T- and 
lap-joints. Specifically, the PhD examines the influences of various parameters 
on the mechanical performance of bonded T-joints to optimise the z-pinning 
conditions. The parameters studied include the volume content, diameter and 
embedded length of the z-pins; the location of the z-pins in the joint; and the 
direction of the applied load. The PhD also investigates the mechanical 
performance of z-pinned lap joints, and in particular their creep and stress 
rupture properties as well as the creep toughening mechanisms. 
 
The PhD thesis presents a comprehensive overview of published scientific 
research into the fabrication, microstructure and mechanical properties of 
composite materials and joints reinforced by stitching, tufting and z-pinning. 
Many studies have been conducted to characterise the in-plane mechanical 
properties and delamination toughness in composite laminates and the 
strengthening of composite joint reinforced by stitching, but knowledge on tufted 
composites and tufted joints is much more limited.  A critical review of published 
research into z-pinned composites revealed that their delamination toughness 
and in-plane mechanical properties have been thoroughly characterised, 
although less is known about z-pinned lap joints. Based on the literature review 
there is a lack of understanding into how different z-pinning configurations (z-pin 
density, size, reinforcement location, embedded thickness, material type) affect 
the structural properties of joints.  
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This thesis presents an experimental investigation into the efficacy of z-pins to 
improve the structural properties of bonded T-joints under an applied tensile 
(pull-off) load. The investigation explores the effect of increasing concentration 
of z-pins on the mechanical properties, strengthening mechanisms and failure 
mode of T-joints, which has not been previously studied. The effect of z-pinning 
was evaluated by comparing the structural properties of T-joints without z-pins 
against T-joints reinforced along their skin-stiffener bond-line with z-pins to 
volume contents of 0.5%, 2% or 4%. It was discovered that z-pins do not alter 
the stiffness or failure initiation load of T-joints, and the reasons for this 
behaviour are discussed. The research also revealed that z-pins were highly 
effective at increasing the ultimate load, failure displacement, and absorbed 
energy capacity. These properties increased rapidly with the volume content of z-
pins, and maximum improvements of about 75% to the ultimate load and over 
600% to the total absorbed energy capacity were achieved at the highest pin 
content (4% by volume). It was also found that z-pins changed the failure mode 
of the joint. The controlling mechanisms that improved the structural properties 
and changed the failure mode of the bonded T-joint due to z-pinning were 
explored by fractographic analysis and modelling. Fractographic examination 
revealed that z-pins increased the joint properties by creating crack bridging 
tractions between the stiffener and skin after the bond-line had fractured. The z-
pins eventually failed along the bond-line by debonding and pull-out from the 
adherends. The improvements in the structural properties were explained using 
analytical models previously developed for the z-pin bridging traction laws under 
mode I loading. Also, finite element modelling was performed in collaboration 
with Cranfield University to predict the failure initiation load and ultimate load of 
T-joints reinforced with different pin contents. This study is the first 
comprehensive assessment of the effect of z-pin content on the strengthening 
and toughening of T-joints, and provides important analytical information and 
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The PhD thesis presents another study into the mechanical properties and 
strengthening mechanisms of z-pinned T-joints that explores the effect of the 
tensile (pull-off) load angle. As with the previous study into the effect of z-pin 
content, the effect of loading angle on the structural properties of z-pinned joints 
has not been previously studied. Research on unpinned and z-pinned joints was 
performed at different load angles between 0° and 45° to the stiffener to induce 
different proportions of normal (through-thickness) tensile and in-plane 
secondary bending stresses along the skin-stiffener bond-line. This work was 
performed because aircraft joints may be loaded from different directions. The 
study discovered that the improvement to the structural properties of the T-joint 
due to z-pinning was approximately the same for the different load angles, 
thereby proving that z-pins are equally effective at resisting bond-line fracture 
under normal tensile or secondary bending stresses. The strengthening and 
toughening of the bond-line was due to bridging traction loads induced by z-pins 
which opposed crack propagation once the bridging zone had developed. Also, 
the z-pins failed by a combination of debonding/pull-out from the adherends at 
all load angles, which suggest that the mix-mode loading at 45° does not exceed 
the critical limit for z-pins to fail by shear rupture.  
 
The study into the mechanical properties of T-joints also considered the effect of 
z-pin location. The PhD work compared the properties of joints reinforced with z-
pins along the skin-stiffener connection to joints containing pins along this 
connection as well as along the vertical stiffener. The presence of z-pins along 
the vertical stiffener changed the joint behaviour under pull-off load. Cracking 
within the joint was fully arrested along both the stiffener-skin bond-line and 
vertical stiffener, although this resulted in a reduction to the structural properties 
due to excessive bending. Thus, z-pinning was found to have more effect when a 
bridging zone was fully developed in the crack plane. This study revealed that 
the location of the z-pins, along with the z-pin content, were important factors in 
the strengthening and toughening of T-joints. 
 
The study into the mechanical properties of z-pinned T-joints was continued into 
an assessment of joint thickness. The structural performance and failure 
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mechanisms of z-pinned T-joints with various thicknesses (and hence various 
embedded lengths of z-pins) were experimentally and analytically investigated. 
The research revealed that the mechanical properties of the z-pinned joints 
increased with their thickness, and large improvements in ultimate strength (up 
to 90%), failure displacement (over 700%) and total absorbed energy (over 
1800%) were achieved. The change in the joint properties was accompanied by a 
change in the fracture mode with increasing thickness. The improvements to the 
joint properties and change to the fracture mode were analysed based on the 
bridging traction laws for z-pins, and in particular the influence of interfacial 
shear strength and friction pull-out on the strengthening of z-pinned T-joints. 
This study is the first reported investigation into the effect of T-joint section 
thickness on the capacity of z-pins to increase the joint properties.  
 
A further aim of the PhD thesis was to investigate the damage tolerance of z-
pinned composite T-joints. That is, to evaluate the mechanical properties, 
strengthening mechanisms and fracture behaviour of z-pinned T-joints containing 
an embedded flaw (or crack) along the stiffener-skin bond-line. An 
understanding of the damage tolerance of z-pinned joints is critical for aerospace 
applications because of their susceptibility to damage by over-loading or impact 
during service. Experimental analysis presented in this thesis shows that z-pins 
were highly effective in maintaining the structural performance of T-joints under 
pull-off load irrespective of embedded flaw size at the stiffener-skin interface. It 
was found that the ultimate load and absorbed energy capacity of the z-pinned 
T-joints were insensitive to the presence of bond-line cracks, even when they 
extended for the entire length of the bonded region between the skin and 
stiffener. This research, which is the first study into the damage tolerance of z-
pinned joints, shows that the bridging tractions generated by z-pins along a 
damaged bond-line are sufficiently high to provide exceptionally high damage 
tolerance.  
 
The final research study presented in this PhD thesis was aimed at determining 
the creep resistance of z-pinned lap joints. Incorrect design or out-of-plane 
loading of bonded joints can result in stress-time dependent plastic deformation 
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of the polymer bond-line in composite joints, which may ultimately cause stress 
rupture. The capacity of z-pins to improve the creep resistance of bonded joints 
has not been previously investigated, and therefore this thesis presents a study 
into the creep properties, stress rupture and creep mechanisms of single lap 
joints reinforced with z-pins. Lap joints with and without z-pins were tested 
under elevated temperature conditions to determine their creep behaviour 
(including creep activation energy) and creep mechanisms. It was found that z-
pins were highly effective at increasing the creep resistance and stress rupture 
time of the lap joint by forming a bridging traction zone along the bond-line. 
Creep-induced failure of the z-pinned joint was dependent on the temperature, 
with laminate rupture occurring at low temperatures and pin pull-out occurring at 
high temperatures. The controlling mechanisms determining the creep and stress 
rupture properties of z-pinned joints are discussed. 
 
The PhD thesis concludes with a summary of the major research findings, a 
discussion of future research directions into z-pinned composite joints, and the 
remaining challenges in the certification of z-pinned joints for use in primary 
aircraft structures. 
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1.1  BACKGROUND 
 
The past two decades have been an important era in the use of structural 
materials in aircraft, with a larger weight percentage of the airframe being 
constructed using fibre reinforced polymer composites matching or exceeding the 
use of aluminium alloy. Aluminium has been the dominant aerospace material for 
over 70 years, although there has been a large increase in the use of composites 
(particularly continuous carbon fibre/epoxy) since the mid-1990s. Figure 1-1 
shows the rapid increase in the weight percentage of composite materials used in 
passenger airliners and military fighters. The use of composites has increased 
greatly with the introduction of the Boeing 787 and the soon to be introduced 
Airbus 350-XWB, which both have about 50% of their airframe weight consisting 
of fibre-polymer laminates and (to a lesser extent) sandwich composite 
materials. Most modern fighter aircraft (e.g. F35 Lightening II) also make 
extensive use of composites in the airframe. Composite materials provide 
significant benefits over aluminium which includes (but is not limited to) 
reduction in weight which results in fuel savings and less greenhouse gas 
emissions from fuel burn; fewer number of components and fasteners in the 
construction of large structures; high specific stiffness, specific strength and 
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Figure 1-1 Weight percent of composite materials used in the airframe to civilian 
passenger aircraft and military fighter aircraft. The aircraft types are indicated [1].  
 
 
A major weakness of composite materials is low interlaminar toughness due to 
the low ductility and strength of the polymer matrix phase. This issue is a 
concern with composite structural joints and stiffened panels, which are used 
extensively throughout the airframe (e.g. Figure 1-2), because rapid and 
unstable delamination crack growth can occur along the polymer bond-line 
connection due to manufacturing defects (e.g. large voids, porosity, over-
loading, impact or environmental degradation from excessive moisture 













Conventional structural joints and stiffened panels are fabricated by co-curing or 
adhesive bonding the adherends. Even when using a high toughness polymer, 
the bond-line often has poor damage tolerance, low through-thickness tensile 
stiffness and strength, susceptibility to delamination damage and consequently 
the joint has low structural properties when the bond-line is subjected to 
excessive loading. Therefore, composites joints on aircraft are over-designed (or 
conservatively designed) to maintain adequate residual strength and fatigue life 
when damaged. Also, composite joints and stiffened panels must be reinforced 
with fasteners (e.g. bolts, rivets) to avoid catastrophic failure involving rapid and 
complete rupture of the bond. Fasteners result in increased cost and weight, 
reduction in laminate strength due to notch sensitivity, and are a potential site 
for moisture ingress and fastener corrosion if not properly sealed.  
 
A potential solution to the low damage tolerance of composite joints is the 
through-thickness reinforcement of the bonded region with high strength fibre 
tows or rods. Research and development work performed mostly within the past 
few years has shown that through-thickness reinforcement techniques such as 
orthogonal weaving, stitching, tufting and z-pinning are highly effective in 
improving the damage tolerance and interlaminar fracture toughness of 
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composite joints. However, weaving, stitching and tufting are only applicable to 
composites made using dry fabric preforms which are later infused with liquid 
resin. It is not possible to weave, stitch or tuft these composites with the 
polymer matrix phase already in the material. Z-pinning is the only technique 
which is used at the commercial scale for the through-thickness reinforcement of 
pre-impregnated (prepreg) laminates. Prepreg is an important material in the 
construction of aircraft structural joints, and only z-pinning is suitable.   
 
Z-pins are thin metallic or composite rods inserted in the through-thickness 
direction of a laminate or sandwich composite during manufacturing. The pins 
can be highly effective at increasing the interlaminar fracture properties and 
consequently improving the structural properties of composite joints and 
stiffened panels. Z-pins are currently used in the air inlet ducts and engine bay 
doors of the F/A-18E/F Superhornet (Figure 1-3). Z-pins are used to replace 
titanium fasteners which result in a weight saving of 17 kg and cost savings of 
about US$83000 per aircraft [3, 4]. Z-pins are also used to reinforce the cargo 
doors to the C-17 GlobeMaster III military transport aircraft (Figure 1-4). 
Through these applications and numerous studies, z-pinning is known as an 
effective and simple method to increase delamination toughness, resistance to 
impact damage, and promote high joint strength of prepreg-based composite 
panels. Z-pinning has also been successfully used to reinforce the composite roll-
over bars of Formula 1 cars (Figure 1-5) [5]. 
 
 













Figure 1-5 Z-pinned composite roll-over bars in Formula 1 car [8] 
 
 
1.2  AIMS AND SCOPE OF PhD PROJECT 
 
The general aim of this PhD project is to investigate the structural properties, 
damage tolerance, strengthening mechanisms and damage modes of z-pinned 
composite joints representative of those used in aircraft. Two types of z-pinned 
joints made of co-cured carbon fibre/epoxy prepreg laminate were assessed: T-
shaped joints and single lap joints.  
 
An important task of the project is an extensive and critical review of published 
research into z-pinned joints to determine the current state-of-the-art and to 
identify gaps in the body of knowledge, which then forms the basis for further 
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the effect of z-pinning on the structural properties of co-cured T-joints, including 
the elastic stiffness, failure initiation load, ultimate strength, failure 
displacement, and total absorbed energy capacity. The study also seeks to 
determine the strengthening mechanisms and failure modes of z-pinned T-joints. 
In order to achieve these aims, the project involves the first reported systematic 
investigation of the main parameters controlling the properties of z-pinned T-
joints, including the effects of the volume content, diameter, embedded length 
and location of the z-pins; the load angle; the joint thickness;, and the presence 
of bond-line cracks (damage tolerance). As part of this investigation, the 
influence of these parameters on the strengthening mechanisms and damage 
behaviour of T-joints is determined by experimentation and modelling.  
 
The PhD project also aims to determine for the fist time of effect of z-pinning on 
the creep properties and creep deformation mechanisms of co-cured bonded 
joints. With the growing use of composite structures in elevated temperature 
applications, an objective of the work is to assess whether z-pinning can increase 
the strength and deformation resistance of the bond-line of lap joints under 
elevated temperature creep loading conditions, and the strengthening 
mechanisms controlling the creep properties.  
 
 
1.3  THESIS OUTLINE 
 
Within each research chapter of this PhD thesis is presented an abstract, 
introduction, description of the research methods, results and discussion, and 
main conclusions. Furthermore, journal and conference articles arising from the 
research work presented in the chapters are listed. 
 
Chapter Two presents a comprehensive and critical review of published research 
into stitched, tufted and z-pinned composite joints. The manufacturing procedure 
of these through-thickness reinforcement techniques is described. Published 
research is reviewed into the improvement to the structural properties, 
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delamination toughness and strengthening mechanisms of stitched, tufted and z-
pinned joints, with most attention given to pinned joints. The literature review 
also identifies knowledge gaps in the field which forms the basis for the research 
studies performed as part of this PhD project. 
 
Chapter Three presents a research study into the effect of the volume content of 
z-pins on the structural properties and strengthening mechanics of z-pinned 
carbon/epoxy T-joints under a pull-off load. Z-pin volume contents ranging from 
0.5% to 4% were studied alongside an unpinned joint. The effect of increasing z-
pin content on the main structural properties of the T-joints was experimentally 
determined. The properties investigated include elastic stiffness, failure initiation 
load, ultimate strength, failure displacement, and total absorbed energy capacity. 
This chapter also experimentally identified the strengthening mechanisms and 
damage modes of the T-joints at different z-pin contents. The chapter 
furthermore investigated the strengthening mechanisms of the z-pinned joint 
using finite element analysis (FEA), which provided important insights into the 
toughening mechanisms and failure modes. A validation study of the FE model is 
presented using the experimental data and observations. 
 
The effect of z-pin reinforcement location, z-pin diameter, and applied pull-off 
load angle on the structural properties of z-pinned T-joints is reported in Chapter 
Four. Similar to the previous research chapter, the effect of z-pinning was 
quantified experimentally using the failure initiation load, ultimate load, failure 
displacement, and total absorbed energy capacity of the T-joint.  
 
Chapter Five presents the experimental and analytical study into effect of 
adherend thickness on the structural properties and strengthening mechanics of 
z-pinned T-joints. T-joints with skin-flange thicknesses ranging from thin (2 mm) 
to thick (8 mm) were studied, and the dependence of the structural properties on 
the embedded z-pin length was determined. The strengthening mechanics of T-
joints of different thickness were analytically and experimentally investigated 
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The damage tolerance properties of defective z-pinned T-joints are 
experimentally investigated in Chapter Six. This chapter presents a pilot study 
into the effect of pre-existing crack length along the skin-flange interface of a z-
pinned carbon/epoxy T-joint on the residual mechanical properties and 
strengthening mechanisms. The pre-existing crack length ranged from 10% to 
100% of the entire length of the skin-stiffener interface. The strengthening 
mechanism involved was identified. 
 
Chapter Seven presents a pilot study into the elevated temperature creep 
properties and creep mechanisms of z-pinned joints. The study begins by 
determining the mechanical properties and failure behaviour of co-cured single 
lap joints at room temperature. Following this, the creep properties of the z-
pinned lap joint at temperatures close to glass transition temperature of the 
polymer bond-line are determined. Creep properties of the z-pinned lap joint 
determined in this study were time-to-rupture, secondary creep rate and creep 
activation energy. Also, mechanical and creep models are used to explain the 
creep properties and creep strengthening mechanisms of z-pinned lap joints. 
 
The final chapter of the thesis summarises the main conclusions resulting from 
the research work performed in the PhD project. In addition, the chapter outlines 
several topics requiring further investigation into z-pinned joints to advance the 
knowledge to the level required by the aerospace industry to use these joints 
with confidence in aircraft. 
 
CHAPTER 2 
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CHAPTER 2:  
 
LITERATURE REVIEW: OVERVIEW OF 3D 





This chapter presents an overview of published research into structural 
composite joints which are reinforced in the through-thickness direction with 
fibrous yarns or pins. The literature review assesses the current state-of-the-art 
into different methods used in the through-thickness reinforcement of composite 
joints; which are stitching, tufting and z-pinning. These types of 3D composite 
joints contain fibrous yarns or (in the case of z-pinning) rods in the through-
thickness direction. The chapter presents an overview of the manufacturing 
processes used to reinforce composite materials and their joints by stitching, 
tufting and, in greater detail, z-pinning. Scientific studies into the influence of 
these reinforcement methods on the interlaminar fracture toughness of 
composites is described, which is important for the strengthening and toughening 
of composite joints. A review of published research into the effect of z-pinning on 
the microstructural and mechanical properties of composite laminates is also 
presented. Most of this chapter is devoted to reviewing research work performed 
on improving the mechanical properties of composite joints by stitching, tufting 
and z-pinning. Mechanical models and experimental tests for evaluating the 
mechanical properties of 3D composite joints are reviewed. An important 
outcome of this literature review is the identification of gaps and deficiencies in 
our understanding of the mechanical properties of z-pinned joints, and this is 
then used for the basis for the research work performed in this PhD project.  
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2.1  STITCHED STRUCTURAL JOINTS 
 
2.1.1  Manufacture of Stitched Composites 
 
Stitching of composite laminates basically involves inserting stitch threads 
through a stack of dry fabric via a needle to create a 3D stitched fabric preform 
(Figure 2-1). The common thread materials used for stitching are aramid, carbon 
and glass yarns because of their high tensile stiffness and strength, which 
promotes high interlaminar toughening. A feasibility study was done in the 1990s 
by NASA and Boeing to develop a 28 meter long stitching machine to 
manufacture an impact-tolerant stitched composite aircraft wing that would be 
25% lighter and 20% cheaper than an equivalent aluminium wing [9]. The 
project was successful in terms of manufacturing and testing of components, but 
the machinery costs were very expensive. The advancement in machinery in the 
past decade through the development and implementation of robotic stitching 
machines has driven down the cost of stitching. These newly developed machines 
have the capability of stitching curved surfaces and stitching from one side only 
(Figure 2-2); an added capability when one side of the component is not 




Figure 2-1 Schematic of a stitched composite [11]. 
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Figure 2-2 Illustration of one-sided stitching [12]. 
 
 
The common stitching configurations are the lock stitch, modified lock stitch and 
chain stitch (Figure 2-3). Most composites are reinforced with stitches to a 
volume fraction of 1% to 5% to promote high interlaminar toughness without 
causing a large loss to the in-plane properties. Reinforcement of threads above 
5% can create too much damage to the preform which reduces the mechanical 
properties of the stitched material, as described in the next section. The common 
stitch patterns to the composite preform are shown in Figure 2-4. 
 
 
Figure 2-3 Illustrations of (a) modified lock stitch, (b) lock stitch and (c) chain stitch 
[13]. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 2-4 Illustration of stitching patterns: (a) straight, (b) diagonal, (c) zig-zag and (d) 
cross stitching [14]. 
  
 
Initially, stitching was developed to increase the delamination toughness of 
prepreg laminates. However, the tackiness of uncured prepreg causes sticking of 
the needle and thread, and this creates too much damage in the material. Thus, 
the application of stitching is now limited for dry fabric preforms. Stitching is not 
necessarily done on the entire composite component or structure, and it can be 
localized to a specific region where high delamination resistance and damage 
tolerance are required, such as a structural joint. Thus, the localised 
reinforcement using stitching provides flexibility to increase delamination 
toughness of only the desired area based on its application. This then allows a 
number of separate components to be stitched individually, and integrated at a 
later stage to form a complex structure which can be joined by stitching (Figure 
2-5). 
 
The damage caused by stitching includes fibre breakage, fibre misalignment, 
fibre crimping, resin-rich zones, stitch distortion, microcracking, and preform 
compaction [15]. The most common types of damage are fibre breakage, 
misalignment and crimping. Fibre breakage is caused by abrasion of the needle 
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during insertion or the needle tip crushing the fibres. Fibre misalignment is due 
to fibres being pushed aside by the needle, and this damage is dependent on the 
thread and needle sizes. Fibre crimping is caused by the thread pulling the fibres 
at the surface into the preform. These damages reduce the in-plane mechanical 
properties of stitched laminates. Comprehensive reviews on the in-plane 
mechanical properties of stitched laminates and the responsible mechanisms 
affecting these properties are presented in Mouritz and Cox [13, 16].  
 
 
Figure 2-5 Illustration of complex preform via stitching [15].  
 
 
2.1.2  Delamination Toughness of Stitched Composites 
 
The toughening of stitched joints is reliant on increasing the delamination 
fracture toughness of the interface between the adherends. The delamination 
toughness of stitched laminates is dependent on the stitching process 
parameters such as the density, diameter and material of the stitches [14, 15]. 
Stitching is a highly effective method for increasing the delamination toughness 
of composites [11, 13, 17-39]. The mode I interlaminar toughness behaviour 
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(R−curve) for a stitched and unstitched laminates is shown in Figure 2-6. It is 
seen that the critical strain energy release rate for delamination crack initiation is 
the same for the stitched or unstitched laminate, however a significantly higher 
energy is needed to propagate a delamination crack in the stitched material. The 
improvement in delamination toughness is due to the bridging traction loads 
carried by the stitches along the crack [15, 16]. A schematic representation of 
the crack bridging zone in a stitched laminate under mode I loading is presented 
in Figure 2-7. The bridging zone is fully developed when the crack opening 
displacement is large enough, and within this zone the stitches are elastically 
stretched, followed by debonding, pull-out or rupture. These toughening 
mechanisms generate the traction load which shields the crack tip from high 
stress, thus increasing the resistance against delamination crack growth. The 
mode I delamination toughness increases with the stitch density [23] and 
diameter of the stitches [40]. The delamination toughness also increases with 





Figure 2-6 Interlaminar fracture toughness of stitched and unstitched glass/vinyl ester 
composites under mode I loading [15]. 
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Figure 2-7 Schematic of crack bridging for a stitched composite under mode I loading. 
Reproduced from He and Cox [41]. 
 
Stitching also promotes high delamination toughness in laminates under mode II 
interlaminar loading, as shown in Figure 2-8. The mode II toughening 
mechanisms involve elastic shear deformation and debonding of bridging stitches 
along the delamination crack [13, 15, 21]. Plastic shear deformation and 
snubbing of the stitches also absorb a large amount of shear strain energy, thus 
shielding the crack tip. Jain et al. [20] found that the mode II delamination 
toughness of stitched carbon fibre/epoxy laminates is approximately 4-15 times 
higher than an equivalent unstitched composite. 
 
 
Figure 2-8 Effect of stitch density on the mode II Interlaminar fracture toughness of 
carbon/epoxy laminates [14]. 
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Jain and Mai [40] developed two fracture-based mechanical models to study the 
effect of stitching on the delamination toughness of a double cantilever beam: 
(1) stitches are not interconnected and (2) stitches are interconnected. These 
analytical models determine the crack growth resistance along the crack plane 
induced by stitches in a DCB, which accounts for the improvement in 
delamination toughness under mode I loading. The model assumes that crack 
propagation in a stitched DCB is governed by the intrinsic fracture toughness of a 
unstitched DCB (KIC) combined with the addition toughness gained by the 
traction loads generated by the stitches in the crack bridging zone. Thus, the 
mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of the stitched material (Kr) is a function 



















1)(        eqn  2-1 
 
C  is the correction factor dependent on material properties and ICK  is the 
intrinsic fracture toughness of the unstitched composite. At a given position 
measured from the crack tip, t (which is a function of the crack opening 
displacement), the other two remaining terms can be determined using the 
equations below, for the case where stitches are not interconnected: 
 
( ) ( )( )( )( )42131 12)( UUUtSHUUtYdStp fD −−+= τpi      eqn 2-2








































tf    eqn  2-3 
 
Equation 2-2 is an equivalent traction load carried by individual stitches, which is 
solved using a combination of the governing differential equation for beam 
deflection, prescribed step functions ( 41 UU − ) which determine whether the 
stitch is elastically stretching, pulling-out or rupturing. DS  is the stitch density, 
H  is the half thickness of the DCB, τ  is the shear strength of the stitch-laminate 
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interface, and fd  is the stitch diameter. ( )tY  is the slip length (i.e. the actual 
length of thread carrying load) during the elastic stretching phase and ( )tS  the 
slip distance of the stitch during the pull-out phase, and these two parameters 
can be approximated using the following equation for the given crack opening 
displacement (δ ) and tensile force acting on the thread ( F ): 
 
























HYY 11lnδ        eqn  2-5 
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HHS 11lnδ      eqn  2-7 
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where fA  is the cross-section area and fE  is the Young’s modulus of the stitch. 
 
For the case where stitches are interconnected, the mode I interlaminar fracture 
toughness is determined by replacing equations 2-1 to 2-7 with those prescribed 
by Jain and Mai [40].  Using these theoretical models to analyse the delamination 
fracture toughness of stitched laminates, it is found that toughness increases 
with the the embedded length, stiffness, strength, and diameter of the stitches, 
whether stitches are interconnected or not, and the interfacial shear strength 
between the stitches and laminate. The analysis also reveals that a smaller 
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thread diameter in combination with higher stitch density and interfacial shear 
stress is needed to maximise the delamination resistance.  
 
The effectiveness of stitching in improving the delamination toughness of 
laminates under mode I and mode II loadings has led to numerous investigations 
of the impact damage resistance and post-impact properties of stitched 
composite laminates. These studies have found that stitched laminates have 
superior impact tolerance compared to unstitched counterparts [35, 42, 43]. The 
capacity of the stitches to resist impact damage is dependent on parameters 
such as density of reinforcement, distance between stitch lines, stitch diameter, 
and reinforcement location and embedded stitch length [35]. Also, researchers 
have found that higher impact energy causes greater damage, resulting in more 
stitches bridging the delamination cracks [42-45]. Thus, stitched laminates 
exhibit greater improvements in impact damage tolerance when compared to the 
unstitched material at higher energy levels than at lower energies.  
 
2.1.3  Stitched Composite Joints 
 
Composite joints formed by co-curing or using high strength adhesive often fail 
by delamination crack growth along the bond-line under various loading 
conditions (e.g. over-loading, impact, fatigue). Stitching has been used for the 
through-thickness reinforcement of the bonded region to strengthened and 
toughened joints. Numerous studies have shown that stitched lap joints have 
superior mechanical properties when compared to unstitched joints [11, 17, 20, 
28, 36-38]. For example, Tong et al. [36-38] reported an improvement of over 
20% to both the ultimate tensile strength (or up to 46% when the stitch quality 
was improved) and the failure displacement of a single lap joint when reinforced 
by stitching (Figure 2-9 and Figure 2-10). The strength was improved by the 
stitches bridging across the bond-line after it had fractured, and ultimately the 
stitches failed by shear rupture or pull-out. An improvement to the fatigue life of 
stitched composite lap joints has been measured by Jain et al. [20]. Stitching 
was effective in generating crack bridging traction loads that impeded 
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delamination growth, with the toughening effect being dependent on parameters 
such as the stitch distance from the overlap edge, stitch modulus, and angle of 
stitches [36, 38]. Although many studies have been published into the 
strengthening of lap joints by stitching, there is a lack of understanding on their 
performance under time-dependent conditions such as creep loading and 
environmental ageing due to moisture absorption. 
 
 




Figure 2-10 Applied load – axial displacement curve of stitched and unstitched lap joints 
[37]. 
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Stitching can also improve the mechanical performance and damage tolerance of 
composite T-joints and stiffened panels [22, 29-31, 35]. Stickler et al. [29-31], 
Tada and Ishikawa [46], and Young and Chuang [47] have shown that the 
stitching of bonded T-joints (Figure 2-11) increased the ultimate strength under 
tension pull-off, bending, and compression loading conditions. Stitching improved 
the strength of T-joints by forming a bridging traction zone along the fractured 
bond-line of the T-joint, which delayed and (in some cases) arrested crack 
propagation. Failure of the stitches occurred by tensile breakage and pull-out 
which absorbed a large amount of strain energy, thus increasing the 
delamination resistance of the stitched joint resulting in higher damage tolerant. 
Numerical models have been developed and found to be in agreement with 
experimental tests performed on stitched T-joints [29-31]. These modelling 
studies also provide parametric analysis into the effect of different parameters on 
the structural properties of stitched T-joints; parameters such as stitch density 
and location, stitch modulus and insertion depth, and geometry of T-joint which 
includes web thickness and resin-rich zones at the stiffener-skin interface.  
 
 
Figure 2-11 Schematic of stitched T-joint [29]. 
 
Stitching of the flange-skin interface to stiffened panels has been shown to 
increase the impact damage tolerance and post-impact residual strength [22, 35, 
42-45, 48]. Jegley [22] reported that stitching successfully arrested crack 
propagation in stiffened panels, and resisted separation of the flange and skin in 
impacted panels under compression loading (Figures 2-12 and 2-13). Stitched 
stiffened panels exhibited superior post-impact failure loads by up to 30%, 
although improvements to the post-impact buckling load were not consistent. 
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Furthermore, finite element modelling and experimental testing has shown that 
the stitching of stiffened panels improved the compressive failure strength and 
fatigue performance following impact loading [35]. Many studies have been 
undertaken to characterise and measure the mechanical performance of stitched 
stiffened panels under different static and dynamic loading conditions [22, 29-31, 
35]. These studies have proven the effectiveness of stitched laminates in 
providing high delamination toughness, thus resulting in higher impact damage 
tolerance.  
 
Figure 2-12 Schematic diagram of stitched T-stiffened panel under impact loading [22]. 
 
 
Figure 2-13 Buckling and failure load of stitched and unstitched T-stiffened panel under 
impact loading [22]. 
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2.2  TUFTING 
 
2.2.1  Manufacture and Properties of Tufted Composite 
 
Tufting is a relatively new reinforcement technique which is based on one-sided 
stitching [12]. Tufting basically involves the insertion of one needle carrying a 
thread into a fabric preform, and when the needle is withdrawn the thread 
remains inside the preform by friction with the fibres (Figure 2-14). Tufting does 
not have the traditional interlocking of threads as occurs with conventional 
stitching. Tufted stitches can be partially embedded within the preform or fully 
embedded whereby the loop protrudes from the bottom (Figure 2-15). Tufting 
exploits the benefit of traditional stitching of increasing delamination toughness, 
but with the reduced complexity of machinery parts [12]. Similar to stitching, 
tufting can only be applied to dry preforms and requires resin infusion to form 
the final composite.  
 
 
Figure 2-14 Illustration of tufting of fabric [12].  
 
Although tufting is a relatively new process for the through-thickness 
reinforcement of composites, it has been successfully applied in the production of 
automotive structures with high impact damage tolerance [49]. Tufting has also 
been used to join T- and J-stiffeners to composite skins, which resulted in three 
times greater load-carrying capacity before failure than the untufted stiffened 
joints [12]. 
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Figure 2-15 Fabric preform with tufting [12]. 
 
The delamination toughness and mechanical properties of tufted composite 
laminates are dependent on the fabric layup, tuft spacing, tuft array geometry 
and the free loop length [12, 50]. A schematic of a tufted stitch within a 
composite is shown in Figure 2-16. Similar to stitching, the tufting process 
causes microstructural defects such as fibre misalignment, resin-rich pockets, 
fibre breakage, micro-cracking, and surface defects due to the free loops. A 
detailed description of the microstructure of tufted laminates is provided by 
Treiber [12].  
 
There are only a limited number of published studies into the in-plane 
mechanical properties of tufted laminates, and similarities with the effect of 
conventional stitching have been observed. Treiber [12] examined the in-plane 
tension, shear and compression properties of tufted carbon/epoxy laminates. It 
was found that the in-plane tension strength of tufted laminates was dependent 
Top Side 
Bottom Side (with loops) 
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on the fabric layup: no difference for twill woven fabric laminates; reduction up 
to 11% for 2% reinforced non-crimp fabric laminates; and reduction up to 19% 
with 2% reinforced uni-directional fabric laminates. These tensile strength 
reductions are consistent with results reported by Dell’Anno [50] where tufted 
laminates exhibited a drop of 10% in tensile strength. The strength reductions 
were attributed to fibre waviness and resin-rich zones. The study also reported a 
reduction in compressive strength of 25% in tufted uni-directional and twill 
woven fabrics, but no reduction in tufted non-crimp fabrics. This reduction was 
attributed to formation of kink bands at the vicinity of tufts which induce a zone 
of fibre waviness.  
 
Micromechanical models developed by Treiber [12] support the experimental 
results highlighted above. There remains a gap in studies performed on the 
characterisation of the in-plane properties and failure mechanisms of tufted 
laminates. Since the mechanical performance of tufted composites is dependent 
on multiple factors such as laminate geometry and layup, variation of tufting 
parameters, and microstructural defects, there is a need to further investigate 





Figure 2-16 Schematic of the microstructure of tufted composite [12].  
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Treiber [12] found that the mode I delamination toughness of a 0.5% (area 
density) tufted laminate was six times greater than the equivalent unreinforced 
material. Toughening was attributed to the development of a bridging zone 
behind the delamination crack tip, similar to stitched laminates. The tuft threads 
generated a traction load which opposed crack propagation. When more force 
was applied to promote crack growth, the tufted stitches debonded from the 
composite, but pull-out was prevented due to the surface loops, and instead they 
ruptured. The delamination toughness of tufted laminates under mode II was not 
determined by Trieber [12] as no stable crack propagation zone was developed, 
although tufted laminates demonstrated enhancement in delamination toughness 
in the partially developed crack bridging zone.  
 
Treiber [12] also determined the crack bridging laws associated with a single 
tufted thread, where he investigated the effects of loading condition, fabric 
layup, thread material and diameter, and failure mechanism. He reported that 
single tuft pull-out under mode I interlaminar loading was dependent on the tuft 
stiffness and resin stress state, and strain energy dissipation was determined by 
the failure mode of the tuft which involved debonding and frictional stretching to 
breakage. On the other hand, the single tuft bridging law under shear loading 
was highly dependent on the material and geometrical properties of the 
surrounding laminate. As with all 3D through-thickness reinforcement techniques 
including stitching and z-pinning, bridging laws and failure mode vary from one 
configuration to another because they are dependent on specimen and 
reinforcement geometries, material properties, and loading conditions; hence the 
need for more tests and studies to be done on the relationship of bridging laws in 
a wide variety of tufted composite laminate configurations. 
 
An understanding of the toughening mechanisms induced by crack bridging is 
essential as it is the fundamental basis for designing highly damage tolerant 
materials using tufting. The damage tolerance of tufted composites in resisting 
delamination growth was further proven by an improvement of the mode I 
interlaminar fracture toughness, and compression-after-impact strength of a 
tufted laminates by 25% [50]. However, more tests are required to fully 
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characterise the performance of tufted composites under impact loading and 
post-impact residual strength by varying the impact energy from barely visible 
impact damage to clearly visible impact damage, in conjunction with variations in 
tufting parameters and specimen geometry.  
 
2.2.2  Tufting of Composite Joints 
 
Cartié et al. [51] assessed the mechanical performance of a tufted (glass thread) 
carbon composite T-joint under static pull-off load. Tufting along the stiffener-
flange interface fully arrested crack propagation along the bond-line resulting in 
the tufted joint failing under flexure, as opposed to complete separation of flange 
from skin in the untufted joint. Furthermore, the ultimate strength of the tufted 
t-joint was twice the strength of the untufted joint [51]. This indicates that the 
bond-line strength of the tufted T-joint was maximised since the crack along the 
flange-skin interface had been fully arrested and joint failure occurred in the 
laminate. This increase in load-carrying capacity in tufted joints was also 
reported by Treiber [12] where tufting (fully and partially inserted) was 
introduced at the stiffener-skin interface of an omega stiffener under pull-off 
load. The study by Cartié et al. [51] also investigated the fatigue life of the joint 
under cyclic tension-tension loading. It was found that the fatigue life of the 
tufted joint was increased by an average number of load cycles to failure by a 
factor of 12.  
 
Although tufting has great potential as a through-thickness reinforcement 
technique to improve the delamination resistance of laminates and the ultimate 
strength and fatigue life of joints, the number of studies performed to date is 
limited. Since past studies show that tufting could possibly change the failure 
mode of joints (like other through-thickness reinforcement methods), more 
extensive studies are required to fully characterise and investigate the 
mechanical performance, failure mechanisms and damage tolerance of tufted 
composite joints and stiffened panels, utilising a wide range of tufting materials 
and configurations and also taking into consideration the different designs and 
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materials of joints. In order to understand the influence of different parameters 
towards the structural performance and failure mechanism of joints, a 
comprehensive parametric study using finite element modelling is essential to 
provide the basis of optimum design conditions for the desired application. As 
shown with stitched composites, the improved damage tolerance could most 
likely lead to improvements in structural performance under impact loading. 
Thus, experimental and numerical investigations of tufted composite joints under 
impact loading and post-impact residual strength are needed to provide an 
insight towards the damage tolerance of tufted joints. In addition, studies into 
mix-mode interlaminar loading condition, long-term fatigue and creep properties, 
and the effect of environmental ageing on tufted joints are needed should tufting 
be considered as a through-thickness reinforcement technique to be applied at a 




2.3  Z-PINNING 
 
Through-thickness reinforcement techniques such as stitching and tufting are 
effective in improving the delamination toughness of composite materials and, as 
a consequence, the structural properties of composite joints. However, these 
techniques are only applicable to dry fabric preforms which require resin infusion 
after the z-binder reinforcement has been inserted; these techniques are not 
suitable for prepreg laminates. The only practical through-thickness 
reinforcement method to improve the interlaminar toughness of prepreg-based 
laminates is z-pinning.  
 
Z-pinning basically involves inserting fine pins/rods in the through-thickness 
direction of a stacked prepreg laminate (Figure 2-17). Z-pins are made of high 
strength metal or fibrous carbon composite. Like stitching and tufting, z-pinning 
provides the flexibility of reinforcing the entire composite structure or just 
applying to a localised region, such as a joint connection. Furthermore, z-pinning 
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only requires access to one side of the composite which facilitates the through-




Figure 2-17 Basic schematic of z-pinned composites in laminate [16]. 
 
 
This section provides a comprehensive review of published research into the 
manufacturing of z-pinned laminates and the effect of z-pinning on the 
microstructure of composite materials. Following that, a review of the mechanical 
performance of z-pinned composites is presented, with particular emphasis given 
to the modelling and experimental testing of z-pinned structural joints. 
 
2.3.1  Manufacture of Z-pinned Composites 
 
The most common method to insert z-pins into composite materials is the UAZ® 
(Ultrasonically Assisted Z-Fibre) process, which was developed and patented by 
Aztec Inc. (now known as Albany Engineered Composites Pty Ltd). The UAZ® 
process basically involves embedding the pins into the uncured prepreg material 
using a manually operated ultrasonic device [4, 51-63]. The main steps in the z-
pinning process are shown schematically in Figure 2-18. The z-pins are contained 
in a carrier foam (Figure 2-19a) when supplied by the manufacturer. The carrier 
foam is crucial during the insertion process as it provides lateral support such 
that the z-pins are inserted orthogonally and to ensure equal spacing between 
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pins (depending on which area density of reinforcement is desired). The carrier 
form does not form an integral part of the final composite part, but is discarded 
when the z-pinning process is complete. 
 
The z-pinning process begins by laying up the prepreg plies on the mould to form 
the desired shape (T-shape in this instance). The carrier foam containing the z-
pins is placed on the prepreg stack, and the ultrasonic device (Figure 2-20a) is 
then used to drive the pins from the foam into the skin and underlying stiffener 
flange. An automated ultrasonic horn is also available for high volume 
commercial production in which the horn is fixed to a moving gantry which is 
numerically controlled (Figure 2-20b) [62]. The ultrasonic device generates high 
frequency compressive waves (~20 kHz) which squash the carrier foam and 
thereby drive the z-pins into the uncured composite. Pressure applied by the 
operator on to the ultrasonic device and heating at the tip of the horn also helps 
insert the z-pins. Both tips of the z-pins are chamfered to facilitate the insertion 
process (Figure 2-19b). After the z-pins are completely driven into the prepreg, 
any excess length of pin material protruding from the surface is sheared away 
together with its carrier foam. After the z-pinning process is complete, the 
composite is cured and consolidated by conventional processing methods.  
 
Recently, EADS Innovation Works developed a new z-pinning technique with the 
objective of enabling automated manufacturing of joints [64, 65]. This technique 
uses twisted carbon fibre pins whereby insertion is performed using a vibrating 
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Figure 2-18 Z-Pin insertion using the UAZ® process in (a) composite laminate [54] and 
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Figure 2-19 Picture of (a) z-pins in carrier foam and (b) carbon/BMI z-pin embedded 
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Figure 2-21 (a) Twisted shape of z-pins and (b) EADS-IW z-pinning machine and 
vibrating needle [64]. 
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2.3.2  Microstructure of Z-pinned Laminates 
 
The presence of z-pins changes the microstructure of the laminate which in turn 
can change the mechanical properties. An understanding of the microstructural 
changes is essential to understand the mechanical properties of z-pinned 
composite laminates and their joints. 
 
2.3.2.1  Z-pin Misalignment 
 
During the z-pinning process it is difficult for z-pins to be inserted into the 
prepreg laminate at a perfectly orthogonal orientation. More often, z-pins are 
offset at an angle from the through-thickness direction (Figure 2-22). These 
angles range up to 20° when the insertion process is done using the manually 
operated ultrasonic horn [54]. The automated insertion procedure provides more 
accuracy and reduces the offset of z-pins [60]. The offset of z-pins may affect 
the delamination toughness because the pin orientation affects the bridging 
traction loads. Chang [54] reported on the median z-pin off-set angle during the 
different stages of the pinning and consolidation process for a carbon/epoxy 
laminate (Figure 2-23). The greatest offset occurs during cutting of the pins and 
during consolidation of the laminate during curing. 
 
 
Figure 2-22 Off-set and crimping of z-pins in a laminate [63]. 
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Figure 2-23 Median off-set angles related to different stages of manufacturing for small 
diameter pins (0.28 mm) in carbon/epoxy laminate [54]. 
 
 
2.3.2.2  Fibre Misalignment and Breakage 
 
The presence of z-pins alters the arrangement and architecture of the in-plane 
fibres of the laminate. During pin insertion, the in-plane fibres are pushed aside 
which creates regions of localised fibre waviness (Figure 2-24). Steeves and 
Fleck [66] found that the deflection of in-plane fibres around the z-pins was 
asymmetric due to inconsistency of z-pin insertion and the presence of random 
fibre distributions in the prepreg material itself, however Chang [54] reported 
that the deflection of fibres are symmetric. Apart from fibre waviness, fibres can 
break during pin insertion (Figure 2-25). Fibre breakage occurs when the force 
which is used to drive the z-pins into the laminate is too high and the in-plane 
fibres are not able to deflect out of the way due to the lack of free space within 
the laminate. Fibre waviness and breakage affects the in-plane properties of z-
pinned laminates, which will be discussed later. 
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Figure 2-25 Fibre breakage caused by z-pinning 
 
2.3.2.3  Fibre Crimping 
 
In addition to fibre waviness and breakage, the insertion of z-pins causes fibre 
crimping in the through-thickness direction (Figure 2-22) [54, 66, 67]. Fibres 
which are not deflected around the pins or break might bend towards the 
through-thickness direction. This is similar to crimping of fibres in 3D stitched or 
tufted laminates. However, it has been reported that fibre crimping in z-pinned 
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laminates is an issue for compression loading because it promotes microbuckling 
and kinking of the in-plane load-bearing fibres. 
 
2.3.2.4  Resin-rich Zones 
 
The presence of z-pins causes the formation of resin-rich zones (Figure 2-26) 
[54, 62, 66, 67, 71]. These zones are formed from voids which are filled with 
resin during curing. The voids are created by the deflection of fibres around the 
circumference of the z-pins. When the resin transforms to the liquid phase during 
the initial stage of the curing process, it then flows in the void spaces. The shape 
and size of the resin-rich regions are dependent on the diameter and spacing of 
the z-pins, and the fibre pattern of the laminate. Distinct resin-rich zones with an 
eyelet shape aligned in the fibre direction are formed when the z-pins are spaced 
at a sufficient distance apart (Figure 2-26a). A resin-rich channel is formed when 
pins are spaced close together (Figure 2-26b). Resin-rich zones are a concern 
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2.3.2.5  Microcracking and Swelling 
 
During curing, microcracking can occur at the interface between the z-pins and 
surrounding composite material (Figure 2-27). This is caused by the mismatch in 
the thermal expansion coefficients of the z-pin and host laminate [72, 73]. Since 
the pin has a lower thermal coefficient and higher axial stiffness compared to the 
prepreg laminate in the through-thickness direction, a mismatch in expansion 
occurs during the cool-down phase of the cure cycle. This causes partial 
debonding or microcracking at the pin-laminate interface when the thermal 
stress exceeds the failure stress of the resin. Sweeting and Thomson [73] 
calculated using finite element modelling that the principal tensile stress in a 
carbon/epoxy laminate surrounding the z-pin is four times higher than the far-
field residual stress, and this causes the interfacial cracking around pins.  
 
Z-pinning can cause swelling of the laminate material which results in a reduced 
fibre volume content. Chang [54] found that the potential reasons for swelling 
are resistance imposed by z-pins against compaction and/or the material 
expansion to accommodate the pins. This could potentially affect the mechanical 
properties of the laminate material which are dependent on the fibre volume 
fraction, thus swelling needs to be controlled and minimised.  
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2.3.3  Mechanical Properties of Z-pinned Laminates 
 
Z-pinning can adversely affect the in-plane mechanical properties of composite 
laminates, as shown by experimental tests and micromechanical modelling [4, 
54-58, 61, 66, 71, 74-77]. A comprehensive review of z-pinned composite 
laminates and joints is provided by Mouritz [60].  
 
Z-pinned laminates shows a small reduction in elastic modulus when compared 
to the unpinned counterpart, with the magnitude of the stiffness loss being 
dependent on the laminate ply orientation, z-pin volume content, and z-pin 
diameter [55, 61]. The elastic modulus decreases with increasing z-pin volume 
content and diameter, and decreasing percentage of load-bearing fibres (i.e. 
fibres parallel to the direction of load) [55, 61, 78] (Figure 2-28). The reduction 
in tension and compression moduli is attributed to the microstructural changes 
caused by the pins, and in particular crimping and waviness of the fibres, and 
reduced fibre volume content due to swelling. These microstructural defects 
become more significant with increasing pin volume content and diameter, 
resulting in a greater reduction to the in-plane modulus.  
 
The reduction in elastic modulus due to laminate ply orientation was found to 
decrease when laminates were stacked with a cross-ply [0/90], quasi-isotropic 
[0/+45/-45/90] or bias [+45/-45] ply pattern, with the cross-ply and quasi-
isotropic patterns being the most commonly used in aircraft structures showing 
reductions of under 10% [55, 61, 78]. Thus, it is critical to limit or minimise the 
micro-structural defects caused by z-pinning. This can be achieved by using 
smaller pins, optimised pin volume density, control fibre pattern in both the 
through-thickness and in-plane directions to limit fibre distortion during pin 
insertion, and control of the cure process to reduce swelling and thermal 
mismatch of z-pins and surrounding material. 
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Figure 2-28 Effects of (a) z-pin volume content and (b) z-pin diameter on the in-plane 
tension and compression modulus of unidirectional carbon/epoxy laminate [60]. 
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Z-pinning also reduces the in-plane strength properties of laminates [54, 55, 57, 
58, 61, 66, 77], with the loss in strength often being greater than the loss in 
stiffness. Figure 2-29 shows reductions to the tensile strength of a unidirectional 
carbon/epoxy laminate with increasing z-pin volume content and z-pin diameter. 
 
The compression and flexural properties also show similar trends with increasing 
pin content and pin diameter. The increase in volume content and/or diameter of 
the z-pins increases the microstructural defects in the laminate which adversely 
affects the strength. The reduction in tensile strength is due to fibre breakage, 
ply waviness, and the reduced fibre content caused by z-pinning [61]. The 
reduction in compressive strength is attributed to microbuckling and kinking of 
fibres caused mostly by ply waviness and crimping [61, 66, 74, 77]. Steeves and 
Fleck [66] reported reductions of 27% and 30% to the tension and compression 
strengths of carbon/epoxy laminates respectively due to z-pinning. Steeves and 
Fleck used finite element modelling to calculate the compressive strength of z-
pinned laminates, and the analysis highlighted the importance of the z-pin 
insertion pattern on the compressive strength.  
 
Chang et al. [57] also found that the flexural strength decreased with increasing 
pin content and diameter. The study also reported that the reduction is due to 
microstructural defects, such as fibre crimping, fibre misalignment, formation of 
resin-rich zones, swelling which reduces the fibre content, and fibre fracture; 
with fibre fracture being the most harmful. These studies agreed that controlling 
the microstructural damage caused by z-pinning should minimise the reduction 
to the in-plane strength properties. 
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Figure 2-29 Effects of (a) z-pin volume content and (b) z-pin diameter on the tensile 
strength of unidirectional carbon/epoxy laminate [55]. 
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2.3.4  Delamination Fracture Properties of Z-pinned Laminates 
 
While z-pinning can adversely affect the in-plane mechanical properties 
(although usually by only a small amount), this is often compensated by a large 
increase to the delamination fracture toughness, which results in improved 
damage tolerance and joint properties. Numerous experimental and modelling 
studies have reported that z-pinning improves the delamination toughness under 
mode I, mode II and mix-mode I/II loading [53, 59, 72, 79-102]. For example, 
both Freitas et al. [58] and Cartié [82] measured large increases to the modes I 
and II interlaminar fracture toughness of z-pinned carbon/epoxy composites 
using the double cantilever beam and end notch flexure tests respectively (Figure 
2-30). The studies reported a linear increase in the delamination toughness with 
the z-pin content. The toughening effect is often higher for mode I compared 
with mode II interlaminar loading. The study by Cartié [82] also found that 
reducing the diameter of the z-pins (while keeping the pin content constant) 





Figure 2-30 Effects of z-pin volume content on interlaminar delamination toughness of 
carbon/epoxy composite under mode I and mode II [60]. 
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Not only do z-pins increase the delamination toughness, but they have the added 
benefit of stabilising the crack growth process. The ability of z-pins to impede 
delamination means that crack propagation is often stabilised compared to the 
unstable crack growth (fast fracture or ‘unzipping’) that occurs in an unpinned 
brittle matrix laminate. Stabilization of the fracture process is an advantage for 
using z-pinning in composite parts requiring high damage tolerance, such as 
aircraft joints and stiffened panels which are susceptible to impact damage. This 
ability to stabilize crack propagation is due to the bridging traction loads and 
progressive failure mechanism of the z-pins. 
 
The interlaminar toughening provided by z-pins is determined by the crack 
bridging traction behaviour. Under mode I loading, the traction load generated 
by z-pins is determined by the sequence of processes: elastic stretching, 
debonding from the surrounding laminate, and frictional pull-out from host 
laminate (Figure 2-31). As z-pins pull-out from the laminate, a bridging zone is 
developed behind the crack tip (Figure 2-32). For delamination to propagate 
further, a large amount of strain energy is required to overcome the frictional 
force along the pin-laminate interface which opposes pull-out of the z-pins. This 
toughening process shields the crack tip from high strain energy and thereby 
increases the delamination fracture toughness. Debonding of the pin from the 
laminate is absent if microcracking have already occurred at the pin-laminate 
interface due to thermally-induced stresses during curing [73]. In the event that 
the pin debonding stress or the pin friction stress exceeds the tensile strength of 
the pins, then the pins will fail by tensile rupture instead of pull-out. It is worth 
noting that loading z-pins under pure mode I is rarely achievable in practical 
applications as z-pin are typically misaligned in the through-thickness direction 
due to the pinning process. In reality, the offset of z-pins indicates that a mode 
II toughening effect may also occur, although the dominant toughening 
mechanism still occurs under mode I loading. 
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Figure 2-32 Crack bridging zone in a composite double cantilever beam under  
mode I loading [62]. 
 
 
Dai et al. [103] provides a simplified z-pin bridging law under mode I loading by 
representing the tri-linear relationship (Figure 2-31) between z-pin displacement 
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      eqn  2-9 
 
where δ is the z-pin displacement, Pd is the maximum debonding force and 
corresponding displacement δ1, Pf is the maximum frictional force opposing pull-
out and corresponding displacement δ2, and H is the half-thickness of the 
laminate. The maximum debonding force and maximum frictional force opposing 
pull-out can be obtained by performing z-pin pull-out test or approximated by 
using the following equations [104]: 
 
τpidhP
calcd =           eqn  2-10 
 
where 
calcdP is the calculated maximum debonding force, d is the diameter of z-
pin, h is the actual length of z-pin carrying load and τ is the shear stress at pin-
matrix interface at the onset of debonding (or shear strength of the pin-matrix 
bonding interface), and 
 
ff dhP calc τpi=           eqn  2-11 
 
where 
calcfP  is the calculated maximum frictional force and fτ  frictional stress 
opposing pull-out which can be approximated using shear lag theory as shown by 
Cartié et al. [53]. 
 
A crack bridging zone is also developed in z-pinned laminates under mode II 
loading which improves the delamination toughness. The failure process of z-pins 
under mode II loading includes elastic shear deformation, debonding, snubbing, 
and pull-out. At the onset of debonding, the z-pins are pressed laterally into the 
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host laminate which increases the frictional shear stress opposing pull-out. This 
process is called snubbing, and the enhanced frictional stress increases the mode 
II bridging traction load of the z-pins. Cox et al. [86, 87] presents an analytical 
and experimental study into the effect of snubbing on the pull-out of pins from 
laminates. Cartié et al. [105] found that the response of z-pinned composites 
under mode II loading is complex due to the occurrence of multiple possible 
mechanisms for pin failure. It was observed that z-pins can experience shear-
induced pull-out, internal shear failure, and transverse shear failure.  
 
The stable pull-out phase (or sliding) of a z-pin under mode II loading was 
represented by a simple friction model utilising shear lag analysis of the axial 
stress acting along the rod [53]. The analysis described the axial stress at the 
fracture plane of the z-pin under mode II loading as the following: 
 
( ){ }efo zSHR ττφσ 0cos
2
+−=        eqn  2-12 
 
where oσ  is the average axial stress acting on the z-pin at the fracture plane, R  
is the z-pin radius, H  is the pin embedded length, S  is the distance over which 
the end of z-pin have slipped, 0z  is the length of the deflection zone (or snubbing 
zone) and eτ  is the enhanced friction traction stress due to snubbing. The 
equation above can be rewritten in terms of axial load acting on the z-pin 
(bridging traction load) as 
 





+−=         eqn  2-13 
 
where φ  is the angle between the pin to the vertical axis normal to the fracture 
plane. 
 
Analytical and finite element models have been developed to calculate the 
delamination toughness of z-pinned laminates under modes I and II loading [79-
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85, 88, 92-95, 97, 100-102, 104], with different approaches being used to model 
the toughening induced by the pins. The main approaches used to model the z-
pin traction load include applying an averaged (or smeared) bridging force across 
the entire z-pinned area, superimposing non-linear discrete springs for each z-
pin to calculate the traction load, and using cohesive zone modelling. Bianchi et 
al. [104] argued that averaging the bridging forces across the entire crack 
bridging zone is not the best representation of crack propagation in z-pinned 
laminates because of the stick-slip behaviour from one row of z-pins to the next 
row, and superimposing a concentrated force at each z-pin location induces 
stress singularities in the finite element model which makes the solution highly 
sensitive to the mesh density. The cohesive zone model applied to z-pinned 
laminates has shown promising results and is arguably the best approach to 
modelling delamination fracture [104]. The cohesive model is able to calculate 
the crack initiation and crack propagation stresses using the traction load-crack 
separation law. The cohesive zone modelling approach analyses the crack growth 
process as a gradual failure process. Numerical studies by Bianchi et al. [104] 
describe the modelling of a z-pinned double cantilever beam by applying a 
cohesive zone along the crack plane using the bridging traction law of z-pins that 
is determined experimentally (Figure 2-33). The model is able to accurately 
predict delamination growth and the applied load-crack opening displacement 
relationship when compared to experimental data (Figure 2-34).  
 
 
Figure 2-33 Cohesive zone modelling of z-pinned composite double cantilever beam using 
the bridging traction law of the pins [104]. 
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Figure 2-34 Comparison of cohesive zone modelling results for a z-pinned double 
cantilever beam against experimental data: (a) Load-crack opening displacement 
relationship and (b) crack growth-crack opening displacement relationship [104]. The 
results plotted in each case are as follows [z-pin volume content/ z-pin diameter]: Case 1 
[2%/0.51 mm]; Case 2 [2%/0.28 mm]; Case 3 [0.5%/0.28 mm]. 
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2.3.5  Impact Properties of Z-pinned Laminates 
 
Z-pinning is an effective method for improving the impact damage resistance and 
post-impact mechanical properties of laminates [4, 58, 96, 106, 107]. For 
example, Figure 2-35 shows the effect of increasing impact energy on the 
amount of delamination damage caused to a carbon/epoxy laminate reinforced 
with different z-pin contents. Z-pinning was found to be ineffective at increasing 
the impact damage resistance to low impact energies, and this was because the 
damage size was too small for the pins to create a fully-developed bridging 
traction zone. At high energies, however, the impact damage resistance was 
improved greatly by z-pinning, with the amount of delamination damage 
decreasing with increasing pin content. Due to the improved impact damage 
resistance, z-pinned laminates have higher post-impact mechanical properties 
under compression and fatigue loading [82, 96, 106, 108-110] compared with an 





Figure 2-35 Effect of incident impact energy and z-pin volume content on the amount of 
delamination damage to a carbon/epoxy laminate [108]. 
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Figure 2-36 Post-impact compressive modulus and strength of a carbon/epoxy laminate 
reinforced with different z-pin volume content. Laminate was impacted at an incident 
energy level of 25.5 J [108]. 
 
 
Although past studies have demonstrated that z-pinning is effective at reducing 
impact damage and improving post-impact residual strength, there exists a lack 
of understanding in pre-strained z-pinned laminate under impact. Aircraft 
laminates are under load during service and the strains (particularly high 
compressive strains) may assist crack propagation should impact damage occur. 
Thus to bridge the gap in the current body of knowledge and aircraft 
applications, there is a need to further investigate the strengthening mechanisms 
and mechanical performance of pre-stressed z-pinned laminates subjected to 
impact loading, and tested for post-impact residual strength. 
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2.3.6  Structural Properties of Z-pinned Composite Joints 
 
One of the potential aerospace applications for z-pinning is the reinforcement of 
composite joints to increase the ultimate strength and damage tolerance without 
any significant weight penalty. Conventional aircraft composite joints are 
reinforced with mechanical fasteners (e.g. bolts, screws) to maintain the strength 
properties in the event of bond-line failure due to overloading, impact or 
environmental degradation. The aerospace industry is keen to reduce the need 
for mechanical fasteners because they require the drilling of holes which cause 
damage to laminate fibres, are sites of stress concentration, and are potential 
sites for bearing failure and ingress of moisture or aviation fuel (in the event of 
fastener sealant failure). These issues can be avoided with z-pinning, and is the 
reason for their use on the F/A-18 Superhornet. 
 
Experimental and numerical studies have been performed to investigate and 
characterise the structural properties, damage tolerance and failure mechanisms 
of composite joints reinforced with z-pins [51, 54, 56, 67, 98, 99, 106, 111-
115]. Many types of z-pinned joint designs have been examined, including single 
lap joints, L-shaped joints, T-shaped joints, stiffened panels, and pipe 
connections. This section gives an overview of research into the structural 
property improvements of these different types of joints due to z-pinning. 
 
2.3.6.1  Z-Pinned Lap Joints 
 
Research into the strengthening and toughening of single lap joints by z-pinning 
has been performed by Chang et al. [54, 56, 98, 116, 117]. Earlier work by Tong 
et al. [36-38, 118, 119] showed that the through-thickness reinforcement of the 
bonded region of lap joints with stitches improved the ultimate strength and 
fatigue life. This work provided the inspiration for Chang and colleagues to 
assess whether z-pinning was equally or more effective than stitching for 
improving the structural properties of lap joints.  
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Chang et al. [54] studied the effects of the volume content and diameter of z-
pins on the structural properties of carbon/epoxy single lap joints loaded in 
tension, which induced an interlaminar shear stress between the adherends. 
Chang and colleagues measured over 40% improvement to the ultimate strength 
of the lap joint when reinforced with the relatively modest z-pin content of 2% 
(Figure 2-37). The improvement was credited to the formation of a crack 
bridging zone along the fractured bond-line by the z-pins. The study found that 
the ultimate strength and failure displacement increased with z-pin content up to 
2%, although these properties were lower at the higher pin content of 4%. The 
effect of pin diameter was also investigated by using thicker z-pins, and test 
results show that these pins were not as effective compared to the thinner pins 
in increasing the ultimate strength and failure displacement of the lap joint. 
 
 
Figure 2-37 Improvements on the ultimate strength of z-pinned carbon/epoxy single lap 
joint reinforced with 0.5%, 2% and 4% volume content [56]. 
 
 
Chang et al. [54, 56] developed an analytical model to predict the effects of pin 
volume content and diameter on the ultimate strength of single lap joint, where 




τσ =             eqn  2-14 
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where aσ  is the applied stress, aτ  the average shear stress, L  is the length of 
the joint region, and t  is the thickness of one adherend. Under a pure mode II 
condition, the average shear stress ( aτ ) will equal to the component of uniform 
















         eqn  2-15 
 
where c  is the area density of pins, s  is the circumference of a pin, A  is the 
cross-sectional area of a pin, E  is the Young’s modulus of the pin, u  is the crack 
sliding displacement, and nP  dependent on the radius of a pin and material 
constant of a given laminate.  
 
The effect of z–pinning on the fatigue life of composite lap joints has also been 
studied [56]. Chang et al. [56] found that the fatigue life was improved by z-
pinning, as shown in Figure 2-38, although like the ultimate strength the fatigue 
life did not increase progressively with pin content but instead reached a 




Figure 2-38 Effect of volume content on fatigue life of composite lap joint under cyclic 
tension [56]. 
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Chang et al. [54, 56] investigated the improvement to the strength properties of 
z-pinned lap joints at elevated temperature (between 20°C and 250°C). Z-
pinned lap joints showed increases in ultimate strength up to 60%, with the 
dominant strengthening mechanism being bridging traction loads induced by the 
pins Figure 2-39. The study revealed that the structural performance and failure 
mechanism of the lap joint was dependent on the temperature, pin content and 
pin diameter. Since the performance of z-pinned lap joints are affected by 
temperature, there is a need to investigate the structural performance and 
failure mechanism of pinned lap joints under creep loading. This is essential as 





Figure 2-39 Effect of temperature on the shear failure stress of z-pinned (2%) and 
unpinned carbon/epoxy lap joint [117]. 
 
 
Grassi et al. [112] and Tao et al. [115] developed finite element models to 
analyse the delamination toughness and strengthening mechanisms of z-pinned 
lap joints. Both models can predict the joint strength, and take into account the 
pin density, pin diameter and lap joint geometry. The simulation results were in 
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reasonable agreement with experimental data (Figure 2-40). However, further 
modelling is needed to analyse the structural properties of other structural joints 
used in aircraft, which then enables structural designers to tailor the joints for a 




Figure 2-40 Experimental and finite element results of load-displacement curves of 
curved single lap shear joint with z-pin reinforcement (6 pins) [112]. 
 
 
To date, the modelling and experimental studies on z-pinned lap joints have 
focused on the property improvements, strengthening mechanisms and failure 
modes under in-plane shear loading of the bonded region. Further research is 
required to fully understand the capability of z-pin reinforcement in composite 
lap joints subjected to impact loading, and the effect on post-impact residual 
strength. Also, it is important to investigate the damage tolerance of z-pinned 
lap joints containing bond-line flaws and defects.  
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2.3.6.2  Z-Pinned Bearing Joints 
 
Z-pins can improve the bearing load properties of composite bolted joints [113, 
120]. It has been shown that z-pins increase the bearing stiffness, ultimate load 
and elastic strain energy absorption to bearing joints, as shown in Figure 2-41.  
These property improvements provide an alternative to aircraft designers for 
increasing the failure strength of bolted joints without the weight penalty 





Figure 2-41 Improvement of (a) bearing load, (b) bearing strength, (c) bearing stiffness 
and (d) energy absorption of z-pinned carbon/epoxy laminates around the bolt-hole 
region [113]. 
 
2.3.6.3  Z-Pinned T-Joints 
 
Several studies into z-pinned stiffened-skin panels have been performed to 
investigate their structural performance, failure mechanisms, and damage 
tolerance [51, 65, 98, 106, 111, 121-123]. Experimental tests of z-pinned 
composite T-joints under pull-off load exhibits significant improvements to the 
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ultimate strength, with some studies showing improvements up to 70% by using 
a modest amount of z-pin reinforcement (less than 5%) [51, 98, 111, 121, 123]. 
Vazques et al. [65] reported improvements in the ultimate strength in L-shaped 
pinned joints by 200% using the twisted carbon fibre pins. The increases in 
ultimate strength reported in these studies varied depending on the design of the 
joint (geometry, material, loading condition) and the z-pin reinforcement 
(material, volume density, and diameter). One consistent improvement reported 
by all studies was the large increase to the damage tolerance of T-joints. Studies 
have shown that although z-pins do not improve the failure initiation load, they 
delay crack propagation significantly between the failure initiation load and final 
failure of the joint (Figure 2-42). Unpinned T-joints failed catastrophically by 
rapid crack growth along the stiffener-skin bond-line. The presence of z-pins 
along the bond-line resisted crack propagation and hence stabilised the failure 
process. The improvement in ultimate strength of T-joints is credited to the 
formation of a bridging zone as cracking proceeds along the stiffener-skin bond-
line. The failure process of the z-pins within this bridging zone accounts for the 
improvement in the structural performance of T-joints, which includes the pins 
being stretched elastically up to the onset of debonding from the host composite, 
followed by frictional pull-out.  
 
 
Figure 2-42 Comparison of z-pinned against unpinned T-joint [51]. 
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The studies performed on z-pinned T-joints further support the claim that z-pins 
are effective in improving delamination toughness. However, it is also reported 
that the improvements to the structural properties and failure modes may 
change for different joint geometries and z-pin configurations. Furthermore, 
most studies have not investigated the effects of the volume content, diameter 
and other parameters of z-pins on the property improvements of T-joints. This 
calls for the need to systematically study the effects of z-pin volume content, 
diameter, embedded length and material type, in combination with a range of T-
joint geometries and loading conditions. Park et al. [123] recently investigated 
the effects of z-pin volume density and diameter on the structural performance 
of carbon/epoxy T-joints. Apart from this one study, a systematic assessment of 
the parameters controlling the properties of z-pinned T-joints has not been 
performed.  
 
Allegri and Zhang [121], Rugg et al. [98], Cartié et al. [51] and Vazques et al. 
[65] developed analytical and numerical models for z-pinned T-joints. These 
models can predict the crack propagation behaviour with reasonable accuracy 
when compared with experimental data. The numerical models utilise ‘spring’ 
elements to simulate the peel and shear traction loads along the stiffener-skin 
bond-line [121] or replacing each z-pin with a nodal force acting against crack 
opening [51].  
 
Owsley [122] and Clarke et al. [106] investigated the mechanical behaviour of z-
pinned stiffened panels under fatigue and impact loading, respectively. Z-pinned 
stiffened panels showed improvements in low cycle fatigue resistance and 
stabilised the crack growth process, thus avoiding catastrophic failure. Clarke et 
al found that z-pinning reduced the impact damage area by 70% when compared 
to an unpinned stiffened panel. These improvements in fatigue life and impact 
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2.4  SUMMARY AND OUTSTANDING RESEARCH ISSUES 
 
To date, most research into z-pinned laminates has focussed on characterising 
the in-plane mechanical properties and demonstrating the efficacy of z-pins in 
improving the interlaminar fracture toughness and impact damage resistance. 
The structural properties of z-pinned lap joints have been studied, including the 
improvements in ultimate strength, fatigue life and failure displacement. These 
improvements have been measured using experimental tests and approximated 
using analytical and numerical modelling. Furthermore, the effects of z-pin 
diameter, area density, and geometry on the structural performance of the z-
pinned lap joints have been assessed. Despite this work, the damage tolerance 
of z-pinned lap joints containing impact damage or bond-line defects has not 
been determined, which is important for aircraft structural applications. 
Improvements to strength of z-pinned lap joints at elevated temperature have 
been studied, however there is also a need to determine the high temperature 
creep properties. 
 
As for z-pinned T-joints and stiffenned panels, past studies have examined the 
structural performance, failure mechanisms and damage tolerance under various 
loading conditions. These studies performed either by experimental testing or 
numerical/analytical modelling show that z-pinned T-joints have increased 
delamination toughness. The improvement to the T-joint properties may be 
dependent on parameters such as z-pin density and size and loading conditions, 
although these have not been studied. Studies by Chang et al. [56] have shown 
that the improvements in properties of single lap joints are controlled by the 
volume content of the z-pins up to a limiting value, beyond which they reduce. It 
is not known whether similar behaviour occurs in the case of z-pinned T-joints 
due to the lack of in-depth investigation. Hence, there is a need to systematically 
study effects such as the z-pin volume content, diameter, embedded length and 
material on the structural properties and damage tolerance of a z-pinned T-joint.  
 
The knowledge and database of damage characteristics of z-pinned T-joints can 
then be used to tailor the design joint according to structural requirements. This 
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also calls for an in-depth study of the impact damage resistance of z-pinned T-
joints. Furthermore, the impact damage study can be extended to investigate 
pre-strained T-joints under impact and post-impact residual strength, as typical 
joints in aircraft are under load before and after impact during in-flight service. 
Long term effects on the structural properties of z-pinned T-joints needs to be 
characterised as a life-cycle of an aircraft typically exceeds a few decades, and 
these effect include creep loading, fatigue life, and environmental degradation. 
 
Not only is further research into the properties of z-pinned T-joints important for 
the potential use in aircraft structures, but also research is needed to deepen our 
scientific understanding of the fundamental mechanisms controlling the strength 
and toughness of complex z-pinned structures. Basic research is required to gain 
an in-depth understanding of the mechanics of z-pins in bonded structures which 
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CHAPTER 3:  
 






This chapter of the PhD thesis presents an experimental investigation into the 
efficacy of z-pins to improve the structural properties of T-joints made of 
carbon/epoxy composite. The effect of z-pinning on the stiffness, strength, 
absorbed energy and toughening mechanism of T-joints under tension (stiffener 
pull-off) loading was determined. As part of this investigation, the effects of the 
volume content of the pins on the structural properties of the T-joints were 
systematically assessed. Pull-off tests were performed on T-joints without z-pins 
or reinforced along the skin-stiffener bond-line with z-pins to volume contents of 
0.5%, 2% or 4%.  
 
It was found that z-pins did not improve the stiffness or failure initiation load of 
T-joints, but they were effective at raising the ultimate failure strength, failure 
displacement, and absorbed energy capacity. These properties increased rapidly 
with the volume content of z-pins, and maximum improvements of about 75% to 
the ultimate strength and over 600% to the total absorbed energy capacity were 
achieved at the highest pin content (4% by volume). Fractographic analysis 
revealed that z-pins increased the joint properties by generating bridging traction 
loads across the bond-line crack between the stiffener and skin. The z-pins 
ultimately failed by a combination of debonding/pull-out from the adherends. 
Furthermore, a finite element (FE) model was developed to capture the failure 
process and mechanical performance of the T-joint under pull-off load. The FE 
model results were consistent with experimental tests when capturing the failure 
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initiation load, elastic stiffness, ultimate load and crack propagation of unpinned 
and pinned T-joints under pull-off load. 
 
The finite element model presented in this chapter was not developed by the 
author, but was created by colleagues at Cranfield University (Mr F. Bianchi and 
Dr X.Zhang). The author worked closely with Cranfield University in the 
validation of the FE model using his experimental data and observations, which 
are presented in this chapter. The author also provided some advice on the 
boundary conditions for the FE model. While the FE model was developed by 
Cranfield, it is briefly described in this research chapter because it provides 
important insights into the toughening and fracture behaviour of the z-pinned T-
joints examined in this chapter. 
 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 present research studies into the structural properties, 
strengthening mechanisms, and fracture/failure behaviour of z-pinned T-joints. 
While it would be possible to combine all of the studies into a single chapter, it 
would result in a very long single description of the research work. For 
convenience, the work is divided into three chapters with chapter 3 focuses on 
the effect of the volume content of the z-pins on the joint properties, chapter 4 
concentrates on the effects of z-pin diameter, location and load angle on the 
joint properties, and chapter 5 examines the effect of embedded pin length on 
the joint properties. 
 
Most of the research presented in this chapter has been presented, published or 
submitted for publication: 
 
• Koh, T.M., Feih, S. and Mouritz, A.P., ‘Experimental determination of the 
structural properties and strengthening mechanisms of z-pinned composite T-
joints’, Composite Structures, 93, (2011), 2269-2276. 
 
• Bianchi, F. Koh, T.M., Xiang, Z., Partridge, I.K., and Mouritz, A.P., ‘Finite 
element modelling of z-pinned composite T-joints’, Composites Science & 
Technology (submitted for publication). 
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• Koh, T.M., S. Feih, and A.P. Mouritz. Structural Properties and Strengthening 
Mechanisms of Z-Pinned Composite T-joints. in 11th Deformation and Fracture 
of Composite and 5th Structural Integrity and Multi-scale Modelling. 2011. 
Cambridge. 
 
• Koh, T.M. Structural Properties and Strengthening Mechanisms of Z-pinned 
Composite T-joints. in Research Seminar - Cranfield University Composites 
Centre. 2011. Cranfield. 
 
• Koh, T.M. Structural Properties and Strengthening Mechanisms of Z-pinned 
Composite T-joints. in International Graduate Summer School in Aeronautics 
and Astronautics - Beihang University. 2011. Beijing. 
 
• Koh, T.M., S. Feih, and A.P. Mouritz, Structural Properties of Composite T-
joints Reinforced with z-pins, in 21st Australasian Conference on the 
Mechanics of Structures and Materials. 2010: Melbourne. 
 
 
3.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
An on-going problem with conventional bonded structural joints fabricated by 
fibre-polymer composite material is low strength and interlaminar toughness of 
the bond-line. As mentioned in chapter 1, joints typically fail due to bond-line 
cracking when subjected to through-thickness tensile (normal), in-plane 
secondary bending or impact loads. Hence, a conservative design (i.e. over 
design) approach is adopted to take into account the low delamination 
resistance, strength and damage tolerance of the bond-line [124]. Significant 
weight reduction of joints is achievable when the fracture toughness of the bond-
line is increased. These includes methods which are currently available for 
strengthening bonded joints such as toughened adhesives (including the use of 
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nanoparticle toughened polymers) or thermoplastic film interleaving (e.g. [124-
126]). Chapter 2 described that reinforcement in the through-thickness direction 
of the bonded region by stitching or tufting is also an effective toughening 
method [17, 28, 31, 37, 46, 51, 118, 119, 127-130], although these techniques 
are only suitable for joint fabricated from resin infused fabric and not for prepreg 
laminate composite. Many composite joints in aerospace structural components 
are fabricated using carbon/epoxy prepreg, and therefore any through-thickness 
toughening method must be suited to prepreg materials. 
 
The only through-thickness reinforcement toughening method that can be readily 
applied to composite joints made from prepreg is z-pinning. Numerous numerical 
and experimental studies have demonstrated that z-pinning can improve the 
structural properties of lap joints, L-shaped joints, T-stiffened panels and T-joints 
[4, 51, 81, 98, 112, 116, 117, 122, 131-133], as reviewed in detail in chapter 2. 
However, only a limited amount of research has been performed to determine 
the efficacy of z-pins to increase the mechanical properties of T-joints [4, 51, 98, 
131, 133], which are one of the most common joint designs. Cartié et al. [51] 
measured improvements to the pull-off strength, total absorbed energy and 
fatigue life of T-joints when the stiffener/skin connection was reinforced with z-
pins. Toral-Vazquez et al. [131] measured an increase to the ultimate pull-off 
strength of T-joints of over 200% by reinforcing the bond-line with z-pins.  
 
While the literature review presented in chapter 2 revealed that numerical and 
experimental studies have proven that z-pinning is an effective method for the 
strengthening and toughening of T-joints, a complete understanding of the effect 
of z-pins on the structural properties is lacking. One important factor is the 
optimum volume content of z-pins, which has a large influence on the 
strengthening, damage tolerance and failure mode of lap joints [116, 117]. 
Studies by Cartié et al. [51], Rugg et al. [98], Partridge et al. [4] and Toral-
Vazquez et al. [131] have only determined the improvement in T-joint properties 
for a single z-pin content, and the effect of increasing volume content of z-pins 
on the joint properties, strengthening mechanisms and failure modes has not 
been systematically studied. Understanding the effect of z-pin content is 
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important because different amounts of reinforcement may be used in structural 
joints depending on the desired improvements in mechanical performance and 
damage tolerance.  
 
This chapter presents an experimental investigation into the effect of z-pins on 
the structural properties and strengthening mechanisms of bonded T-joints made 
of carbon/epoxy composite. The study determines the effect of increasing 
volume content of z-pins (up to 4%) on the following properties of T-joints: 
elastic stiffness, failure initiation stress, ultimate strength, failure limit, and 
absorbed energy capacity. The effect of z-pinning on the joint properties up to a 
maximum concentration of 4% by volume was chosen because this is the 
practical upper limit for the z-pin reinforcement of composite structures due to 
manufacturing feasibility and considering the microstructural defects caused by 
z-pinning presented in Chapter 2. The work relates improvements to the 
structural properties with toughening processes induced by the z-pins along the 
skin-stiffener bond-line of T-joints and gives recommendations regarding the 
optimum z-pinning volume content. Lastly, a validation of the experimental 
results performed by using finite element analyses to capture the failure initiation 




3.2  MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
 
3.2.1  Manufacture of Z-pinned T-joints 
 
T-joint specimens were made using unidirectional T700 carbon/epoxy prepreg 
supplied by Advanced Composites Group (VTM264). The shape and dimensions 
of the joint specimens are shown in Figure 3-1, and the geometry is 
representative of typical stiffener connections in aircraft composite structures. 
The joint stiffener was made by co-curing (without film adhesive) two L-shaped 
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composite sections which each contained ten prepreg plies stacked in a 
[90/0/90/0/90]S pattern. A cross-ply stacking pattern was selected because 
(along with quasi-isotropic) is commonly used in composite aircraft structures. 
The skin was also made of ten plies of [90/0/90/0/90]S composite. Both the 
stiffener and skin were 2 mm thick. No film adhesive was used to bond the 
stiffener to the skin; adhesion was achieved by co-curing the joint. The ∆-fillet 
region at the base of the stiffener was filled with unidirectional prepreg tape to 
avoid the formation of a weak resin-rich zone.  
 
For the purpose of discussion in this chapter and the next, T-joint specimen used 
in this chapter was labelled as Type A: bond region between the skin and 
stiffener flange of the T-joint was reinforced with thin z-pins. It is worth noting 
that the z-pin tips at both ends are chamfered when supplied by the 
manufacturer to ease the insertion process. During the manufacturing process, 
the protruding pin end of the outer surface of the skin was sheared off before the 
last ply of laminate was stacked. Therefore only the z-pin tip at the stiffener 
flange was left chamfered (as shown in Figure 3-2), while the other tip flushes 
with the outer surface of the skin. 
 
 
Figure 3-1 Schematic of composite T-joint specimen reinforced with z-pins. Type A 
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Figure 3-2 Chamfered end of z-pin tip. 
 
 
The z-pins were thin diameter (0.28 mm) pultruded rods of T300 
carbon/bismaleimide produced by Albany Engineered Composites Pty Ltd. The 
Type A joint specimens were fabricated containing z-pin contents of 0.5%, 2% or 
4% by volume along the skin/stiffener bond region. In addition, T-joint 
specimens without z-pins were manufactured as control specimens. 
 
The z-pins were inserted using the UAZ® process, which basically involves 
embedding pins into the uncured prepreg material using a manually operated 
ultrasonic device [60], as described in chapter 2. The main steps in the z-pinning 
process for the T-joints are shown sequentially in Figure 3-3. The z-pins are 
contained in carrier foam when supplied by the manufacturer. The z-pinning 
process began by laying up the prepreg plies on the mould to form the T-shape, 
except for the last ply on the top surface of the stiffener and bottom surface of 
the skin. The carrier foam containing the z-pins was placed on the bottom 
surface of the skin, and a hand-held ultrasonic device was then used to drive the 
pins from the foam into the skin and underlying stiffener flange. The ultrasonic 
device generates high frequency compressive waves (20 kHz) which compressed 
the carrier foam and thereby drove the z-pins into the uncured composite. 
Pressure applied by the operator on to the ultrasonic device also helps to force 
the z-pins into the composite. After the z-pins were completely driven into the 
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joint across the entire bonded region, any excess length of pin material 
protruding from the skin surface was sheared away together with its carrier foam 
using a blade. After the z-pinning process was complete, the last ply of the 
stiffener and skin surfaces were applied. As indicated in Figure 3-1, only the 
bonded region of the T-joints was reinforced with z-pins, and outside of this 
region the joint was not pinned. 
 
The unpinned and z-pinned joints were cured in an autoclave at a temperature of 
120°C and overpressure of 620 kPa for one hour. The skin and stiffener to the 
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Figure 3-4 Photo of manufactured Type A joint prior to test. 
 
3.2.2  Pull-off Tests of T-joints 
 
Tensile (pull-off) tests were performed on the T-joint specimens at loading 
angles of 0° whereby applied load was parallel to the joint stiffener, as indicated 
in Figure 3-1. In the pull-off tests, load was applied at a monotonically increasing 
displacement rate of 1 mm/min to the top end of the stiffener using a 50 kN 
Instron machine. The skin to the T-joint was clamped at the ends to a rigid base 
plate, as indicated in Figure 3-5, and Figure 3-6 shows the actual test rig in the 
Instron machine. Type A specimens containing no z-pins, 0.5%, 2% or 4% z-pins 
along the skin-stiffener bond region were tested (refer to Table 3-1). Seven 
samples of the unpinned joint and five samples of the z-pinned joints were tested 
for each pin density. 
 
The mechanical properties values presented in this thesis are considered 
‘apparent’ values, since they are dependent on the specimen geometry and pull-
off test method. However, the results show indicative trends of the structural 
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Load Angle Number of 
Specimens 
Type A 0 - 0o 7 
Type A 0.5 0.28 (thin) 0o 5 
Type A 2 0.28 (thin) 0o 5 
Type A 4 0.28 (thin) 0o 5 
 
 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
3.3.1  Effect of Z-pin Volume Content on Joint Properties Under Pull-off 
Load (0°) 
 
3.3.1.1  Stiffness and Failure Initiation Load of Z-Pinned Joints under Tensile 
(0°) Loading 
 
Figure 3-7 presents typical applied pull-off load against vertical displacement 
curves for T-joint specimens with no z-pins or reinforced with different volume 
contents of z-pins. All of the curves measured for the unpinned and z-pinned 
joints are presented in Appendix A. All z-pinned joints were Type A specimens 
where only the skin-stiffener bond region was reinforced with pins (Figure 3-1). 
Photographs of the T-joints taken at key stages of the test are included to show 
the progression of damage leading to final failure.  
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Figure 3-7 Pull-off load-displacement curves for the (a) unpinned joint, (b) 0.5% z-
pinned joint, (c) 2% z-pinned joint and (d) 4% z-pinned joint loaded at 0°. The 
photographs show the failure stages of the joints under increasing displacement at the 
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The initial linear region of the curve defines the elastic stiffness of the joint, and 
z-pinning of T-joints (from 0.5% to 4% volume density) did not change this 
elastic stiffness when taking into account the experimental scatter (see Figure 
3-8). Z-pins do not significantly alter the in-plane elastic modulus of carbon-
epoxy laminates [54], and therefore it is expected that the stiffness of adherends 
to the joint are not changed by z-pinning. This accounts for the joint stiffness not 
being dependent on the pin content. The experimental scatter shown in the 
elastic modulus might be dependent on the axial clamping force exerted on the 
skin to the rigid base plate. Although the skin of the T-joints was securely 
fastened to the rigid plate, small amounts of axial sliding occurred in actual 
testing when tension pull-off load was applied. This axial sliding of T-joints will 
affect the elastic stiffness of the joint as it influenced the bending stiffness of skin 
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Figure 3-8 Effect of z-pin content on the elastic stiffness and failure initiation load of the 
Type A joints. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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The load-displacement curves show that both the unpinned and z-pinned T-joints 
experienced a load drop in the range of 1200-1600 N, which is indicated by the 
point Pi. Crack initiation occurred at this load drop, and this load does not change 
as the z-pin volume content increases, as shown in Figure 3-8. This observation 
is consistent with strength-testing of bonded lap joints, where increasing the z-
pin volume content does not cause an increase to the crack initiation load [116]. 
The experimental scatter shown in the failure initiation load may be due to the 
variable clamping force, which in turn determined the axial sliding of the joint 
with increasing applied load, as mentioned above. The amount of possible axial 
sliding determines the relative contribution of tensile and bending strain in the 
skin.  Also, the intrinsic brittleness of carbon/epoxy joint may further contribute 
to the errors in the measured value. The load drop was caused by crack initiation 
within the ∆-fillet region of the T-joint. Cracking occurred first in this region 
because of the high geometric stress concentration at the stiffener-skin 
connection and the large mismatch in the elastic modulus of the stiffener (high 
axial stiffness) and ∆-fillet material (low transverse stiffness) [134]. The inability 
of z-pins to increase the failure initiation strength of the T-joint was because the 
∆-fillet region, where the crack first developed, was not reinforced with z-pins, 
and therefore the internal strain conditions were identical for the unpinned and z-
pinned joints. Even if the ∆-fillet region was z-pinned, however, numerical 
analysis and delamination fracture toughness testing of carbon/epoxy composite 
under mode I (normal) tensile loading indicates that z-pins will not increase the 
crack initiation load in this case [60, 83]. Z-pins can only increase the fracture 
load when the crack bridging zone has developed, which requires crack extension 
of at least several millimetres.  
 
The finding that z-pinning does not increase the stiffness and failure initiation 
load of T-joints under the tensile (0°) pull-off load has practical significance. Z-
pinning is considered a viable method for strengthening T-joints on aircraft and 
other engineering structures. However, the design criteria for aircraft joints are 
usually based on their stiffness and failure initiation loads, and this study has 
proven that these properties are not improved by z-pinning.  
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3.3.1.2 Ultimate Strength, Failure Limit and Absorbed Energy Capacity of Z-
Pinned Joints under Tensile (0°) Loading 
 
Z-pinning had a positive impact on the structural properties of Type A joints 
following the initial failure point (i.e. at displacement values beyond Pi). Figure 
3-7 shows the progression of failure for the unpinned and z-pinned T-joint 
specimens at increasing displacement levels beyond the point of initial failure. 
The T-joint without z-pins experienced an abrupt drop in load capacity at the 
initial failure point due to unstable growth of a dominant crack along the centre-
line of the stiffener and then the stiffener flange/skin interface. This large loss in 
structural integrity decreased the load-carrying capability (ultimate load is the 
same as failure initiation load) of the unpinned joint up to final failure, which in 
this study is defined as the point of complete separation of the both or one L-
stiffener flange from the skin at the bond-line region (Figure 3-7a). In contrast, 
T-joints reinforced with z-pins did not suffer this irreversible loss in strength at 
first failure, and instead were able to withstand further loading which resulted in 
higher ultimate strength.  
 
Figure 3-9 shows the effect of increasing z-pin volume content on the ultimate 
load. The ultimate load increased progressively with the z-pin content up to 2%, 
and this improvement was due to the formation of a pin bridging zone between 
the stiffener and skin as cracking proceeded along the bonded region. This 
strengthening process has also been reported by Cartié et al. [51], Rugg et al. 
[98], Partridge et al. [4], and Toral-Vazquez et al. [131] for z-pinned T-joints. It 
is shown in Figure 3-9 that the average ultimate strength increased only slightly 
when the z-pin content was raised from the intermediate (2%) to highest (4%) 
density. This is because the fracture mode changed from bond-line cracking (at 
2%) to failure of the laminate outside the bonded region (at 4%).  
 
The study found that the experimental scatter in the ultimate load of 2% and 4% 
T-joints was significantly greater than that of 0.5% z-pinned T-joints (Figure 
3-9). In-situ observations revealed that the ultimate load point occurred when 
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the dominant cracking at the stiffener flange-skin interface propagates past 
several rows of z-pins to fully develop the bridging zone. The cracking occurred 
at the onset of z-pins debonding from the surrounding host matrix. This onset of 
debonding was governed by the bonding strength of contact surface between pin 
and host laminate.  As explained in Chapter 2, z-pinning causes microstructural 
defects within the composite which includes microcracking at the pin/laminate 
interface after curing, microstructural voids within the z-pin fibres when supplied 
by the manufacturer and inclined angle pin. As a result, the strengthening 
properties of individual pins may differ within a composite. The bonding strength 
of the pin/laminate interface determined the onset of z-pin debonding, the void 
within a z-pin affects the intrinsic strength of the pin, and the inclined angle 
affects the pull-out behaviour of the z-pins depending on the magnitude of the 
angle (failure modes of z-pins will be explained in more details in the latter part 
of this chapter). These combinations induce a stochastic nature of z-pin 
technology which affects the structural response of the joint, and thus 
contributes to inevitable experimental scatter. Therefore, it was expected that 
the experimental scatter would increase with a greater number of z-pins involved 
in the failure process. This expectation was consistent with the finding of the 
study. 
























Figure 3-9 Effect of z-pin volume content on the ultimate load of the Type A joint. The 
percentage values indicate the increase to the ultimate load of the z-pinned joints 
relative to the unpinned joint. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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Mouritz et al. [135] reported that the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of 
the carbon/epoxy laminate used in the joints increased rapidly with z-pin content 
up to 2%, as shown in Figure 3-10. The mode I fracture toughness values were 
calculated using data measured from testing a double cantilever beam (DCB) 
which was 120 mm long, 20 mm wide and 6 mm thick, loaded at a strain 
displacement rate of 1 mm/min. The study found that increasing the z-pin 
content to 4% did not cause any further improvement to the delamination 
toughness. The fracture toughness should increase with z-pin content between 
2% and 4% according to the bridging traction laws, however a reliable measure 
of the fracture toughness at the highest z-pin content could not be made because 
large-scale delamination cracking was suppressed and instead failure occurred in 
the arms of the double cantilever beam specimen. The failure mode of Type A 
specimens changed when increasing the z-pin volume density from the 
intermediate (2%) to highest (4%) z-pin content indicated that pins were 
effective at maximising the ultimate load carrying capacity of the joint by 
suppressing complete separation of the L-shaped stiffener from the skin, and 
caused the composite material outside the bond region to fracture. Final failure 
of the Type A joint (with 4% z-pin reinforcement) at the adherend rather than 
the bond-line indicated that maximum toughening was achieved. 
 
Figure 3-7 shows that loading the z-pinned joints beyond their ultimate strength 
caused the load capacity to drop gradually due to the resistance against bond-
line crack growth imposed by the pins, and this resulted in a substantial 
improvement to the ultimate failure displacement and total absorbed strain 
energy, which represents the amount of energy required to completely fracture 
the joint and was determined from the area under the load-displacement curve. 
Figure 3-11 and Figure 3-12 shows the failure displacement and absorbed energy 
values of the T-joint, and these properties increased rapidly with the volume 
content of z-pins. It appears, therefore, that while increasing the z-pin content 
did not improve the stiffness or failure initiation stress of T-joints, there was a 
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Figure 3-10 Effect of z-pin content on the mode I interlaminar fracture toughness of the 
carbon/epoxy composite material used in the joint. The inset photograph shows the 
fracture of the arm to the DCB specimen containing 4% z-pins due to the suppression of 
delamination cracking [135]. 
 





























Figure 3-11 Effect of z-pin content on the failure displacement of Type A joints. The 
percentage values indicate the increase to the failure displacement of the z-pinned joints 
relative to the unpinned joint. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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Figure 3-12 Effect of z-pin content on the total absorbed energy capacity of Type A 
joints. The percentage values indicate the increase to the absorbed energy of the z-




The reduction in the load-bearing capacity of the z-pinned T-joints between the 
points of ultimate strength and final failure was due to the progressive failure of 
z-pins along the bond-line with increasing displacement. Failure of the z-pins 
involves elastic stretching to the onset of debonding, followed by frictional pull-
out from the adherend (skin or stiffener) until eventually the entire pin is 
removed (see Figure 3-13). It was observed that most of the pull-out of z-pins 
occurred usually on the side where the pin end is tapered. This almost certainly 
occurred because the total contact (friction) area between the pin and laminate 
at the chamfered end was less than the blunt end, as shown schematically in 
Figure 3-14. Z-pin pull-out was the dominant failure mode of the z-pins, 
although a small fraction of z-pins failed by tensile rupture close to the bond-line 
crack without experiencing significant pull-out (see Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16). 
The bridging traction loads and failure mechanisms of the z-pins are investigated 
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Figure 3-16 Fractured z-pinned joint after final failure. Final failure was due to complete 
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3.3.1.3 Strengthening Mechanics of Z-Pinned Joints Under Tensile Loading 
 
The strengthening mechanism and failure mode of the z-pinned joints can be 
explained by the bridging traction laws for pins under mode I loading [53, 63, 
91, 101, 103, 136, 137]. Delamination failure between the adherends (skin and 
stiffener) and the resulting formation of the bridging traction zone can be 
approximated as a double cantilever beam containing z-pins subjected to mode I 
loading, as shown in Figure 3-17.  
 
 
Figure 3-17 Mechanics model of z-pinned half-DCB beam [63]. 
 
 
The maximum strain energy release rate for mode I delamination crack growth 
(
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where ( )aM MAX  is the maximum bending moment, b  is the width, E is the 
Young’s modulus, and I  is the second moment of area of the adherends. The 
maximum bending moment along the delamination crack is defined by [63]:  
 








       eqn 3-2 
 
where a is the distance along the delamination crack and C  is the volume 
content of z-pins. The first term on the right-hand side of this equation is the 
applied force along the crack length, and the second term is the total bridging 
traction force along the crack induced by the z-pins which oppose the bending 
moment (i.e. resist crack opening). 
 
The bridging traction force between the adherends is caused mostly by elastic 
stretching and frictional pull-out of the z-pins. Dai et al. [103] have shown 
numerically and experimentally that in this case, the bridging traction force for a 
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       eqn 3-3 
 
where aP  is the peak bridging force and its corresponding pull-out displacement 
aδ , and h  is the height of one-half of a DCB (i.e. the thickness of one adherend). 
The first term defines the bridging force due to the elastic response of the z-pin, 
and the second term defines the bridging force during pull-out (inelastic 
response) of the pin. An alternate analytical approach to calculating the pin 
traction loads under mode I interlaminar loading which takes into account the 
effects of z-pin diameter and embedded length, and z-pin inclined angle is 
described in the Chapter 5. 
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Based on experimental observations during testing, the maximum strength of the 
z-pinned T-joints corresponded to the point where the applied load was being 
exerted on the z-pins closest to the fillet region, but large-scale crack opening 
and pin pull-out had not occurred. At this stage in the failure process the elastic 
bridging traction force is dominant and is mostly responsible for the increase to 
ultimate joint strength. The elastic stress arises from interfacial shear traction 
between the z-pin and adherend. The elastic bridging force generated by a single 





i dlDlP ..).( piτ
          eqn 3-4 
 
where τ(l) is the interfacial shear strength (assuming perfect bonding between 
the z-pin and adherend), D is the z-pin diameter, and l is the pin length (= 2h). 






         eqn 3-5 
 
where N is the total number of z-pins in the delaminated region at the point of 
ultimate strength. That is, N is the number of pins along and across the pin rows 
within the delaminated region. This expression (integrated into eqn 3-1 and eqn 
3-2) accounts for the progressive increase in the ultimate strength of the T-joints 
with increasing z-pin content until the bridging traction load exceeds the fracture 
load of the adherend, when the joint outside the bonded region fails (at the 
highest pin content of 4%).  
 
Equation 3-4 also indicates that the ultimate strength of the T-joint should 
increase linearly with the embedded length of the z-pins. That is, the capacity of 
z-pins to increase the strength of T-joints should increase with the thickness of 
the adherends, provided they are reinforced completely in the through-thickness 
direction. Equation 3-4 also reveals that the ultimate joint strength should 
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increase with both the z-pin diameter (for a fixed pin content) and the interfacial 
shear strength (which is usually not practical to increase). 
  
Therefore, micromechanical analysis of the elastic bridging traction force 
indicates that the most effective ways of increasing the maximum strength of z-
pinned T-joints under mode I loading are (1) increasing the z-pin content, (2) 
increasing the embedded length of the pins into the adherends, and (3) 
increasing the pin diameter. These effects are shown graphically in Figure 3-18, 
and improvements in ultimate strength can be achieved by increasing one or 
more of these parameters until the rupture strength of the laminate material 
used in the joint is reached, when no further improvement is possible. The 
research presented in this chapter has proven experimentally that the bridging 
traction load does increase with z-pin content until it reaches the laminate 
rupture load, when failure occurs within the adherend. The effect of z-pin 
diameter is determined in Chapter 4 and the effect of embedded z-pin length is 




Figure 3-18 Graphical representation of the effects of pin diameter (D), embedded pin 
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Fractographic analysis revealed that pull-out of z-pins from the adherend 
occurred over a large crack length between the points of ultimate strength and 
final failure (i.e. between points Pu and Pf in Figure 3-7). The z-pinned joints 
retained high load-bearing capacity between these two points which resulted in 
high energy absorption. The energy absorption capacity increase with the volume 
content of z-pins to 4%, above which no further improvement was achieved 
because maximum bond-line toughening was attained and failure occurred in the 
laminate outside of the bonded region. The energy absorption for a z-pinned 











=          eqn 3-6 
 
This expression assumes the energy is absorbed by toughening processes 
involving debonding and frictional pull-out of the z-pins, where zRIIG  is the mode 
II interlaminar fracture toughness at the pin/adherend interface and 
−
f  is the 
friction force per unit interfacial surface of the pin. This expression shows that 
the total absorbed energy of T-joints should increase with the z-pin content, 
thicker adherends and finer pins, and these relationships are shown graphically 
in Figure 3-19. The upper limit to the energy absorption capacity is defined by 
the failure strain energy of the laminate material used in the joint (Jlaminate = 
EL.εL; where EL and εL are the elastic modulus and tensile strength of the laminate 
material, respectively). In this study, the parameters of zRIIG , 
−
f , L and D are kept 
constant in the different types of z-pinned joint. Therefore, the progressive 
increase to the absorbed energy capacity of the T-joints with z-pin content is due 
to a greater number of z-pins being available to generate a higher bridging 
traction pull-out force. 
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Figure 3-19 Graphical representation of the effects of interlaminar fracture toughness 
(
zR
IIG ) at the pin/adherend interface, frictional force per unit interfacial surface of z-pin 
(f), pin diameter (D), embedded pin length (l) and pin volume content (C) on absorbed 
energy capacity of T-joints. 
 
 
3.3.2  Finite Element Analysis Validation of Mechanical Properties of 
Type A Specimen 
 
The validation of experimental results using finite element analysis presented in 
this section was performed in collaboration with Cranfield University, United 
Kingdom. Research partners were the listed co-authors of the journal paper 
which was submitted for publication as stated in the abstract of this chapter. 
 
The objective of this study was the development of a finite element (FE) 
modelling approach to analyse the structural properties and delamination failure 
of pinned T-joints under tensile (stiffener pull-off) loading. The modelling is 
based on two levels of analysis: unit cell modelling of a single pin within the joint 
material to calculate the bridging traction force and macro-scale modelling of the 
pinned joint to calculate the stiffness, failure initiation load, ultimate load and 
fracture behaviour. The modelling approach was validated using experimental 
results and observations for a pinned joint under tensile loading. The practical 
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in the design of pinned T-joints with enhanced strength and delamination 
toughness properties. 
 
3.3.2.1  Finite Element Modelling Approach 
 
A FE model was developed to analyse the structural properties and failure of a z-
pinned T-shaped composite joint subjected to a tensile (pull-off) load applied to 
the stiffener, as shown schematically in Figure 3-1. The analysis was based on a 
multi-scale modelling approach performed at the unit cell and structural levels, 
as represented in Figure 3-20. The joint was reinforced along the skin-stiffener 
flange region only, which is where delamination failure occurs, and outside of this 
region the joint was not pinned. The unit cell model consists of a single pin 
embedded in the orthogonal direction within the laminate material used in the 
joint. The unit cell model was used to calculate the bridging traction loads 
generated by a single pin under modes I and II delamination crack growth 
conditions within the joint laminate. The macro-scale model applied the traction 
loads calculated using the unit cell model to analyse the pin bridging mechanics 
at the structural level of the joint. Cohesive zone modelling (CMZ) was used to 




Figure 3-20 Schematic of the multi-scale FE modelling approach. 
Unit cell 
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Unit Cell FE Model 
 
The pin traction loads generated during delamination crack growth along the 
skin-flange region to the joint were calculated using the unit cell model of a 
single pin under two stress conditions: tensile stress normal to the crack plane 
(induced by mode I interlaminar stress) and shear stress along the crack plane 
(induced by mode II interlaminar stress). Under tensile loading of the T-joint, the 
pins along the skin-stiffener flange connection were predominantly loaded by a 
mode I stress during delamination crack extension. The bridging traction laws for 
a single pin under pure mode I loading have been determined by Dai et al. [103] 
and Zhang et al. [63], and assume that under increasing crack opening 
displacement the traction load increases by elastic deformation and then the load 
decreases due to debonding and pull-out of the pin, as indicated by the two-
stage traction force-crack displacement curve given in Figure 3-20. The strain 
energy due to pin debonding is usually negligible compared to the energy due to 
pin pull-out [105], and therefore the traction load during the pin pull-out phase 
was assumed to be completely due to friction. While the analysis presented here 
assumed the pin failed by pull-out, the bridging traction law used in the unit cell 
model can be modified to analyse the pin failing by tensile rupture. Pin pull-out 
was assumed to occur when the applied axial force was higher that the friction 
load generated at the pin/laminate interface whereas pin rupture occurred when 
the maximum axial stress exceeded the pin material strength.  
 
While the loading of pins in the T-joint was predominantly mode I, a mixed mode 
I/II stress condition exists at the delamination crack tip due to bending of the 
skin-flange section under tensile loading. When a single pin is loaded in mode II 
the unit cell model analysed its shear deformation as a rod supported by an 
elastic foundation (i.e. laminate), as shown schematically in Figure 3-21. The 
stiffness of the foundation was determined by the elasticity of the laminate. An 
elevated compressive stress was generated due to shear deformation of the pin 
into the laminate near the delamination crack plane, which is known as the pin 
snubbing effect [86], and this increased the friction stress opposing pin pull-out. 
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When the shear stress acting on the pin reached its shear strength, the unit cell 
model assumes the pin splits into several ligaments and thereby loses its 
bending rigidity. From this point, it was assumed that the pin can undergo large-
scale sliding displacement under mode II loading, however it is only capable of 
carrying the axial stress. The laminate around the pin, due to the large shear 









The traction loads generated by a single pin under modes I and II loading were 
determined experimentally by pin pull-out (Chapter 5) and pin shear tests [53], 
respectively. Using these loads, the unit cell model can then be solved to 
estimate the bridging traction laws for pins with different diameters or embedded 
lengths within the laminate. The traction loads for a pin when delamination 
cracks occurred on different planes to the laminate was also analysed by 
assuming different pin embedded lengths, and therefore the pin traction load 
was simply a function of the location of the delamination crack plane. 
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          eqn 3-7 
 
where pinIG  and 
pin
IIG  are the instantaneous traction strain energy values of the 
pin under crack opening and crack sliding displacements for mode I and II 
loading, respectively. These values were determined by the area under the 
traction load-displacement curves at a specific displacement value. pinICG  and 
pin
IICG  
are the total traction strain energy upon pull-out failure of the pin under mode I 
and II loading, respectively. pinICG  and 
pin
IICG  were determined by the entire area 
under the mode I and II traction load-displacement curves, which were 
measured experimentally.  
 
Two traction load-displacement laws were used for the laminate and pin. Each 
law was defined by three parameters: K, T0 and GC for the laminate and 
pinK , 
pinT0  and 
pin
CG  for pin bridging; where K, T and G are the elastic stiffness, peak 
load and stored strain energy properties (see Figure 3-20). K, T0 and GC were 
based on the delamination toughness properties for the unpinned laminate and 
pinK , pinT0  and 
pin
CG  were calculated using the bridging traction curve obtained 
from the unit cell model. Further details can be found in [104]. 
 
Another factor considered in the unit cell model was the compressive stress field 
that occurs at the pin/laminate interface due to residual stress generated from 
the elevated temperature curing of the laminate. This compressive stress 
increases the friction stress generated along the pin/laminate interface during 
the pull-out phase of the pin failure process, and consequently increases the 
bridging traction load. 
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Macro-Scale FE Model: Unpinned Joint 
 
A finite element model of the unpinned joint was created using quadratic plane 
strain elements with reduced integration (designated as CPE8R in Abaqus), as 
shown in Figure 3-22. The model was developed to calibrate the cohesive 
element properties along the delamination crack planes and to validate the 
cohesive zone model used for analysing crack growth. Mesh sensitivity and 
element sensitivity analysis was performed, and the mesh shown in Figure 3-22 
was found to give the best compromise between numerical accuracy and 
computation time. The orthotropic elastic properties of the cross-ply [0/90]S 
carbon fibre/epoxy laminate used for the skin, flange and stiffener of the joint 
are given in Table 3-2. The triangular ∆-fillet region at the stiffener base was 
filled with unidirectional laminate with the fibre direction perpendicular to the 
modelling plane. The triangular region at the taper run-out at the flange ends 





Figure 3-22 (a) Unpinned joint model. (b) Location of discrete delamination cracks. 
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Table 3-2 Properties of the laminate, cohesive elements and pin in the FE model 
of the T-joint. 
 
PROPERTY VALUE 
Laminate (unidirectional carbon fibre/epoxy)* 
In-plane Young’s modulus (E1) 120 GPa 
Transverse Young’s moduli (E2, E3) 7.5 GPa 
Shear moduli (G1, G2, G3) 3 GPa 
Poisson’s ratio (γ12, γ13) 0.32 
Poisson’s ratio (γ23) 0.32 
Cohesive Element Properties of Laminate 
Mode I traction stiffness of laminate (KI) 5 x 10
13 N/m3 
Mode II traction stiffness of laminate (KII) 5 x 10
13 N/m3 
Mode I failure load of laminate (TI0) 30 MPa 
Mode II failure load of laminate (TII0) 70 MPa 
Mode I fracture toughness of laminate (GIc) 600 J/m
2 
Mode II fracture of laminate (GIIc) 1200 J/m
2 
Cohesive Element Properties of Pin 
Mode I traction stiffness of pin for a1-type crack (
pin
IK ) 1 x 10
8 N/m3 
Mode II traction stiffness of pin for a1-type crack (
pin
IIK ) 4.2 x 10
10 N/m3 
Mode I traction stiffness of pin for a2-type crack (
pin
IK ) 7.5 x 10
10 N/m3 
Mode I traction stiffness of pin for a2-type crack (
pin
IIK ) 3.1 x 10
10 N/m3 
Mode I traction load of pin for a1-type crack (
pin
IT 0 ) 450 MPa 
Mode II traction load of pin for a1-type crack (
pin
IIT 0 ) 1040 MPa 
Mode I traction load of pin for a2-type crack (
pin
IT 0 ) 255 MPa 
Mode II traction load of pin for a2-type crack (
pin
IIT 0 ) 580 MPa 
Mode I fracture toughness of pin for a1-type crack (
pin
ICG ) 400 kJ/m
2 
Mode II fracture toughness of pin for a1-type crack (
pin
IICG ) 210 kJ/m
2 
Mode I fracture toughness of pin for a2-type crack (
pin
ICG ) 100 kJ/m
2 
Mode I fracture toughness of pin for a2-type crack (
pin
IICG ) 170 kJ/m
2 
* VTM264 (T700 fibres, HS200 resin by Advanced Composites Group) 
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According to experimental observations of the failure of T-joints under tensile 
loading as presented in this chapter, discrete delamination cracks grow along the 
interface between the skin and flange (a1 – horizontal path), centre-line of the 
stiffener (a1 – vertical path), and centre of the web (a2), as illustrated in Figure 
3-22b. These crack paths were modelled by placing a layer of cohesive elements 
between the plies. Cohesive elements (designated COH2D4 in Abaqus) were used 
to model the delamination cracks along these paths, with the cohesive interface 
element size being one-fifth of the adjacent ply element size in order to achieve 
numerical stability [1]. Cohesive element property values were selected based on 
the delamination toughness properties of the carbon/epoxy laminate used in the 
joint (GIC=0.6 and GIIC=1.2 kJ/m
2). The parameters and their values used for the 
cohesive fracture analysis are provided in Table 3-2.  
 
The FE simulations were run under displacement-controlled loading by applying a 
monotonically increasing tensile displacement as the boundary condition on the 
nodes at the upper extremity of the stiffener. In order to avoid hourglass 
deformation of cohesive elements on the symmetry plane, the y-direction 
displacement of each cohesive element node was constrained to be the same as 
its corresponding node on the other face of the element (i.e. no shear strain at 
the symmetry). The ends of the skin were clamped to prevent vertical 
displacement and rotation of the joint. However, it was found that the axial 
displacement constraint (perfect clamping) or assuming the clamp does not react 
in the axial direction (sliding clamps) resulted in the joint being either too stiff or 
too compliant compared to the experimental results (which are presented later). 
The clamp was therefore assumed to constrain the axial displacement until a 
maximum axial force was reached. From this point the joint was assumed to 
slide axially with a constant friction force. This boundary condition was modelled 
using a non-linear spring element (designated SPRING1 in Abaqus) with an initial 
stiffness of 1x108 N/m and maximum axial force of 9 kN, where these values 
were matched to experimental observations.  
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Macro-Scale FE Model: Z-pinned Joint 
 
A FE model was created for a pinned joint that had the same geometry as the 
unpinned joint. A unit-strip model was constructed with the pins spaced at 
regular intervals (1.75 mm) along the skin-flange region, as shown in Figure 
3-23. Because a unit-strip model was used, it was possible to model the pins as 
one-half of a single row of pins. Due to the pinned joint having a higher ultimate 
load limit than the unpinned joint, the central interlaminar planes of the stiffener 
are important for delamination damage progression following crack growth 
between the skin and flange. For this reason an extra layer of cohesive elements 
was added between the plies close to the centre-line of the stiffener (illustrated 
as crack a2 in Figure 3-22b). Each sub-laminate was modelled using one layer of 




Figure 3-23 Unit-strip FE model of the pinned joint.  
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The pins were modelled using cohesive elements for the pin traction load-
displacement law (TSL) determined using the unit cell FE model. For mode II 
loading near the delamination crack tip, the non-linear shear deformation of the 
pins was neglected and a simplified bi-linear TSL was used [104]. Cohesive 
element properties used for the FE analysis are provided in Table 3-2. 
 
3.3.2.2  FE Results and Discussion: Unpinned Joint 
 
Figure 3-24 shows the applied force-vertical displacement curves for the 
unpinned joint that were calculated using the FE model and measured using the 
stiffener pull-off test. There is excellent agreement between the calculated and 
measured curves, which validates the numerical accuracy of the FE model for the 
unpinned joint. The FE model accurately predicted the non-linear rise in the 
stiffness and peak load of the unpinned joint, after which it was predicted that 
the load capacity would drop abruptly due to splitting cracking along the centre-
line of the stiffener (at point 1 in Figure 3-24) followed by delamination cracking 
along the skin-flange interface (at point 2). These two fracture modes were 
observed in the unpinned test specimens, as shown in Figure 3-25.  
 
Figure 3-26 shows the normal (y-direction) stress contour map for the unpinned 
joint calculated using the FE model. The numerical analysis showed that crack 
initiation occurred when the normal tensile stress exceeded the peel strength of 
the cohesive elements in the FE model. It was determined that the splitting crack 
along the centre-line of the stiffener was due to a pure mode I stress, which at 
the crack tip was about 30 MPa. The delamination crack at the skin-flange 
interface propagated under a mixed mode I/II stress condition, and therefore the 
peel stress was calculated to be slightly lower at about 18 MPa. 
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Figure 3-24 Comparison of the calculated and measured applied force-displacement 
curves for the unpinned joint. The diagrams on the right-side indicate the onset of 
vertical cracking along the centre-line of the stiffener at point 1 and horizontal cracking 





Figure 3-25 Fractured unpinned joint showing splitting cracking along the centre-line of 
the stiffener and delamination cracking along the skin-flange interface. 
 
Stiffener crack 
Skin/stiffener flange crack 
Applied load 
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Figure 3-26 FE stress contour map of the normal stress in the y-direction of the unpinned 
joint (the coordinate system follows laminate orientation). 
 
3.3.2.3  FE Results and Discussion: Z-pinned Joint 
 
 
Figure 3-27 compares the calculated and measured applied load-displacement 
curves for the pinned joint, and again there is excellent agreement. The stiffness 
of the pinned joint was calculated using the FE model to be the same as the 
unpinned joint, and this was confirmed by experimental testing. Pins do not 
significantly alter the in-plane elastic modulus of carbon/epoxy laminate [55, 
60], and therefore the stiffness of the joint was not changed by pinning. The 
pinned joint experienced an initial load drop (at δ = 4 mm), and the FE model 
determined that it was caused by the initiation from the ∆-fillet region of a 
splitting crack along the centre-line of the stiffener. This was immediately 
followed with the initiation of a delamination crack along the skin-flange 
interface. Again, this was confirmed by experimental testing with both stiffener 
splitting and skin-flange delamination cracking spreading from the ∆-fillet region 
of the pinned joint specimen following the initial load drop (Figure 3-28). The FE 
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model predicted that the pinned joint does not fail catastrophically at the initial 
load drop point (unlike the unpinned joint) due to bridging traction loads 
generated by the pins along the delamination crack between the skin and flange. 
The pin traction loads caused a recovery in strength and consequently the pinned 
joint was able to withstand further loading up to the ultimate load limit of about 
3800 N, which was over twice as high as the unpinned joint.  The FE model 
determined that the second (and much larger load drop at δ = 10.7 mm) was 
caused by the formation of a second crack within the web region (a2), and this 





Figure 3-27 (a) FEA and measured applied force vs. displacement curves for the pinned 
joint. (b) FEA of the crack length vs. applied displacement and number of active pin rows 
along the skin-stiffener flange delamination crack. 
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Figure 3-28 Pinned joint showing (a) splitting cracking along the stiffener centre-line at 
the initial load drop and (b) delamination cracking along the skin-flange interface at the 
second (ultimate) load drop. 
 
 
Between the initial and second load drop points, the FE model predicted that an 
increasing number of pins generated traction loads as the delamination crack 
grew in length along the skin-flange interface, and this was the cause for the 
progressive increase in joint strength between the two points, as shown in  
Figure 3-27b. The spacing between the pin rows along the skin-stiffener interface 
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create a fully established bridging traction zone along the delamination crack. 
The FE analysis revealed that once the delamination crack length exceeded the 
pin bridging traction zone length of about 12.25 mm, the last row of pins in the 
crack wake failed by pull-out as a new row of pins began to generate traction 
loads near the crack tip. Again, this was confirmed by experimental testing with 
the pin bridging zone along the skin-flange interface being 10-15 mm long.  
 
FE analysis was performed to calculate the pin traction loads along the skin-
flange delamination crack at two points: (a) when the pins first formed a fully-
developed bridging zone which occurred at δ = 6 mm (Figure 3-29) and (b) at 
the maximum load point which occurred at δ = 10.7 mm (Figure 3-30). The FE 
model computed both the normal tensile and transverse shear traction stresses 
for each row of pins along the delamination crack. (The stresses represent the 
traction loads per pin unit area). The analysis showed that the traction stresses 
were non-uniformly distributed between the pin rows along the crack. Both the 
tensile and shear traction stresses increased with distance behind the crack tip 
due to increasing crack opening/sliding displacement and reached a maximum at 
about one-half along the crack length. The traction stresses then decreased 
towards the rear of the bridging zone due to the reduced friction stress 
generated by the pins when they were nearly pulled out from the laminate. 
Figure 3-29 also shows that the normal traction stresses generated along the 
upper (a2) crack were lower than those generated along the skin-flange interface 
crack (a1). This was due to the smaller opening displacement in the a2 crack and 
the shorter embedded pin length which induced a lower shear load along the 
pin/laminate interface. However, the transverse shear stresses were higher along 
the a2 crack due to the higher shear sliding displacement compared to the a1 
crack. This analysis revealed the complexity of the bridging traction loads 
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Figure 3-29 Pin bridging stresses immediately after the first load drop, applied 
displacement δ = 6 mm. (a) Normal stress in z-direction (through-thickness). (b) 
Transverse shear stress. The stresses represent the bridging traction force per pin unit 






Figure 3-30 Pin bridging stresses at ultimate load, applied displacement δ = 10.67 mm. 
(a) Normal stress in z-direction (through-thickness). (b) Transverse shear stress. The 
stresses represent the bridging traction force per pin unit area. Unit: MPa. 
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Previous research has proven that z-pinning is an effective method for improving 
the structural properties of composite T-joints, as reported in Chapter 2. The 
study presented in this chapter has extended this work by proving that raising 
the volume content of z-pins causes a rapid increase to the ultimate strength, 
failure displacement and absorbed energy capacity of T-joints by resisting 
delamination crack growth along the stiffener/skin bond-line. The structural 
properties of the joints increase with z-pin content to 4% by volume, above 
which no further improvement was possible because maximum strengthening 
has been achieved by causing the joint material to fracture rather than the bond-
line. If the structural designer or design philosophy does not to allow final 
fracture in the joint material, then 2% volume content provides best 
improvements in the mechanical properties of z-pinned T-joints. 
 
The only properties not improved by z-pinning were the stiffness and failure 
initiation stress. This was because z-pinning does not significantly alter the in-
plane elastic properties of the composite material used in the joint and does not 
increase the fracture resistance of composites against crack initiation. This 
finding is important because the stiffness and failure initiation load are often 
used as the main structural design criteria for aerospace and other engineering 
joints. Therefore, while this study has demonstrated that z-pinning was an 
effective method for improving the properties of T-joints under pull-off loads and 
secondary bending stresses beyond the point of first failure, the two properties 
considered the most important in joints (stiffness and failure initiation load) were 
not improved. 
 
A validated FE model has been developed which can analyse the structural 
properties and fracture behaviour of pinned T-shaped composite joints when 
subjected to a tensile (stiffener pull-off) load. The FE model analysed the crack 
bridging traction loads of a single pin under modes I and II interlaminar stresses 
at the unit cell, and this analysis was then used to calculate the strength and 
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delamination fracture properties of pinned joints at the structural level. The FE 
model provided important insights into the strengthening and toughening of 
pinned joints, such as failure initiation being determined by mode I splitting 
cracking along the vertical stiffener and the ultimate strength being controlled by 
the modes I/II pin traction loads, which were unevenly distributed along the 
bridging zone between the skin and flange. The FE model also revealed that both 
the traction loads generated within the web region (a2-type crack) and along the 
skin-flange interface (a1 crack) were important in the strengthening and 
toughening of pinned joints. The FE model computed that the traction loads were 
mainly mode II shear stresses in the a2 crack and mode I tensile stresses in the 
a1 cracks. Despite the complexities of the internal stress distribution, pin traction 
laws and crack growth behaviour for the pinned joint, the FE model accurately 
calculated the stiffness, strength and fracture modes when compared to 
experimental test results. This validation study demonstrates that the FE model 
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CHAPTER 4:  
 
Z-PINNED COMPOSITE T-JOINTS: Effects of Pin 





This chapter of the PhD thesis presents an experimental investigation into the 
efficacy of z-pins to improve the structural properties of T-joints made of 
carbon/epoxy composite. The effect of z-pinning on the stiffness, strength, 
absorbed energy and toughening mechanism of T-joints under tension (stiffener 
pull-off) loading was determined in the previous chapter. This chapter extends 
the study by systematically assessing the effects of z-pin diameter, z-pin 
reinforcement location of the pins and pull-off load angle on the structural 
properties of the T-joints. 
 
Pull-off tests were performed on T-joints without z-pins or reinforced along the 
skin-stiffener bond-line with z-pins to volume content of 2% or unpinned for the 
control specimens. Pull-off tests were conducted for T-joints reinforced with thin 
or thick z-pins to study the effect of z-pin diameter on the joint properties. The 
z-pin reinforcement location was investigated to determine the response and 
failure modes of the joint. Testing was also performed at different pull-off load 
angles between 0° and 45° to the stiffener to induce different proportions of 
normal (through-thickness) tensile and in-plane secondary bending stresses 
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Corresponding to Chapter 3, it was again found that z-pins did not improve the 
stiffness or failure initiation load of T-joints, but they were effective at raising the 
ultimate failure strength, failure displacement, and absorbed energy capacity. 
Thinner z-pins proved more effective at increasing the bond-line toughness of the 
joint whereas thicker pins were found to slightly increase the ultimate strength. 
The study found that the z-pin reinforcement location changed the response and 
failure mode of the T-joints: from interlaminar fracture to fracture at the 
adherend. The study also found that z-pinning of the vertical stiffener has 
detrimental effect on the ultimate strength, failure displacement and total 
absorbed energy capacity compared to z-pinning the stiffener flange-skin 
interface only. Also, it was observed that the percentage improvements to the 
structural properties were approximately the same for the different load angles, 
revealing that z-pins were equally effective at resisting bond-line cracking under 
normal tensile or secondary bending stresses. Fractographic analysis revealed 
that z-pins increased the joint properties by generating bridging traction loads 
across the bond-line crack between the stiffener and skin, independent of loading 
angle. The z-pins ultimately failed by a combination of debonding/pull-out from 
the adherends.  
 
Most of the research presented in this chapter has been published or submitted 
for publication, or presented in international conferences and seminars: 
 
• Koh, T.M., Feih, S. and Mouritz, A.P., ‘Experimental determination of the 
structural properties and strengthening mechanisms of z-pinned composite T-
joints’, Composite Structures, 93, (2011), 2269-2276. 
 
• Koh, T.M., S. Feih, and A.P. Mouritz. Structural Properties and Strengthening 
Mechanisms of Z-Pinned Composite T-joints. in 11th Deformation and Fracture 
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• Koh, T.M. Structural Properties and Strengthening Mechanisms of Z-pinned 
Composite T-joints. in Research Seminar - Cranfield University Composites 
Centre. 2011. Cranfield. 
 
• Koh, T.M. Structural Properties and Strengthening Mechanisms of Z-pinned 
Composite T-joints. in International Graduate Summer School in Aeronautics 
and Astronautics - Beihang University. 2011. Beijing. 
 
• Koh, T.M., S. Feih, and A.P. Mouritz, Structural Properties of Composite T-
joints Reinforced with z-pins, in 21st Australasian Conference on the 
Mechanics of Structures and Materials. 2010: Melbourne. 
 
 
4.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
Chapter 3 highlighted the importance of characterising the mechanical 
performance and failure response of z-pinned T-joints with different volume 
density and subjected to pull-off load. The study showed that different pin 
volume density determined the failure modes and load bearing capabilities of the 
joints. To provide an understanding and aid future engineering design, a large 
database of experimental and analytical findings is required to incorporate the 
effects of variation in the other key parameters identified through analytical 
modelling in Chapter 3. Therefore, it is essential to extend the study to 
investigate key parameters governing the bridging traction law and the 
associated boundary condition: (1) z-pin diameter, (2) z-pin reinforcement 
location, (3) applied tension load angle and (4) z-pin embedded length. The last 
parameter, z-pin embedded length will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
 
Park et al. [123] recently reported the effect of z-pin diameter on the structural 
performance of T-joints under pull-off load. The study highlights that increasing 
the z-pin diameter from 0.28 mm to 0.51 mm decreased the ultimate load 
carrying capability and fracture toughness of the joints, although both thick and 
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thin pinned specimens exhibited superior mechanical properties when compared 
to the unpinned counterparts. 
 
To date, no studies have been reported on the effect of changing the z-pin 
reinforcement location within a T-joint. That is, the structural performance and 
crack propagation behaviour have not been characterised if the stiffener flange-
skin interface and vertical stiffener-stiffener bond-line are both reinforced with z-
pins. 
 
The effect of load angle on the mechanical properties and strengthening 
mechanisms of z-pinned T-joints has not been studied. Published studies into z-
pinned T-joints have only examined one load condition: a pull-off load applied 
parallel to the joint stiffener [4, 51, 98, 131]. It is important to determine the 
improvement in joint properties for other pull-off load angles because T-joints in 
aerospace and other engineering composite structures may be subject to 
multiple load directions. Furthermore, the capacity of z-pins to increase the 
interlaminar fracture toughness of composites is dependent on the load direction 
[53, 60, 79, 80, 83, 87, 88, 91, 94, 100-103]. Finite element analysis and 
micromechanical modelling studies of z-pinned laminates with cross [0/90] or 
quasi-isotropic [0/+45/-45/90] fibre patterns show higher toughening gained by 
the pins under mode I than mode II loading [60]. That is, z-pins in the 
orthogonal direction are more resistant to crack opening (mode I) than crack 
sliding (mode II) displacements. Therefore, the toughening effect of z-pins is 
higher for pure mode I loading than for mode II or mixed mode I/II loading, and 
this may be reflected in different improvements to the structural properties of T-
joints at different load angles.  
 
This chapter presents an experimental investigation into the effect of z-pins on 
the structural properties and strengthening mechanisms of bonded T-joints made 
of carbon/epoxy composite. Firstly, the study aimed to investigate the effect of 
z-pin diameter on the mechanical properties of T-joints. Secondly, the effect of 
changing the z-pin reinforcement location within the T-joint towards the 
structural performance and failure mechanism was determined. Lastly, this study 
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determined the dependence of the structural properties of T-joints on the load 
angle between 0° (parallel) and 45° to the vertical stiffener to induce different 
proportions of normal tensile and in-plane secondary bending stresses at the 
bond-line. Improvements to the structural properties were correlated with 
toughening processes induced by the z-pins along the skin-stiffener bond-line of 
T-joints. In this chapter, only 2% volume density was used and control 
specimens used were without z-pin reinforcement. 
 
 
4.2  MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
 
4.2.1  Manufacture of Z-pinned T-joints 
 
T-joint specimens used in this chapter were manufactured using the same 
carbon/epoxy prepreg material, stacking sequence and geometry as that 
presented in Chapter 3 (Figure 3-1). Also, the z-pin insertion technique was 
identical.  
 
In addition to Type A joint used in Chapter 3, two additional types of z-pinned T-
joint were studied: 
 
• Type A: bond region between the skin and stiffener flange of the T-joint 
was reinforced with thin z-pins (Figure 4-1a) 
• Type B: similar to Type A but reinforced with thick (rather than thin) pins 
• Type C: both the skin-stiffener flange bond region and the region along 
the bonded region of the vertical stiffener were z-pinned (Figure 4-1b).  
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Figure 4-1 Schematic of composite T-joint specimen reinforced with z-pins. (a) Type A 
and Type B z-pinned joint dimensions, geometry and test loading conditions with thin 
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The z-pins were thin diameter (0.28 mm) and thick diameter (0.51mm) 
pultruded rods of T300 carbon/bismaleimide produced by Albany Engineered 
Composites Pty Ltd. In this chapter, all z-pins are referred to as the thin pins 
unless stated otherwise. The Type A joint specimens were fabricated containing 
z-pin contents of 2% (thin) pins by volume along the skin/stiffener bond region. 
Type B joints were fabricated using the 2% (thick) pins only and Type C 
specimens were fabricated with 2% thin z-pins only. 
 
The unpinned and z-pinned joints were cured in an autoclave at a temperature of 
120°C and overpressure of 620 kPa for one hour. The skin and stiffener to the 
joints were bonded by co-curing without film adhesive. 
 
4.2.2  Pull-off Tests of T-joints 
 
Tensile (pull-off) tests were performed on the T-joint specimens at loading 
angles between 0° and 45°, as indicated in Figure 4-1. The load angle of 0° 
means that the load was applied parallel to the joint stiffener. Increasing the load 
angle changed the relative proportions of normal (through-thickness) tension and 
in-plane secondary bending stresses along the bond-line. In the pull-off tests, 
load was applied at a monotonically increasing displacement rate of 1 mm/min to 
the top end of the stiffener using a 50 kN Instron machine. The skin to the T-
joint was clamped at the ends to a rigid base plate, as indicated in Figure 4-2. 
This rigid plate was rotated to provide the variation in loading angle. Type A 
specimens containing no z-pins or 2% z-pins along the skin-stiffener bond region 
were tested at the load angle of 0° to 45°. Type B and Type C joints were only 
tested at the load angle of 0°. Seven samples of the unpinned joint and five 
samples of the z-pinned joints were tested for each load condition (refer to Table 
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Figure 4-2 Schematic of T-joint pull-off test at different load angle. 
 
 
Table 4-1 Experimental test matrix to assess the effect of z-pin diameter on T-joint 
properties. 
 




Load Angle Number of 
Samples 
Type A 0 - 0o 7 
Type A 2 0.28 (thin) 0o 5 
Type B 2 0.51 (thick) 0o 5 
 
 
Table 4-2 Experimental test matrix to assess the effect of z-pin reinforcement location on 
T-joint properties. 
 




Load Angle Number of 
Samples 
Type A 0 - 0o 7 
Type A 2 0.28 (thin) 0o 5 
Type C 2 0.28 (thin) 0o 5 
 
 
Rotatable Base Plate 
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Table 4-3 Experimental test matrix to assess the effect of applied load angles on T-joint 
properties. 
 




Load Angle Number of 
Samples 
Type A 0 - 0o 7 
Type A 0 - 15o 7 
Type A 0 - 30o 7 
Type A 0 - 45o 7 
     
Type A 2 0.28 (thin) 0o 5 
Type A 2 0.28 (thin) 15o 5 
Type A 2 0.28 (thin) 30o 5 
Type A 2 0.28 (thin) 45o 5 
 
 
The mechanical properties values presented in this thesis are considered 
‘apparent’ values, since they are dependent on the specimen geometry and pull-
off test method. However, the results show indicative trends of the structural 
properties and failure behaviour of z-pinned T-joints.  
 
 
4.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.3.1  Effect of Z-pin Diameter on Joint Properties 
 
Figure 4-3 shows typical load-displacement curves of the control and z-pinned 
T−joints with thin (Type A) and thick (Type B) z-pins. All of the measured load-
displacement curves are presented in Appendix A. Both Type A and B joints had 
the same volume content of z-pins (2%), and their only difference was that the 
Type A joint was reinforced with 0.28 mm diameter pins and the Type B joint 
with 0.51 mm pins. The structural properties measured for the unpinned joint 
and the joints reinforced with thin or thick z-pins are presented in Table 4-4. 
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Figure 4-3 Load-displacement curves for the unpinned, 2% thin z-pinned joint (Type A) 
and 2% thick z-pinned joint (Type B). 
 
 
Table 4-4 Mechanical performance of control, Type A (2%) and Type B (2%-Tk) 
specimens: failure initiation load, ultimate strength, failure displacement and total 
absorbed energy capacity. The error values represent one standard deviation. 
 
 Unpinned Type A  
(2% thin pins) 
Type B  
(2% thick pins) 
Failure initiation load (N) 
 
1634 ± 286 1422 ± 300  
(-13%) 
1184 ± 77  
(-28%) 
 
Ultimate strength (N) 
 
1656 ± 252 2777 ± 683 
(+67%) 
3372 ± 128 
(+103%) 
 
Failure displacement (mm) 
 
8.2 ± 2.4 18.8 ± 4.5  
(+129%) 
14.6 ± 2.4  
(+79%) 
 
Total absorbed energy 
capacity (Nm) 
5.6 ± 1.5 32.5 ± 10.1 
(+479%) 
22.6 ± 3.0  
(+302%) 
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In-situ observation of the specimens during structural testing revealed that the 
crack initiation site was in the ∆-fillet region for the unpinned and both types of 
z-pinned joints. No conclusion can be made about the reduction to the failure 
initiation load in both z-pinned T-joints due to the large experimental scatter, 
although the average load for the Type B joint was 28% lower than the unpinned 
joint. This reduction may be caused by microstructural distortion in the joint 
during manufacturing due to the thickness of the z-pins. The final failure mode of 
control, Type A and Type B specimens was the same, which involved interlaminar 
delamination of the stiffener-skin bond-line (shown in Chapter 3 for control 
specimen and 2% pinned joint). Crack propagation along the stiffener-skin bond-
line was unstable and rapid for the unpinned joint, however the presence of z-
pins in both the Types A and B joints stabilised the crack propagation process 
due to the generation of bridging traction loads. 
 
The thicker pins increased the ultimate joint strength by over 100% whereas the 
strength improvement due to the thin pins was lower at almost 70%. It was 
observed during testing that the ultimate load point occurred when the 
delamination crack (which initiated in the ∆-fillet region) had propagated along 
the first few rows of z-pins along the skin-stiffener bond-line. The mode I 
bridging traction mechanics show that a z-pin with larger diameter has a greater 
interfacial bonding loading since the contact area with the laminate is greater. 
The elastic bridging force generated by a z-pin is dependent on the interfacial 
shear strength between the pin and laminate, and therefore a thicker z-pin will 





i dlDlP ..).( piτ
          eqn 4-1 
 
where τ(l) is the interfacial shear strength (assuming perfect bonding between 
the z-pin and adherend), D is the z-pin diameter, and l is the pin length (= 2h). 
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As cracking initiated at the ∆-fillet region and then moved along the stiffener-
skin bond-line, the total traction load was governed by the first few rows of pins 
that bridged the crack. Hence, the greater elastic bridging traction force induced 
by the thick pins in the first few rows increased the load-carrying capability of 
the Type B joint. Although the cumulative contact area of the thin z-pins was 
greater than the thick z-pins at the same volume density (i.e. thicker pins are 
more widely spaced), this had a lesser effect on the ultimate load compared to 
the pin size. Also, bending of z-pins is considered insignificant, consequently the 
thickness of the pins have no significant effects to increase the ultimate force of 
the joint. 
 
The results presented in Table 4-4 show that the failure displacement of the T-
joint increased when the z-pin diameter was reduced. The failure displacement 
limit of T-joints under the pull-off loading condition is largely dependent on the 
ability of the joint to resist crack opening and propagation along the stiffener-
skin. Hence, the unpinned joint had a much lower failure limit compared to the 
two types of z-pinned joint because the crack propagated rapidly along the bond-
line. The higher failure displacements for the z-pinned joints are credited to the 
z-pins impeding crack opening and propagation, thus allowing these joints to be 
strained to a higher displacement.  
 
The measured improvement to the failure displacement with decreasing pin 
diameter can be explain using the mode I bridging traction laws of z-pins 
(equation 4-1). The bridging laws state that increasing the pin diameter (while 
maintaining a constant volume content of z-pins) must decrease the number of 
active z-pins along the total crack plane due to the greater pin spacing. Although 
the increase in pin size increases the bridging traction of a single pin due to 
larger surface contact area of the pin and laminate, this increase is unable to 
compensate for the reduced total bridging traction load due to a fewer number of 
z-pins in the delaminated region between the skin and stiffener. This then lowers 
the cumulative contact area between the pins and laminates which in turns 
lowers the interlaminar shear load capacity. This reduces the effective bridging 
traction load in the bridging zone over large crack lengths, resulting in a lower 
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failure displacement limit. This effect also explains the total absorbed energy 
capacity for the joint when reinforced with the thicker z-pins. Both z-pinned 
joints had much higher absorbed energy values compared to the unpinned joint 
because of the energy absorbed in the elastic stretching, debonding and pull-out 
of the pins. However, the improvement was less when thicker pins were used 
due to lower number of z-pins at a constant volume content, as mentioned 
earlier in this section. 
 
Overall, it was observed that the experimental scatter for 2% thin pinned Type A 
joints shown in Table 4-4 for failure initiation load, ultimate strength, failure 
displacement and total absorbed energy capacity was greater than that of 2% 
thick pinned Type A joints. This effect was credited to the microstructural defect 
induced by z-pin reinforcement such as imperfect bonding between pin and 
laminate, microstructural cracking and post cure residual strain at the 
pin/laminate interface and imperfections (voids) within the z-pin fibre, as 
explained in Chapter 3. In this study, the percentage volume content of z-pins 
was maintained at 2%, while the diameter of pin was increased by almost a 
factor of 2 (0.28 mm to 0.51 mm). Hence, 2% thick pinned joints contained 
fewer pins across the same reinforcement area as pins were spaced further from 
each other, when compared to 2% thin pinned joints. Therefore, it was expected 
that 2% thin pinned Type A specimens would have greater experimental scatter 
than the 2% thick pinned joints due to greater number of z-pins (in total) across 
the entire stiffener flange-skin interface.  
 
The study reported in this section has proven that the ultimate load of z-pinned 
T-joints is largely dependent on the bridging traction loads of the first few rows 
of z-pins at the onset of delamination cracking between the skin and stiffener, 
and the failure displacement and total absorbed energy are largely dependent on 
the number of pins in the crack plane to resist large-scale delamination crack 
growth. Thicker z-pins are more effective at strengthening the joint over short 
crack lengths, whereas thinner pins are more effective at increasing the failure 
displacement and total absorbed energy over long cracks. 
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4.3.2 Effect of Z-Pin Location on Joint Properties  
 
This section investigates the effect of the location of z-pins in the T-joint on the 
mechanical properties, strengthening mechanisms and failure mode. The study is 
performed by comparing the T-joint containing z-pins along the skin-stiffener 
bond region (Type A) against the joint containing pins in both the skin-stiffener 
region and the vertical stiffener (Type C). This study evaluates the necessity of 
z-pinning the entire joint in order to maximise the strength properties.  
 
Figure 4-4 compares the load-displacement curves for the two types (Type A and 
Type C) of z-pinned T-joints tested at the pull-off angle of 0°. Included in the 
figure is the curve for the unpinned joint. Due to the experimental scatter, no 
significant change was found for the failure initiation load of Type A, Type C and 
control specimens. It was found, however, that the Type C joint has inferior 
structural properties compared to the Type A joint, with the ultimate strength, 
failure displacement and absorbed energy capacity values being much lower 
(refer to Table 4-5). As can be seen, the experimental scatter for Type A joints is 
significantly greater than the Type C joints. This scatter was attributed to the 
stochastic nature of z-pinned joints due to the microstructural imperfections 
explained previously, that is these imperfections affect the crack propagation and 
failure process of the z-pins. In-situ observations revealed that z-pins in Type C 
joint prevented large scale delamination. Crack propagation was fully arrested at 
the vertical stiffeners interface and stiffener flange-skin bond-line, thus less pins 
were subjected to the failure process. As a result, the experimental scatter was 
lower than that found in Type A joints.  
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Figure 4-4 Load-displacement curves for the unpinned joint and the Types A and C joints 
loaded at an angle of 0°. 
 
 
Table 4-5 Comparison of of the mechanical properties of the Types A and C z-pinned 














1656 ± 252 8.2 ± 2.4 5.6 ± 1.5 
Type A (2%) 
 
 
2777 ± 683  
(+68%) 
18.8 ± 4.5  
(+129%) 
32.5 ± 10.1 
(+479%) 
Type C (2%) 2460 ± 108  
(+49%) 
12.0 ± 0.6  
(+46%) 
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The research reveals that z-pins at the stiffener and stiffener-skin bond-line has 
the capability of fully arresting crack propagation; however, the mechanical 
properties of the joint are adversely affected due to the boundary condition setup 
used in this test. Thus, z-pin reinforcement location is an important factor to take 
into consideration when a structural designer tailors a z-pinned joint subjected to 
a particular application in order to obtain a desired failure behaviour and 





Figure 4-5 Final failure of the Types A and C z-pinned joints loaded at an angle of 0°. 
 
 
4.3.3  Effect of Z-Pinning on Joint Properties at Different Load Angles 
 
Pull-off load-displacement curves for the unpinned T-joint and the T-joint 
reinforced with 2% z-pins (Type A) loaded at increasing angles from 0° to 45° 
are presented in Figure 4-6. As the loading angle increases, the through-
thickness tensile stress decreases with a corresponding rise to the secondary 
bending stress, and therefore a complex mixed mode I/II stress condition exists 
Type C  Final 
fracture at 
skin 
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along the skin-stiffener bonded region. Also, the ratio of the sliding displacement 
to the opening displacement at the crack tip increases with loading angle. It is 
shown in Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 that z-pinning did not increase the stiffness 
or failure initiation load of the joint for any of the load angles. Regardless of the 
load angle, initial failure always occurred in the ∆-fillet region where the stress 
concentration is highest. As mentioned, stiffness and failure initiation load are 
two important design properties for structural joints, and z-pinning is ineffective 
at increasing these properties for any load angle up to 45°.  
 
Z-pinning was effective at strengthening and toughening the joint beyond the 
point of first failure when delamination crack growth occurred along the 
stiffener/skin bond-line. Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 show the effect of loading 
angle on the ultimate strength, failure displacement and absorbed energy 
capacity for the unpinned and z-pinned joints. Within the bounds of experimental 
scatter, the percentage improvement to the ultimate load due to z-pinning is 
approximately the same for the different load angles. Similarly, the percentage 
improvement to the final displacement and absorbed energy due to z-pinning 
appears to be independent or only weakly dependent on the load angle, except 
for the highest angle (45°) when the average percentage increase is lower than 
the other angles. Due to the large amount of scatter, it is not possible to 
conclude that z-pinning is less effective at the highest load angle in raising the 
failure displacement or absorbed energy capacity compared to the other angles. 
Although past studies [53, 60, 79, 80, 83, 87, 88, 91, 94, 100-103] have shown 
that z-pinning is less effective under mode II or mix mode I/II loading when 
compared to mode I loading, this study shows that z-pinning is effective in 
improving the mechanical properties in mix mode I/II loading (loading angles 
from 0° to 45°), since mode II loading is expected to me more dominant if the 
load angle approach 90°. 
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Figure 4-6 Pull-off load-displacement curves for the (a) unpinned joint and (b) 2% z-
pinned loaded at different angles. 
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Figure 4-7 Effect of loading angle on the crack initiation load for the unpinned and z-























  Unpinned joint






Figure 4-8 Effect of loading angle on the ultimate strength load for the unpinned and z-
pinned joints. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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Figure 4-9 Effect of loading angle on the (a) ultimate failure displacement and (b) total 
absorbed energy capacity of the unpinned and z-pinned T-joints. The error bars 
represent one standard deviation. 
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The toughening mechanisms and failure modes of the z-pins were similar at the 
different load angles. That is, for all angles the z-pins formed a bridging traction 
zone which resisted delamination crack extension along the stiffener/skin bond-
line. The z-pins failed by debonding and pull-out at the bond-line (similar to that 
shown in Chapter 3 for 2% pinned Type A joints tested at load angle of 0°). The 
only significant effect of increasing the load angle was pin rotation during the 
pull-out process. It was expected that z-pins rotated towards the loading 
direction when the force was applied at an angle to the stiffener, although this 
was difficult to determine since the z-pins were at an inclined angle prior to 
testing due to insertion imperfection. This resulted in the z-pins being pressed 
laterally into the surrounding adherend material in an interlaminar shear 
toughening process called snubbing. Cox [86] reports that snubbing is an 
effective delamination toughening process under mode II loading; however, 
fractographic analysis of the T-joint specimens revealed that z-pin snubbing 
along the bond-line was minor. High in-plane shear loading on the z-pins is 
required to press them into the composite material and thereby promote 
toughening by snubbing. Therefore, toughening of the joint bond-line by z-pin 
snubbing was not significant over the range of load angles studied, although it is 
expected to become important at very high angles (approaching 90°) when the 





Previous research presented in Chapter 2 has proven that z-pinning is an 
effective method for improving the structural properties of composite T-joints, 
and Chapter 3 has presented the influence of z-pin volume density on the 
structural performance of a carbon/epoxy T-joint under tension pull-off load. 
Chapter 4 extended this study and found that thinner z-pins were more effective 
in generating large-scale crack bridging traction loads to improve joint 
properties, although thicker pins may slightly increase the ultimate strength. 
Furthermore, this study showed that z-pin reinforcement location was critical as 
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it may influence the failure mode, and therefore energy absorption of the joints. 
Large improvements to the mechanical properties were achieved at all load 
angles between 0° and 45°, which revealed that z-pins increased the joint 
properties under both pure normal tension (pull-off) loading and mixed normal 
tension/in-plane secondary bending loading. The failure mode of Type A and B 
joints was identified as large scale delamination cracking along the stiffener 
flange-skin interface while the Type C joint failed at the adherend outside of the 
bond-line region. This study also demonstrated that z-pin technology has the 
potential of fully arresting crack propagation as shown for Type C joints. 
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CHAPTER 5:  
 
EFFECT OF ADHEREND THICKNESS ON THE 
STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES AND STRENGTHENING 





This chapter presents an experimental and analytical study relating the skin-
flange thickness to the strengthening mechanics and fracture modes of z-pinned 
composite T-joints. The structural properties of unpinned and z-pinned carbon 
fibre-epoxy T-joints that had skin-flange thickness values between 2 mm (thin) 
and 8 mm (thick) were determined under tension (stiffener pull-off) loading. The 
capacity of z-pins to improve the structural properties was strongly dependent on 
the T-joint thickness. The joint properties increased at a quasi-linear rate with 
the skin-flange thickness, and z-pin pull-out tests showed that this was due to 
the increased crack bridging traction load and traction energy.  
 
The increase of the structural properties of the z-pinned T-joints with increasing 
thickness is explained using the bridging traction laws for z-pinned laminates. 
Based on the analytical prediction, the chapter also presents a parametric 
investigation on the effect of z-pin Young’s modulus, pin/laminate interfacial 
shear strength, and pin/laminate friction (pull-put) stress, and z-pin diameter on 
the bridging traction properties. This investigation provides important 
information on the most effective parameters for the strengthening and 
toughening of z-pinned T-joints under a stiffener (tension) pull-off load. 
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Most of the research presented in this chapter has been submitted for 
publication: 
 
Koh, T.M., Feih, S., and Mouritz, A.P., ‘Strengthening mechanics of thin and thick 




5.1  INTRODUCTION 
 
Numerous experimental and modelling studies have shown that z-pins increase 
the structural properties of many types of joints, including single lap joints, 
L−shaped joints, Ω-shaped joints, and T-shaped joints [4, 51, 65, 81, 98, 112, 
116, 117, 122, 123, 131, 138], as reported in Chapter 2. The research presented 
in chapter 3 showed that z-pinning is a highly effective method for increasing the 
ultimate strength of T-joints. The increase of the structural properties of z-pinned 
T-joints is governed by the bridging traction load and failure mechanism of the z-
pins.  Several studies [53, 63, 64, 87, 103] have theoretically and experimentally 
investigated the crack bridging traction laws of z-pins embedded in composite 
laminates, and these can be used for the mechanics-based analysis of the 
strengthening and toughening of z-pinned T−joints. The bridging laws show that 
the traction load generated by z-pins when pulled out from a composite material 
under a through-thickness tension load is dependent on several parameters, with 
the load increasing with the volume content and diameter of the z-pins and the 
interfacial shear strength between the z-pin and laminate.  
 
Another important parameter controlling the bridging traction load is the 
embedded length of the z-pins within the composite material. The bridging 
traction law states that the pull-out load increases with the embedded z-pin 
length, and this is because of the longer shear stress transfer length between the 
z-pin and laminate. It can therefore be implied from the bridging traction law 
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that the strengthening and toughening of composite T-joints by z-pins is 
dependent on the skin-flange thickness, which defines the embedded length of z-
pins when inserted through the entire thickness. 
 
The thickness of T-joints used in engineering structures can vary from thin joints 
in light-weight aircraft structures to thick joints in ship and civil engineering 
structures. However, the capacity of z-pins to increase the structural properties 
of T-joints having different thickness has not been studied, despite the bridging 
traction law indicating that the embedded length is an important factor for 
strengthening.  
 
This chapter presents an experimental and analytical study into the importance 
of embedded z-pin length on the structural properties of z-pinned T-joints made 
of carbon fibre/epoxy laminate. The effect of increasing z-pin length on the joint 
properties was determined by increasing the skin-flange thickness of T-joints 
from 2 to 8 mm.  In this chapter, 2 mm is considered a thin joint while 8 mm is a 
thick joint because these values represent the lower and upper extremes for the 
strengthening and toughening of T-joints by z-pinning, as explained later. By 
increasing the joint thickness, the effect of embedded z-pin length on the elastic 
stiffness, ultimate load, failure displacement and absorbed energy capacity of T-
joints under tension (pull-off) loading was studied. Bridging traction properties 
for z-pins embedded in carbon/epoxy laminates with different thickness values 
were also determined, and related to the structural properties of the z-pinned 
joints. Furthermore, a parametric analysis is presented to gain an understanding 
of the influence of z-pin Young’s modulus, pin/laminate shear strength, and 
pin/laminate interfacial friction stress, and z-pin diameter on the bridging 
traction properties of a z-pin under mode I interlaminar loading. 
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5.2  MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
 
5.2.1 Composite T-Joints 
 
T-joint specimens were made of unidirectional T700 carbon/epoxy prepreg tape 
(VTM 264 supplied by Advanced Composites Group), and their geometry is 
shown in Figure 5-1. Joint specimens were fabricated with the skin-flange section 
thickness being 2 mm (consisting of 10 plies), 4 mm (20 plies), 6 mm (30 plies) 
or 8 mm (40 plies), and these joints are labelled T2, T4, T6 and T8, respectively. 
The thicknesses of the skin and flange were identical in a given type of T-joint. 
For example, the skin and flange thicknesses of the T4-type joint were each 2 
mm thick which gives a combined thickness (embedded pin length) of 4 mm. The 
unidirectional plies in the skin-flange section were stacked in the cross-ply 
pattern of [90/0/90/0/90]nS, where n = 1, 2, 3, 4 for the respective T(2n) joint 
specimens. The specimens were fabricated using the same process described in 
Chapter 3. 
 
The skin-flange section of the T-joint specimens was z-pinned to assess the 
effect of embedded z-pin length on the structural properties and failure 
mechanism. The volume content and diameter of z-pins used to reinforce the 
skin-flange connection was 2% and 0.28 mm, respectively. Control T-joint 
specimens (without z-pins) were also made with skin-flange thickness values of 
2, 4, 6 and 8 mm. Both the unpinned and z-pinned T-joint specimens were cured 
in an autoclave at 120°C and 620 kPa for one hour. The average volume content 
of carbon fibres in the skin, flange and stiffener of the T-joints was about 60%. 
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Figure 5-1 Schematic of z-pinned T-joint. The joint thickness (t) is the total thickness of 





Figure 5-2 Z-pinned T-joints before experimental tests, with joint thickness of (a) 2 mm, 
(b) 4 mm, (c) 6 mm and (d) 8 mm. 
 
 
(b) 4 mm (a) 2 mm 








Width = 25.5mm 
100 mm bond 
Joint thickness (t) 
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Considerable care was exercised in the ultrasonically-assisted insertion of the z-
pins into the T-joints; however, not all of the pins were perfectly aligned in the 
orthogonal direction. Many z-pins were offset at a shallow angle from the 
orthogonal direction due to the lack of precise control of the hand-held pinning 
device and during consolidation of the joint inside the autoclave, and this may 
affect their traction loads. Figure 5-3a shows the cross section of an inclined pin 
to the vertical axis and Figure 5-3b shows the distribution of offset angles for z-
pins in a cured carbon fibre-epoxy laminate measured by Chang et al. [55], and 
the average angle was 15o although some pins were inclined at angles to up 
~30o. Other studies have also reported that z-pins are inclined over a range of 
angles from the orthogonal direction [60]. 
 
5.2.2 T-Joint Testing 
 
The stiffener pull-off test was performed on the T-joint specimens to assess the 
effect of embedded z-pin length on the strengthening response and failure 
mechanism. The tests were performed using the structural test method described 
in Chapter 3, with the load applied parallel with the stiffener (0o load).  
 
5.2.3 Z-pin Pull-Out Test 
 
Z-pin pull-out tests were performed to assess the influence of embedded pin 
length on the strengthening and toughening of T-joints. The design of the z-pin 
pull-out specimen is illustrated in Figure 5-4, and 49 pins were located in the 
central region measuring 10 mm x 10 mm. The specimens were manufactured 
from the same unidirectional carbon/epoxy prepreg and the plies were stacked in 
the same cross-ply pattern [0/90] as in the T-joints. The total thickness of the z-
pin pull-out specimens was between 1.2 mm and 8.0 mm. A thin film (12.7 µm) 
of PTFE (peel ply) was placed between the two middle plies to avoid bonding 
during curing of the z-pin pull-out specimens, which was performed in an 
autoclave at 120°C and 620 kPa for one hour, which was the same curing 
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conditions as the joint specimens. The z-pin pull-out specimens were tensile 
loaded in the through-thickness direction at the rate of 1 mm/min until all of the 
z-pins had failed. The total applied force was divided by the number of z-pins 
within the sample to determine the average traction load per z-pin. Between 3 





























Z-Pin Offset Angle, φ (degrees)
 
(b) 
Figure 5-3 (a) Cross-section view of a z-pinned laminate showing pin offset from the 
orthogonal direction. (b) Distribution plot of percentage of z-pins offset at various angles 
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Figure 5-4 (a) Pin pull-off test specimen. (b) Load condition on specimen.  
 
 
5.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
5.3.1  Effect of Embedded Z-pin Length on T-Joint Properties 
 
Applied load-displacement curves for the unpinned and z-pinned T-joints with 
different thickness values are presented in Figure 5-5. Typical curves are 
presented in this figure, and all the curves are shown in Appendix A. The curves 
for the unpinned joints were similar, and they showed an elastic response up to 
the peak load point (Po) which was immediately followed by a large, abrupt load 
drop. As reported in Chapter 3, this load drop was caused by rapid delamination 
crack growth along the centreline of the stiffener and along the skin-flange 
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Figure 5-5 Applied load-vertical displacement curves for the unpinned and z-pinned joints 
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Figure 5-6 Fracture of the unpinned joint showing complete failure along the skin-
stiffener flange interface. Splitting along the stiffener centre-line also occurred. 
 
 
The z-pinned T-joints also experienced a sudden load drop at about the same 
displacement value which caused catastrophic failure of the unpinned joints, and 
this was due to the growth of a splitting crack along the stiffener (which was not 
z-pinned). Due to the large experimental scatter, no significant change was 
observed for the failure initiation load of pinned T-joints relative to the unpinned 
counterpart, for each joint thickness. However, the load-bearing capacity of the 
z-pinned joints immediately recovered after the initial load drop, and they were 
able to withstand greater loading until the ultimate load (Ppin) was reached. When 
strained beyond the ultimate load point, the z-pinned joints failed progressively 
by delamination cracking along the skin-flange interface (see Figure 5-7). The z-
pins formed a bridging traction zone along the delamination crack which resulted 
in a higher load capacity than for the unpinned joints. The formation of a crack 
bridging zone in z-pinned T-joints under pull-off loading has been reported 
previously [51, 65, 123, 131, 138], although this work is to the first study to 
show that the bridging zone occurs irrespective of the joint thickness. As 
explained in previous chapters, the bridging zone was developed once the crack 
front passed several rows of z-pins. Thus, the propagation of the crack along the 
stiffener flange-skin interface also depended to the onset of z-pin debonding 
2 mm 4 mm 
6 mm 8 mm 
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from the surrounding laminate, which was determined by the bonding between 
the z-pin and surrounding laminate. In practice, perfect bonding between z-pins 
and the laminate could not be achieved due to micro-cracking and distortion 
around the pin caused during manufacturing (Figure 5-3a). Therefore, this was 
one of the factors with contributed to the experimental scatter of the debonding 




Figure 5-7 Typical fracture mode of the z-pinned joint showing suppression of complete 
failure along the skin-stiffener flange interface. 
 
 
The effect of z-pinning on the measured elastic stiffness, ultimate load, failure 
displacement and total absorbed energy capacity of the T-joints with different 
thickness values is shown in Table 5-1. The stiffness of the joints, which was 
determined by the slope of the initial rectilinear region of the load-displacement 
curve, increased with the thickness (which was expected due to the higher 
section area) but was not affected by the z-pins. This was because the elastic 
modulus of carbon fibre-epoxy laminates is not changed significantly by the z-
pins [55, 57, 60, 61]. The percentage improvement to the ultimate load (Ppin) of 
the z-pinned joint increased with thickness up to 6 mm, above which the load 
remained constant at about twice the failure load of the unpinned joint. Both the 
failure displacement and total absorbed energy (which was determined by the 
total area under the applied load-displacement curve) also increased rapidly with 
the joint thickness, and at the highest thickness these properties had increased 
2 mm 4 mm 
6 mm 8 mm 
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respectively by nearly 700% and 1900% compared to the unpinned joint. These 
results show for the first time that the ultimate load, failure displacement and 
absorbed energy capacity of z-pinned T-joints increases with their thickness with 
no change to the elastic stiffness. In other words, the capacity of z-pins to 
improve the structural properties is higher for thick joints than compared to 
thinner joints, and this has practical importance when using z-pins to strengthen 
and toughen joints for engineering structures. That is, z-pinning is more effective 
(on a percentage basis) for strengthening thicker joints, which are usually used 
in heavily-loaded aircraft structures, compared to thinner joints which are used 
in lightly loaded structures. 
 
 
Table 5-1 Effect of thickness on the structural properties of the unpinned and z-pinned 
joints. The error values represent one standard deviation based on five samples. Values 
in brackets represent percentage increases of pinned joint property against unpinned 

















Unpinned:     
2 349 ± 62  1773 ± 199 12.6 ± 1.5  6.5 ± 2.0  
4 495 ± 152 1656 ± 252 8.2 ± 2.4 5.6 ± 1.5  
6 731 ± 136  2225 ± 279 4.7 ± 2.4 6.1 ± 3.8 
8 1300 ± 40 2325 ± 109 1.6 ± 0.1  2.1 ± 0.3 
Z-Pinned:     
2 
 
334 ± 43  
(-4%) 
1615 ± 71 
(-8%) 
18.8 ± 1.1  
(+49%) 




476 ± 154  
(-4%) 
2777 ± 683 
(+67%) 
18.8 ± 4.5  
(+129%) 




790 ± 46  
(+8%) 
4443 ± 262 
(+99%) 
25.7 ± 4.8  
(+442%) 
75.3 ± 32 
(+1134%) 
8 1307 ± 164 
(+1%) 
4423 ± 314 
(+90%) 
12.4 ± 3.9  
(+696%) 
40.9 ± 16.5 
(+1860%) 
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5.3.2 Effect of Embedded Z-pin Length on Crack Bridging Traction 
Mechanics 
 
An understanding of the interlaminar strengthening of z-pinned laminates, 
including bonded or co-cured interfaces between laminates such as the skin-to-
flange connection in T-joints, can be gained from the bridging traction load 
generated by z-pins. Experimental multi-pin pull-out tests was performed by Dai 
et al. [103] and Zhang et al. [63] to determine the traction load response and 
failure behaviour of z-pins under mode I loading, and from this pin bridging laws 
have been formulated. However, these studies were limited to determining the 
bridging traction response of z-pins embedded within a laminate of one thickness 
(~4 mm), and the effect of embedded z-pin length on the bridging traction 
properties was not previously measured. For this reason, the importance of the 
embedded z-pin length on the bridging traction load and traction energy was 
determined for the studied carbon/epoxy laminate with thickness values between 
1.2 and 8 mm. Figure 5-8 presents plots of the traction load (Pt) generated by a 
single z-pin (total load divided by total number of pins) against the crack opening 
displacement (δ) for the different embedded z-pin lengths. The failure surfaces of 
z-pin pull-out specimens with different thicknesses are shown in Figure 5-9. 
Three types of bridging traction load curves were measured depending on the 
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Figure 5-8 Experimental data of traction load-crack opening displacement curves for 
embedded z-pin lengths (2h) of (a) 1.2 mm, (b) 2mm, (c) 4mm, (d) 6 mm and 
(e) 8 mm.   
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Figure 5-9 Fracture surfaces of the z-pin pull-out specimens with thickness values of (a) 
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5.3.2.1  Z-pin Traction Properties for Thin Laminates 
 
The thinnest laminates (4 mm thick and less) displayed a three-stage bridging 
traction curve (Figure 5-8a - Figure 5-8c), which has been measured previously 
for other types of thin z-pinned laminates [53, 63, 103]. Despite the variability 
between the curves for each thickness value, the curves show three traction load 
stages which correspond in order of increasing crack opening displacement to the 
(i) elastic bridging load generated by the z-pin within the laminate, (ii) elastic 
bridging load (in the bonded region) and interfacial friction load (in the debonded 
region) generated by the z-pin which had partially debonded from the laminate, 
and finally (iii) interfacial friction load generated during pull-out of the fully 
debonded z-pin from the laminate. Examination of the thinnest laminates after 
testing revealed that all of the z-pins had been pulled from the laminate without 
breaking (Figure 5-9a). Figure 5-8a - Figure 5-8c also shows that there was 
significant variability in the traction load curves for laminates of the same 
thickness, despite the specimens being nominally the same. 
 
The elastic traction load generated by a fully-bonded z-pin which is aligned in the 
orthogonal direction is calculated using [139]: 
 
( )( ) hdhP pτpiδ =          eqn 5-1 
 
where δ is the crack opening displacement, τ is the interfacial stress strength 
between the z-pin and composite, dp is the z-pin diameter, and h is the length 
portion of the z-pin carrying load before pull-out begins. The crack opening 

























       eqn 5-2 
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where H is the half-thickness of the composite and r is the extensibility ratio of 









          eqn 5-3 
 
where Af and Ef are the cross-section area and axial Young’s modulus of the z-
pin, respectively.  
 
The bridging traction load generated by the z-pin during the pull-out phase can 
be calculated using [139]: 
 
( )( ) ( ) pf dSHSP piτδ −=         eqn 5-4 
 
where the crack opening displacement is a function of the slip length (S) of the 
z-pin: 
 

























     eqn 5-5 
 
fτ  is the frictional stress generated at the pin-laminate interface which opposes 
z-pin pull-out. Equations 5-1 and 5-4 can be used to calculate the bridging 
traction load for a z-pin under increasing mode I crack opening displacement 
when toughening occurs by elastic stretching and pull-out.  
 
The solid curves presented in Figure 5-10 - Figure 5-13 show the calculated 
increase in the z-pin bridging traction load during elastic stretching before 
debonding (eqn. 5-1), and the decrease in the traction load during the z-pin pull-
out phase (eqn. 5-4). The calculated curves show similar trends but do not agree 
precisely with the measured curves, and this is attributed to the offset of the z-
pins from the orthogonal direction before loading. The analysis assumes that the 
z-pin was perfectly orthogonal to the laminate; however the z-pins in the test 
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specimens were inclined at various angles (Figure 5-3). During axial loading of 
an inclined z-pin it will attempt to straighten, and this can cause the z-pin to 
press laterally into the laminate close the surface. This deformation of the 
laminate by the z-pin is known as snubbing [53], and it can increase the traction 
load depending on the pin offset angle. A schematic representation of the 
deformation and pull-out of an inclined z-pin under a mode I load is presented in 
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Figure 5-10 Experimental and calculated traction load-crack opening displacement curves 
for embedded z-pin lengths (2h) of 1.2 mm. The following property values were used in 
the calculations: τ = 15.9 MPa, τe = 3τ = 47.7 MPa, zo = 0.1H, φ = 15o, and 
S12 = 400 MPa. 
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Figure 5-11 Experimental and calculated traction load-crack opening displacement curves 
for embedded z-pin lengths (2h) of 2 mm. The following property values were used in the 
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Figure 5-12 Experimental and calculated traction load-crack opening displacement curves 
for embedded z-pin lengths (2h) of 4 mm. The following property values were used in the 
calculations: τ = 15.9 MPa, τe = 3τ = 47.7 MPa, zo = 0.1H, φ = 15o, and S12 = 400 MPa. 
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Figure 5-13 Schematic of pull-out process for a z-pin inclined at an angle (φ) from the 
orthogonal direction. Adapted from Cartié et al. [53]. 
 
 
The bridging traction load under mode II loading of a z-pin is dependent on the 
offset angle according to [53]: 
 
( ){ }eofp zShdP ττφ
piφ +−= 4)(
       eqn 5-6 
 
where zo is the length of the z-pin deflected into the laminate and τe is the 
snubbing shear stress. Cartié et al. [53] reported that τe is between 3 and 10 
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The bridging traction load of an inclined z-pin under mode I loading and taking 
into account the snubbing friction stress can be approximated by modifying 
equation 5-4 to equation 5-6: 
 
















      eqn 5-7 
 
This equation takes into account the snubbing effect of an inclined z-pin under 
pull-out. Figure 5-14 shows the calculated change in the z-pin traction load for 
the different offset angles measured for the pins. In the calculation it was 
assumed that zo and τe are constant values: zo was taken to be 10% of the half-
thickness of the laminate based on experimental observations by Chang et al. 
[116] and τe = 3τf [53]. The traction load was predicted to increase with the z-
pin angle, and this analysis shows that the offset of the pins has a beneficial 
strengthening effect. The snubbing effect shown in Figure 5-10 - Figure 5-12 
were determined using the equation above (using z-pin offset angle of 15o). The 
calculated traction load due to snubbing effect showed good agreement to the 
behaviour of the pull-out phase of the z-pin obtained during experimental test. It 
can be expected that the snubbing effect becomes more prominent in the pull-
out phase as the opening displacement increases to complete pull-out of the z-
pin. 
 
The elastic traction load of the z-pins is also dependent on the amount of 
bonding with the laminate. The bridging load is related to the bond area between 





AAhdP )( −= τpi
         eqn 5-8 
 
where Ac is the contact area of the z-pin which is debonded from the laminate 
before loading and Ao is the total contact area (including both bonded and 
debonded regions) of the z-pin. Figure 5-14 shows the effect of percentage 
debond area of the z-pin on the bridging traction load. The analysis presented in 
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this figure reveals that the traction load will increase rapidly with the z-pin offset 
angle and will decrease linearly with decreasing bonded z-pin area. Because both 
the offset angle and bonded contact area vary between z-pins, this may account 
for the variation in the experimental traction load curves presented in Figure 
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Figure 5-14 Effect of z-pin offset angle and pin/laminate debond area on the normalised 
bridging traction load (P/Po) for z-pin pull-out (including snubbing) and z-pin fracture, 
where P is the actual traction load and Po is the traction load for a fully bonded and 
orthogonal z-pin. Values taken for 2h = 6 mm at the crack opening displacement of 
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5.3.2.2  Z-pin Bridging Traction Properties for Intermediate Thickness Laminate 
 
The bridging traction load curves shown in Figure 5-8d for z-pins embedded in 
the intermediate thickness laminate (6 mm) were different to the curves 
measured for the thinner laminates. The type of curve in Figure 5-8d was not 
previously measured because z-pin pull-out tests were not performed on 
laminates of this thickness. Like for the curves for the thinnest laminates, there 
is variability in the curves for the intermediate thickness laminate. The curves 
show an initial linear response due to elastic deformation of the z-pin up to the 
maximum traction load, which was then followed by a large load drop. The 
traction load recovered slightly after this load drop, and then decreased gradually 
with increasing displacement. The z-pins failed by either tensile rupture or pull-
out (as shown in Figure 5-9b). The large load drop was caused by tensile fracture 
of some of the z-pins within the multiple pin specimens, and the subsequent 
lower load drop at higher displacements was due to pull-out of those pins that 
did not break. The percentage of z-pins that failed by tensile rupture (rather than 
pull-out) varied over a wide range (~20-90%) based on four z-pin pull-out tests, 
as shown in Figure 5-15).  
 
 
Figure 5-15 Percentage of z-pins failed by rupture when embedded in laminate thickness 
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The occurrence of two z-pin failure modes suggests that at the intermediate 
embedded length (of 6 mm) the traction loads for pin debonding and pin 
breakage are very close in value, and therefore competition exists about which 
failure mode will occur for a single pin. The dependence of the z-pin rupture load 
on its offset angle can be approximated using the maximum failure stress criteria 

































          eqn 5-11 
 
where Xt, S12 and Yt is the axial tensile strength, shear strength and transverse 
tensile strength of the z-pin, respectively. Equation 5-9 to 5-11 are solved over 
the angle range of 0° to 90° whereby the equation which produces the lowest pin 
traction load for any angle in this range is used in the solution of traction force. 
Figure 5-14 shows the effect of z-pin offset angle on the bridging traction load of 
a single pin that fails by tensile rupture. The failure stress drops rapidly with 
increasing z-pin offset angle, particularly over the range of ~3-20o. Included in 
Figure 5-14 is the calculated pull-out load for different z-pin offset angles, and it 
shows that when the offset exceeds a critical angle (φ > φc) of about 18o, then the 
tensile failure load is below the pull-out load, and therefore the z-pin will 
fracture. Conversely, when the z-pin angle is shallow (φ < φc) then the pull-out 
load is less than the tensile failure load, and the z-pin will fail by pull-out without 
breaking. The sensitivity of the failure mode of the z-pins to their offset angle 
accounts for both tensile rupture and pull-out occurring in the laminate with an 
intermediate thickness. Figure 5-3 shows that the offset angles of the z-pins 
varied over a wide range (up to ~30o), and therefore the analysis indicates that 
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those z-pins inclined at angles below φc will fail by pull-out and those above φc 
will fail by tensile fracture, which explains the occurrence of the two failure 
modes. For specimens which failed by z-pin pull-out, the snubbing effect was 
calculated as shown in Figure 5-16 using equation 5-7 while using z-pin offset 
angle of 15o. The calculated traction load due to snubbing effect showed 
reasonable agreement to the behaviour of the pull-out phase of the z-pin 
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Figure 5-16 Experimental and calculated traction load-crack opening displacement curves 
for embedded z-pin lengths (2h) of 6 mm. The following property values were used in the 
calculations: τ = 15.9 MPa, τe = 3τ = 47.7 MPa, zo = 0.1H, φ = 15o, and S12 = 400 MPa. 
 
 
5.3.2.3  Z-pin Traction Properties for Thick Laminate 
 
The thickest laminate (8 mm) showed the third type of z-pin bridging traction 
load curve, which consisted of an initial elastic bridging load followed by a 
sudden and complete load drop (Figure 5-17). All of the z-pins in this laminate 
failed by tensile fracture, and there was no pin pull-out (Figure 5-9c). The long 
embedded z-pin length generated an interfacial shear load between the pin and 
laminate that exceeded the tensile failure load of the pin, and this caused all of 
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the pins to break without being pulled-out. In this case, the maximum traction 
load is calculated using the maximum failure stress criteria (eqn. 5-10), and the 
variability in the measured curves can be attributed to small variations in the z-
pin offset angles between specimens. No snubbing effect was determined in this 
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Figure 5-17 Experimental and calculated traction load-crack opening displacement curves 
for embedded z-pin lengths (2h) of 8 mm. The following property values were used in the 
calculations: τ = 15.9 MPa, τe = 3τ = 47.7 MPa, zo = 0.1H, φ = 15o, and S12 = 400 MPa. 
 
 
5.3.2.4  Effect of Embedded Z-pin Length on Bridging Traction Properties 
 
Figure 5-18 shows the effect of increasing embedded z-pin length on the 
maximum bridging traction load and elastic bridging traction energy of a single 
pin. The experimental values were determined from the z-pin pull-out tests, with 
the elastic pin traction energy being determined from the area under the linear 
region of the load-displacement curve. The traction load and elastic traction 
energy increased rapidly with the embedded z-pin length due to the increase in 
the interfacial shear transfer length between the pin and laminate until 
eventually the interfacial shear stress exceeded the tensile failure stress of the z-
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pin, when it fractured rather than pulled-out following debonding. The traction 
load and energy were nearly 200% and over 850% higher for the thickest 
laminate compared to the thinnest laminate. These improvements show the large 
increases to the strengthening and toughening that can be achieved by 
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Figure 5-18 Effect of embedded z-pin length (2h) on the (a) peak pin traction load and 
(b) elastic pin traction energy. The open data points are measured values and the curves 
are calculated. The error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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Figure 5-18 also shows the calculated increase to the traction load and elastic 
traction energy with increasing embedded z-pin length. The traction load was 
calculated assuming the z-pin was perfectly orthogonal and fully bonded with the 
laminate. Eqn. 5-1 was used to calculate the traction load for z-pin pull-out and 
eqn. 5-9 for pin rupture. The traction energy for z-pin pull-out and z-pin fracture 
were respectively calculated by taking the area under the analytical curve of pin 
traction load – crack opening displacement (Figure 5-10 - Figure 5-12 and Figure 
5-16 - Figure 5-17) as determined by equations 5-1 – 5-7. The agreement 
between the measured and calculated traction loads and energies was very good. 
 
5.3.2.5  Parametric Study of the Pin Traction Properties for Thin Laminates 
 
Based on the analytical model for z-pin pull-out presented in the previous section 
for thin laminates, a parametric sensitivity study was conducted to determine the 
influence of the Young’s modulus (E) and diameter (d) of the z-pin, and the 
shear strength (τ) and friction stress (τf) of the pin-laminate interface on the pin 
traction properties for a thin laminate (4mm thickness). The analytical 
predictions presented in Figure 5-12 were used as the reference (i.e. all 
calculations were made based on the parameters presented in the previous 
section). The reference includes the three phases of the z-pin failure process: (1) 
elastic stretching of z-pins to the onset of debonding from surrounding laminate, 
(2) z-pin pull-out without including the enhanced friction effect due to snubbing 
and (3) z-pin pull-out including snubbing.  
 
It is worth noting that the experimental testing revealed that in the pin pull-out 
phase from the laminate, the snubbing effect increases with the crack opening 
displacement. For the purpose of the parametric study, both pull-out behaviour 
(with and without snubbing effect) is plotted. 
 
The predictions presented in this parametric study provide an understanding 
towards the sensitivity and influence of various parameters towards the bridging 
traction properties for a laminate with 4mm thickness. A similar trend can be 
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expected for other laminate thicknesses, provided that the traction load within 
the elastic stretching of z-pins does not exceed the intrinsic rupture load of the 
pin. The values presented in the parametric study are not to be taken as 
absolute as they involve all the assumptions within the analytical study, and no 
experimental tests were performed to validate each case. 
 
Firstly, Figure 5-19 shows the effect of z-pin Young’s modulus on the bridging 
traction properties for the thin laminate with 4 mm thickness. The value of the 
z−pin Young’s modulus were taken to be 80%, 120% and 130% of the reference 
Young’s modulus value used in predicting the pull-out behaviour as shown in 
Figure 5-8, while keeping all other parameters constant. Overall, the change in 
z−pin modulus (from a reduction of 10% to an increase of 30% of the reference 
value) did not have a significant effect on the z-pin bridging traction behaviour. 
Also, it does not affect the pin pull-out behaviour when taking into account the 
snubbing effect. This finding shows that changing the elastic modulus of the z-
pin has no significant effect on the bridging traction load capacity. However, it is 
expected that increasing the modulus of z-pin will reduce the interfacial shear 
strength due to the generation of higher residual stress in the cured composite. 
This, however, was ignored in the parametric analyses. 
 
Figure 5-20 presents the effect of z-pin/laminate interfacial shear strength and 
friction pull-out stress on the bridging traction properties of the thin laminate. In 
Figure 5-20b, the figure only considers the change in the traction load in the 
pull-out phase of the z-pins. In this case, the interfacial stresses were 
determined at 10% reduction, and 10% and 30% increase compared to the 
reference case, while all other parameters are fixed. That is, the initial elastic 
portion of the traction behaviour is related to the pin/laminate interfacial shear 
stress, and the pull-out phase related to the pin/laminate friction stress. Figure 
5-20a shows that the ultimate traction load is linearly proportional to the 
pin/laminate interfacial shear strength. For instance, a 30% increase to the 
pin/laminate interfacial shear strength caused a 30% rise to the ultimate 
bridging traction load. For the z-pin pull-out phase without snubbing, increasing 
the pin/laminate frictional stress only increases the traction load after the onset 
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of z-pin pull-out but converges to the same value as the crack opening 
displacement increases (i.e. z-pin pull-out completely from laminate). This 
observation is also true for the pull-out phase of the z-pin when taking snubbing 
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Figure 5-19 Effect of z-pin Young’s modulus on the bridging traction properties of thin 
laminate (4mm thickness): (a) without snubbing effect and (b) with snubbing effect. 
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Figure 5-20 Effect of z-pin/laminate interfacial shear stress on the bridging traction 
properties of thin laminate (4mm thickness): (a) without snubbing effect and (b) with 
snubbing effect. 
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This finding reveals that the pin/laminate interfacial shear strength determines 
the ultimate traction load of the z-pin at the onset of debonding from the 
surrounding laminate. A greater allowable pin/laminate shear strength at the 
interface is dependent on the bond strength between the pin and laminate. A 
potential way of achieving a stronger bond between the pin and laminate 
includes the use of compatible z-pin and laminate material, with all optimised 
curing cycle. In addition, appropriate surface treatments of z-pins could increase 
the pin/laminate bonding.  
 
The study also shows that for a z-pin in the pull-out phase (with and without 
snubbing), increasing the pin/laminate frictional stress increases the bridging 
traction load of a z-pin for any given crack opening displacement until the pin is 
completely pulled-out, although this increase becomes less significant at higher 
crack opening displacement. The improvement in pull-out resistance could 
potentially be achieved by surface treatments of z-pins to enhance the frictional 
stress between the z-pin and surrounding laminate, such as increased surface 
roughness of the pin. 
 
Lastly, Figure 5-21 presents the effect of z-pin diameter on the bridging traction 
properties for a thin laminate. The reference case was used as before (prediction 
shown in Figure 5-12). In Figure 5-21b, the figure only considers the change in 
the traction load in the pull-out phase of the z-pins. In this part of the study, the 
z-pin diameter was halved and doubled compared to the reference diameter (of 
0.28 mm), while the other parameters were unchanged. The study reveals that 
the z-pin diameter is proportional to the ultimate bridging traction load. This is 
due to a larger bonding surface between a z-pin and the surrounding laminate. 
Also, a larger z-pin diameter increases the traction load at any given crack 
opening displacement during the pull-out phase, with the improvements being 
less significant at larger crack opening displacements.  
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Figure 5-21 Effect of z-pin diameter on the bridging traction properties of thin laminate 
(4mm thickness): (a) without snubbing effect and (b) with snubbing effect. 
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5.3.3 Strengthening Mechanics of Z-Pinned T-Joints 
 
The improvement to the ultimate strength and absorbed energy capacity of the 
T-joints with the different thickness values (as described in section 5.3.1) can be 
explained using the z-pin bridging traction mechanics. Strong correlations were 
found between the ultimate load and elastic energy of the T-joints and the 
traction load and elastic energy of a single z-pin, as shown in Figure 5-22.  An 
increase in the z-pin traction load with embedded thickness results in a 
corresponding rise in the ultimate load of the T-joints until z-pin fracture was the 
dominant failure process for the thickest material (8 mm), when no further 
increase in joint strength was achieved. Similarly, the increase in the z-pin 
traction energy with longer embedded length correlates strongly with the 
increase in the elastic energy of the T-joints until the z-pin fracture mode 
changed from pull-out to tensile fracture. While these results show that the joint 
properties increase with the skin-flange thickness, there is an upper limit to the 
strengthening effect which is defined by the fracture strength of the z-pins. 
Increasing the embedded z-pin length above this limit does not result in any 




Figure 5-22 Comparison of the (a) peak load and (b) elastic energy of a single z-pin and 
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5.4  CONCLUSIONS 
 
Previous research has shown that the structural properties of composite T-joints 
are increased by raising the volume content or increasing the diameter of the z-
pins. This study has extended this work by proving that the joint properties are 
also improved by increasing the embedded z-pin length. The ultimate load and 
absorbed energy capacity of T-joints increased with the embedded z-pin length 
in the skin-flange connection, and therefore the strengthening effect gained by z-
pinning is greater for thicker joints compared to thinner joints.  
 
The strengthening and toughening of T-joints under tension (stiffener pull-off) 
loading is governed by the bridging traction load and traction energy of the z-
pins. Multiple z-pin pull-out tests proved that the traction load and elastic 
traction energy increased with the embedded z-pin length due to increased shear 
transfer length between the pin and laminate. Mechanical analysis and testing 
revealed that the strengthening mechanism of the z-pins depends on their 
embedded length, with the traction load being determined by the friction load for 
z-pin pull-out at short embedded z-pin lengths and the z-pin fracture load at long 
embedded lengths. The strengthening of T-joints reaches a maximum when the 
embedded length is sufficiently long to cause all the z-pins to fail by tensile 
fracture. Lastly, the parametric analyses shows an increase in z-pin bridging 
traction load with increasing z-pin diameter and pin/laminate interfacial stress 
(shear and friction), while the z-pin Young’s modulus has a negligible effect.  
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CHAPTER 6:  
 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE DAMAGE 





This chapter of the thesis presents a pilot study of an experimental investigation 
into the damage tolerance properties of defective bonded composite joints 
reinforced with z-pins. Chapter 3 of this thesis showed that increasing the z-pin 
volume content of T-joints causes a large increase to the mechanical properties: 
ultimate strength, failure strain and total absorbed energy capacity. These 
improvements are due to the capacity of z-pins to resist unstable (rapid) 
delamination crack propagation along the stiffener-skin bonded region to the 
joints (induced by interlaminar mode I stress) by developing a pin bridging 
traction zone. This chapter shows that large improvements to the damage 
tolerance (mechanical properties) of T-joints containing pre-existing bond-line 
cracks were also achieved by z-pins. The structural properties of z-pinned T-
joints containing bond-line cracks extending from 10% to 100% of the skin-
stiffener interface were determined, and compared against the properties of 
defective joints without z-pin reinforcement. The formation of a bridging zone 
created by the z-pins across the delaminated region at the bond-line retained 
high load-carrying capacity and energy absorption capacity, even in the presence 
of very long cracks which severely weakened conventional bonded joints. In 
contrast, the mechanical properties of the unpinned joints decreased 
progressively with increasing bond-line crack length. The research presented in 
this chapter shows for the first time the high damage tolerance of defective T-
joints that can be achieved by z-pinning of the damaged region.  
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Most of the research presented in this chapter has been submitted for 
publication: 
 
• Koh, T.M., M.D. Isa, P. Chang, and A.P. Mouritz (2012) Improving the 
structural properties and damage tolerance of composite joints using z-pins. 
Journal of Composite Materials,  DOI: 10.1177/0021998312437233. 
 
• Koh, T.M., M.D. Isa, S. Feih, and A.P. Mouritz (2012) Experimental 
assessment of the damage tolerance of z-pinned T-stiffened composite 




6.1   INTRODUCTION 
 
Numerous studies have reported that z-pinning can increase the failure strength 
of bonded lap-, T- and L-shaped joints [51, 98, 112, 116, 117, 122, 123, 131, 
132, 138, 140-143], as reported in the literature review (Chapter 2).  A large 
increase to the absorbed energy capacity of bonded joints due to z-pin 
reinforcement has also been reported [131, 138]. The improvement of the 
structural properties is due to the z-pins forming bridging tractions between the 
joint adherends after the bond-line has fractured. During delamination failure of 
the bond-line the z-pins bridge across the crack and thereby transfer the applied 
stress between the adherends, resulting in higher strength and energy 
absorption. The z-pins also suppress brittle, catastrophic failure of the joint by 
stabilising the delamination crack growth process along the bonded region.  By 
the same mechanism, it is expected that z-pins will increase the damage 
tolerance of bonded joints containing bond-line cracks, although this has not 
been proven. It is feasible that z-pinning will be used in the future to increase 
the structural properties and damage tolerance of bonded composite joints on 
both military and civil aircraft, but before this can occur a greater understanding 
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of the effect of z-pins on the structural performance of composite joints is 
needed.  
 
This chapter of the thesis presents a experimental research study into the 
efficacy of z-pins to increase the damage tolerance of defective T-joints. The 
capacity of z-pins to improve the high mechanical properties of T-joints in the 
presence of pre-existing delamination cracks along the bond-line is investigated. 
The strengthening and toughening mechanisms by which the z-pins control the 
damage tolerance of bonded joints are determined.  
 
It is important to note that the content of this chapter should be considered as a 
preliminary study of damage tolerant z-pinned joints, and a more extensive 
study is beyond the aim of the PhD project. Despite the limited scope of the 
study, it does present an original investigation which contains the first evidence 
of the efficacy of z-pins to control the damage tolerance of defective T-joints. It 
is also important to note that part of the research work was performed in 
collaboration with another PhD student at RMIT University (M.D. Isa), who is 
undertaking a more extensive and thorough assessment of the damage tolerance 
properties of z-pinned panels and structural joints. Two joint publications were 
accepted as a result of this collaborative work.  
 
 
6.2  MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
 
6.2.1  Manufacture of Z-pinned T-joints 
 
The effect of z-pin reinforcement on the damage tolerance properties of carbon 
fibre-epoxy T-joints was determined using the specimen geometry shown in 
Figure 6-1. T-joint specimens containing a single bond-line crack were fabricated 
using the process described in Chapter 3. These T-joints were made without z-
pins or reinforced to the intermediate volume content (2%) using the thin 
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diameter z-pins (0.28 m diameter). The crack in the T-joints was created by 
inserting 5 µm thick non-stick PTFE film along the bond-line between the skin 
and stiffener before curing. The pre-crack was centred below the stiffener and 
extended for different lengths from 5 mm (or 5% of the bonded region) to 100 
mm (or the entire bonded region). This pre-crack damage simulated different 
amounts of bond-line cracking in stiffened panels caused by poor quality 
manufacturing or over-loading during service. At least three samples of the 
unpinned and z-pinned T-joints containing the different crack lengths were 





Figure 6-1 Schematic diagram of T-joint containing pre-existing crack. Location of the 
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6.2.2  T-joint Pull-off Test 
 
The structural properties of the unpinned and z-pinned T-joints were determined 
by applying a tension force to the stiffener (i.e. 0° loading condition). The 
stiffness, ultimate load and absorbed energy capacity of the defective T-joints 
were determined in these tests. A complete description of the structural test 
method is given in Chapter 3. 
 
 
6.3  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
6.3.1 Damage Tolerance Properties of Composite T-joints Containing 
Single Bond-line Delamination Crack 
 
Figure 6-2 presents the typical load-crosshead displacement curve for pristine 
unpinned and z-pinned (no damage) T-joints, and unpinned and z-pinned T-
joints with pre-existing crack of 50mm and 100mm along the stiffener flange-
skin interface. For the unpinned joint, Figure 6-2a shows that the load carrying 
capacity of the joint decreases as the pre-existing crack length increases to 50 
mm along the stiffener flange-skin interface. The elastic stiffness of the unpinned 
joints remains unchanged when considering the experimental scatter, although 
unpinned joints with greater pre-existing cracks showed a slight reduction. The 
failure initiation load decreases when the pre-existing crack length was 50 mm 
(Table 6-1). Based on Figure 6-2b, it was observed that the structural response 
of the z-pinned T-joints under pull-off load were similar for the pristine joint and 
joints containing 50 mm and 100 mm pre-existing crack along the stiffener 
flange-skin bond-line. Taking into account experimental scatter, failure initiation 
load for all pinned joints remain unchanged (Table 6-1). Due to the large scatter 
in the measured values, it is not possible to conclude that the failure initiation 
load was changed by pinning, where no pre-existing damage is in the joint. 
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Therefore, the study found that z-pins were able to retain the structural 
performance of all pinned T-joints to the onset of first crack, with or without pre-
existing damage. The unpinned joint, however, suffers from a significant 
reduction in the failure initiation load when a pre-existing crack was present (50 
mm). Hence, z-pin reinforcement was found to be capable of improving the 
failure initiation load of the T-joint in the presence of a pre-existing crack.  
 
 
Table 6-1 Failure initiation load of unpinned and pinned (2%) T-joints with no damage, 
50 mm or 100 mm pre-existing crack length along the bond-line. Value in bracket shows 
improvement in pinned joint relative to the unpinned counterpart. The error values 
represent one standard deviation. 
 
T-Joint Configuration:  Failure Initiation Load (N) 
Unpinned:  
No damage (control)  1656 ± 252 
50 mm pre-existing crack 557 ± 198  
  
Pinned   
No damage (control)  1422 ± 300 
50 mm pre-existing crack 1372 ± 505 (+146%) 
100 mm pre-existing crack 1509 ± 166  
 
 
Figure 6-3 presents the fracture process of the z-pinned T-joints with 100 mm 
pre-existing crack along the stiffener flange-skin interface. The fracture process 
begins with crack initiation at the ∆-fillet region and along the vertical stiffener, 
followed by development of a crack bridging zone along the stiffener flange-skin 
interface, and ultimately fractures by completed debonding of the stiffener flange 
from the skin. This failure process and strengthening mechanism involved in z-
pinned joint with pre-existing damage (100% of stiffener flange-skin) interface 
was similar to that observed in pristine z-pinned T-joint as reported in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 6-2 Typical load-crosshead displacement curve of (a) unpinned and (b) 2% z-
pinned T-joints with no damage, 50 mm and 100 mm pre-existing crack at the stiffener 
flange-skin interface. 
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Figure 6-3 In-situ observations of fracture process for 2% z-pinned T-joints with 100 mm 
pre-existing crack at the stiffener flange-skin interface. 
 
 
Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 show the measured effect of pre-crack length on the 
ultimate load and absorbed energy capacity of the unpinned and z-pinned joints 
respectively. A reduction to the ultimate load and total absorbed energy of the 
unpinned joint occurs with increasing crack size when it exceeds 10% of the 
length of the stiffener-skin bond-line region. As expected, the properties of the z-
pinned joint were much higher, and within the bounds of experimental scatter, 
the ultimate load and absorbed energy capacity were independent of the initial 
crack length. Overall observations of Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 depicted that the 
experimental scatter for pinned joints was significantly greater relative to the 
unpinned counterpart. This was attributed to the same reasons explained in 
Chapter 3-5, where the stochastic nature of z-pin technology at the point of 
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behaviour of z-pins, and the effect of multiple microstructural defect caused 
during manufacturing contributes to this large experimental scatter. However, 
taking into account the experimental scatter, the indicative trend found in this 
study revealed that z-pin reinforcement was an effective method for increasing 
the damage tolerance of defective T-joints under pull-off loading.  
 


















Initial Bond-Line Crack Length (%)
 
Figure 6-4 Effect of initial pre-crack length (expressed as a percentage of the total 
bonded length between the skin and stiffener) on the ultimate load of the unpinned and 
z-pinned T-joints. The z-pinned joint had a pin content of 2% by volume. The error bars 
represent one standard deviation. 
 

























Initial Bond-Line Crack Length (%)
 
Figure 6-5 Effect of initial pre-crack length (expressed as a percentage of the total 
bonded length between the skin and stiffener) on the absorbed energy capacity of the 
unpinned and z-pinned T-joints. The z-pinned joint had a pin content of 2% by volume. 
The error bars represent one standard deviation. 
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Both the unpinned and z-pinned T-joints containing the pre-existing crack failed 
due to the generation of a bond-line peeling (crack opening) stress. As expected, 
failure initiated from the edge of the pre-existing in crack and then propagated 
along the bond-line under increasing displacement due to tensile loading on the 
stiffener. The crack grew rapidly along the bond-line of the unpinned joint, which 
is the reason for the abrupt drop in load-bearing capacity when loaded beyond 
the ultimate load. In contrast, the crack grew in a stable manner along the bond-
line in the z-pinned joints, irrespective of the initial pre-crack length. 
 
The reason for the high damage tolerance of the z-pinned defective joint is 
explained as follows. The crack opening displacement increases with distance 
behind the crack tip, as the crack propagates through the z-pinned region 
(illustrated in Figure 6-6). The study revealed that the elastic stiffness of the 
joint was not significantly affected by the initial crack length, and therefore the 
bending moment in the skin and stiffener was independent of the pre-crack 
length. As a result, the number of z-pins that carried the applied load within the 
bridging traction zone was independent of the initial crack size. As cracking 
proceeded along the bond-line, irrespective of the initial crack length, the 
number of bridging z-pins remained approximately constant. Consequently, the 
ultimate load and absorbed energy capacity of the z-pinned T-joint was 
independent of the initial crack length, and the z-pins were equally effective at 
promoting high damage tolerance against both small and large cracks. 
 
Since the study has shown that the ultimate load and total absorbed energy 
capacity are not dependent on the initial crack length but are dependent on the 
number of z-pins within the bridging zone at any instant of time, it can be 
expected that these properties will improve with increasing z-pin volume content 
since more pins are able to effectively generate bridging traction. However, this 
prediction is only valid if there is no change in failure mode or response of the 
joint as the z-pin volume content increases.  
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Figure 6-6  Schematic of the crack opening displacement and z-pin bridging traction zone 
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This pilot study has presented experimental evidence that z-pin reinforcement of 
T-joints is an effective method for increasing the damage tolerance of bond-line 
cracks, which is a common form of damage in bonded composite connections. 
The study found that z-pinned joint was able to improve the failure initiation load 
when compared to an unpinned joint when a pre-existing crack was present 
along the stiffener flange-skin bond-line. The through-thickness reinforcement of 
the bonded region with z-pins increases the ultimate strength of the T-joints 
containing pre-existing bond-line cracks. Furthermore, a significant improvement 
was also found in the total absorbed energy capacity of joints when z-pin 
reinforcement was used in T-joints containing pre-existing bond-line crack 
ranging from 20% to 100% of the stiffener flange-skin interface. The structural 
response of pinned T-joints containing a pre-existing crack was found to be in 
agreement with the pristine z-pinned T-joints. This indicated that the bridging 
traction load induced by the presence of z-pins was effective in maintaining the 
ultimate load and total absorbed energy capacity of T-joints with a pre-existing 
crack. This finding is significant as z-pin technology exhibits promising capability 
in improving the damage tolerance of composite T-joints; that is preventing 
catastrophic failure and reduction in structural integrity in the event that a pre-
existing crack occurred prior to loading during service. 
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CHAPTER 7:  
 
Creep Properties and Mechanisms of Z-Pinned 





A problem with conventional joints is plastic creep deformation of the bond-line 
arising from long-term loading, which is accelerated at elevated temperature. In 
severe cases the creep can cause stress rupture of the bond-line resulting in 
catastrophic failure of the joint. This chapter presents a pilot investigation into 
the creep properties and mechanisms of z-pinned single lap joints made of co-
cured carbon fibre-epoxy laminate. The study determined the creep rupture 
stress and failure modes of a z-pinned lap joint at room temperature, and 
compared these properties to an unpinned joint. This revealed that the lap joint 
was not strengthened significantly by z-pinning. Creep tests were conducted over 
a limited range of temperatures (from 110°C to 130°C) near the glass transition 
temperature of the epoxy bond-line. Testing showed that the z-pinned lap joint 
had superior creep resistant properties when compared to the unpinned joint. Z-
pinning increased the creep activation energy which leads to a reduction in the 
secondary creep rate and an extension in the stress rupture time. The 
improvement of the creep properties was due to bridging traction loads 
generated by the z-pins as the bond-line failed by creep-induced cracking. 
Mechanical and creep models are used to explain the mechanisms for the higher 
creep resistance of the z-pinned joint. While the work presented in this chapter is 
limited to a preliminary study of the critical temperature range only, it clearly 
demonstrates the improved creep properties and creep resistant mechanisms of 
lap joints achieved by z-pin reinforcement. 
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The increase in aerospace structural joints fabricated using carbon fibre/epoxy 
laminate calls for the need to address their long-term durability and structural 
reliability over the life-cycle of an aircraft. Although the use of composites in 
structural joints has many advantages (as discussed earlier in the thesis), a 
remaining weakness is the low bond-line creep resistance when subjected to 
long-term loading. The low bond-line creep strength is caused by visco-plastic 
softening of the polymer. This causes time-dependent plastic deformation of the 
bond-line of structural joints, even at load levels below the yield stress. 
Therefore, creep may compromise the structural integrity and mechanical 
performance of the joint over a long period of loading. The importance of creep 
resistance is increasing due to the aspiration of the aerospace industry to use 
composites in elevated temperature applications. 
 
A promising method for increasing the creep resistance of structural joints is z-
pinning. Previous chapters in this thesis and other research studies have proven 
that z-pinning is effective at improving the delamination toughness and 
structural properties of joints and stiffened panels at room temperature [51, 54, 
56, 60, 67, 98, 99, 106, 111-117]. For instance, Chang et al. [54, 56, 116, 117] 
reported on the improvements to ultimate strength (up to ~40%) when single 
lap joints were reinforced with z-pins. Chang et al. [54, 117] also showed that 
the properties of lap joints at elevated temperatures (up to 250°C) were 
increased by z-pinning, including the ultimate strength, elongation-to-failure limit 
and work-of-fracture. These property improvements were due to the ability of z-
pins to create bridging loads between the adherends after the bond-line had 
failed. 
 
No research studies into the creep behaviour of z-pinned joints have been 
reported to date, and there is a lack of understanding of their creep properties 
and mechanisms when subjected to long-term loading. The study conducted by 
Chang et al. [54, 117] was limited to short term heat exposure in which time-
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dependent (creep) deformation was not a controlling process in the 
strengthening or failure of the lap joint.  
 
This chapter presents a preliminary assessment of the creep resistance of z-
pinned single lap joints made of carbon fibre/epoxy laminate. Firstly, the study 
investigates the rupture stress and failure mode of unpinned and z-pinned lap 
joints at room temperature as a reference point for the subsequent creep tests at 
elevated temperature. The creep behaviour of z-pinned lap joint was examined 
under elevated temperature static tension loading which induced an in-plane 
shear stress along the bond-line between the adherends of the joint. The study 
aimed to determine the effect of z-pinning on the time-to-rupture, secondary 
creep rate, and creep activation energy of single lap joints at temperatures close 
to the glass transition temperature of the epoxy resin that bonds the two 
adherends. Furthermore, this study applies the existing mechanical model to 
discuss the mechanical performance and failure modes of the single lap joints 
tested (applied shear stress) at room temperature [54, 56, 116]. Ultimately, the 
study explains the creep strengthening efficiency and mechanisms using 
mechanical and creep models. The study correlates the controlling parameters 
involved in single z-pinned lap joint to the associated failure modes using 




7.2  MATERIALS AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 
 
7.2.1  Manufacture of Z-pinned Lap Joints 
 
The single lap joint specimen used to assess the effect of z-pins on the creep 
properties is shown schematically in Figure 7-1. The figure depicts the geometry 
and dimensions of the lap joint with an overlap length and thickness of 30 mm 
and 4 mm, respectively. Each adherend was 2 mm thick and was fabricated 
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using unidirectional T700 carbon fibre/epoxy prepreg tape (supplied by Advanced 
Composites Group, VTM 264) stacked in a [0/90]S ply pattern. For the z-pinned 
specimens, the entire overlap region was reinforced with pins made of T300 
carbon/bismaleimide. The z-pin diameter and volume content was 0.28 mm and 
4%, respectively. The z-pins were supplied by Albany Engineered Composites 
Pty. Ltd., and they were inserted into the overlap region of the joint prior to 
curing using the UAZ process. Only the overlap region was z-pinned; the other 
regions of the specimen were not pinned. The process used to z-pin the lap joints 
was the same as that used for the T-joints described in the previous research 
chapters. As mentioned previously, the z-pins were not perfectly aligned in the 
orthogonal direction but instead were inclined over a range of angles. Also, the z-
pins contained voids due to incomplete infusion of the BMI resin during the 




Figure 7-1 Schematic of z-pinned lap joint specimen and creep test condition. All 
dimensions are in millimetres. 
 
 
The lap joints were cured and consolidated in an autoclave at 120°C and 620 kPa 
for one hour. The interface between the two adherends was formed by co-curing 
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Unpinned lap joint specimens were also manufactured as control specimens 
under the same conditions as the pinned joint. 
 
7.2.2  Tension and Creep Testing of Lap Joints 
 
Table 7-1 shows the static tension test matrix performed at room temperature. 
Included in the table was the recorded ultimate strength of the pinned and 
unpinned lap joints. Table 7-2 shows the test matrix used to experimentally 
measure the creep properties of the unpinned and z-pinned joints. Tensile tests 
were conducted at room temperature using a 50 kN Instron machine at a loading 
rate of 1 mm/min. The tensile load was applied along the specimen, as indicated 
in Figure 7-1, and this induced a non-uniform shear stress along the bond-line. 
The shear stress was highest at the two ends of the overlap region and 
decreased rapidly towards a near constant stress in the mid-section, as indicated 
in Figure 7-2. The test was performed to determine the ultimate shear strength 
and failure mode of the unpinned and z-pinned lap joints. Three specimens of 
both joint types were tested under identical conditions at room temperature. 
 
 
Table 7-1 Static tension test matrix for unpinned and z-pinned single lap joints at room 
temperature. Included in the table are the mean and one standard deviation of the 
ultimate strength and crosshead failure displacement both pinned and unpinned joint. 
The error values represent one standard deviation 
 





at failure (mm) 
    
Unpinned (control) 3 20.2 ± 1.3 3.05 ± 0.17 
    
Z-pinned (4%) 3 20.7 ± 1.5 3.00 ± 0.18 
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Table 7-2 Creep test matrix for unpinned and z-pinned single lap joints. 
 
Testing Configurations: No. of Specimens: Creep Test Load (kN)  
   
Unpinned (control)   
110°C 2 10.1 
115°C 2 10.1 
120°C 2 10.1 
125°C 2 10.1 
   
Z-pinned (4%)   
120°C 2 10.1 
125°C 2 10.1 
128°C 2 10.1 





                                         




Creep tests were performed over a narrow temperature range (110-130oC) close 
to the glass transition temperature of the epoxy used to bond the adherends, 
which was 128oC [144]. The entire lap joint was tested within a thermostatically-
controlled heating chamber attached to the 50 kN Instron machine. A constant 
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the failure load of the unpinned joint at room temperature. Prior to creep 
loading, the lap joint was heated at the test temperature for 30 minutes to 
achieve thermal equilibrium throughout the specimen. The specimen was then 
loaded at rate of 60.7 kN/min to the creep test load of 10.1 kN. This high load 
ramp-up rate was to avoid creep of the joint specimen during the initial loading 
phase. The load, time and cross-head displacement were recorded continuously 
during testing to determine the creep properties of the unpinned and z-pinned 
specimens. In this study, the maximum creep test time was six hours, and if 
stress rupture did not occur within this period then the test was stopped. Two 
specimens were tested for each of the creep conditions listed in Table 7-1. 
 
It is worth noting that the values presented hereafter should be taken as 
‘apparent values’ because they are dependent on the geometry of the test 
specimen and testing conditions. However, the values are adequate to provide 
trends in mechanical behaviour to compare the creep properties of unpinned and 
z-pinned lap joints. 
 
 
7.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
7.3.1  Time-Independent Shear Failure of Lap Joints 
 
Figure 7-3 shows the applied shear stress versus cross-head displacement curves 
for the unpinned and z-pinned lap joints for a monotonically increasing load to 
failure. The figure shows no improvement to the ultimate strength of the lap joint 
due to z-pinning. This was different to the work by Chang et al. [56] who 
measured a ~25% increase in the failure stress of the lap joints when reinforced 
with the same type and volume content of z-pins as that used in this study. The 
only difference between the work of Chang and colleagues and that reported 
here was the type of carbon fibre/epoxy laminate used in the joint, and this may 
explain the difference. Chang et al. used a high-temperature cure prepreg with a 
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lower failure load (~10 kN) than the low-temperature cure prepreg used in the 
joints tested in this study (~20 kN), and as a result the relative effect of z-
pinning on the percentage improvement to the joint strength is different.   
 
Post-test examination of the fractured unpinned and z-pinned joints revealed 
similar failure modes which could explain the lack of strengthening due to the 
z−pins. The unpinned joint failed by two fracture modes: bond-line shear rupture 
due to rapid crack growth between the adherends and tensile rupture of 
adherend, as shown in Figure 7-4. The occurrence of two failure modes indicated 
that the strain energy required to fracture the unpinned joint at the bond-line 
was close in value to the strain energy needed for tensile rupture of the 
adherend. Two failure modes were also observed for the z-pinned joint: shear 
failure along the bond-line (Figure 7-5a) causing pull-out, splitting and shear 
rupture of the z-pins (Figure 7-6), or tensile fracture of the adherend (refer to 
Figure 7-5b). These failure modes indicate that the strain energies to cause crack 
propagation at the joint bond-line, tensile rupture of the adherend, and 



























Pinned: Bond-line Shear Failure
Pinned: Adherend Tensile Failure
 
Figure 7-3 Applied shear stress versus cross-head displacement curve for the unpinned 
and z-pinned lap joints, tested at room temperature. 
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Figure 7-4 Failure modes of unpinned lap joint: shear fracture of bond-line and tensile 








Figure 7-5 Failure modes of z-pinned lap joint: (a) bond-line shear fracture including pull-
out, shear rupture or splitting of z-pins, and (b) tensile failure of adherend. 
Pull-out, shear 
rupture or 










Tensile rupture of adherend 
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Figure 7-6 Failure modes of z-pins along the fractured bond-line of the z-pinned lap joint. 
 
Chang et al. [117] analytically and experimentally investigated the transition in 
the failure modes of z-pinned lap joints induced by tensile loading, and this study 
can be used to explain the mixed failure mode of the pinned joints studied here. 
The analysis by Chang and colleagues is based on modelling by Cox [86] of the 
shear traction loads and in-plane sliding displacement of a single z-pin within a 
composite which is similar to the condition for the pins in the lap joint.  A 
schematic of the shear deformation of a z-pin embedded in an elastic-plastic 
half-space (e.g. laminate adherend) is presented in Figure 7-7.  
 
 
Figure 7-7 Schematic of the interlaminar shear deformation of a single z-pin embedded 
within an elastic half-space and carrying a traction load T. From Cox [86]. 
1 mm 
Pin rupture Pin pull-out 
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Cox [86] found that the critical shear stress (τp) needed to cause pin pull-out 
under an interlaminar mode II load is proportional to the volume content of pins 
















c up          eqn.  7-1 
 
where l is the half-length of the pin, µ is the friction coefficient at the 
pin/laminate interface, R is the pin radius, τ is the interfacial shear stress of the 
pin (without enhanced friction due to snubbing), s is the circumference of the 
pin, and Pn is the force per unit length of the pin resisting shear deflection over 
the length zo. Equation 7-1 shows that the pin pull-out stress (τp), which is a 
governing property in the failure of the z-pinned lap joints, increases linearly 
with the volume content of pins.  
 
Chang et al. [54, 117] report that when z-pins fail by shear rupture without pull-
out, which occurred for some of the pins in the lap joint, then the shear failure 
stress (τr) is proportional to the pin volume content according to: 
 
rr cγτ ∝           eqn.  7-2 
 
where γr is a constant determined by the pin properties. The equation shows that 
the applied shear stress needed to break the z-pins increases with their volume 
content. 
 
When the laminate adherend fails rather than the bond-line and pins, then the 
shear failure is determined by: 
 
( )cDtt αγτ −= 1          eqn.  7-3 
 
where γt and α are material constants for the laminate adherend and D is the pin 
diameter. This expression shows that the failure stress of the adherend 
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decreases linearly with increasing pin content, which has also been shown 
experimentally by Chang et al. [54, 117].  
 
Chang et al. [54, 117] used the analysis given above to determine trends in the 
critical shear failure stress of z-pinned single lap joints with increasing pin 
content, which is shown in Figure 7-8. The analysis predicts that at a critical pin 
volume content the stresses for pin pull-out, pin rupture, and failure of the 
laminate adherend are approximately the same (as indicated by the circled 
region in Figure 7-8. This may account for the z-pinned joint failing by multiple 
modes because the pin content used (4% by volume) was close to this critical 
concentration. It is also worth considering that the pin pull-out stress will be 
affected by the amount of interfacial cracking around the pin-laminate interface 
and the inclination angle of the pins from the orthogonal direction, which both 
vary between pins. Also, the pin shear rupture stress will be affected by the pin 
inclination angle and the amount of voids and other defects within the pins, 




Figure 7-8 Trends in the shear stress to cause pin pull-out, pin rupture and adherend 
failure with increasing z-pin content. Adapted from Chang et al. [54, 117].  
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The similarity in the critical stress values for pin pull-out, pin rupture and 
laminate failure combined with the variable properties for pin pull-out and pin 
rupture may account for the multiple failure events occurring with the z-pinned 
lap joint. 
 
7.3.2  Creep Resistance of Unpinned and Z-Pinned Lap joints 
 
The stress rupture times and failure modes for the unpinned and z-pinned lap 
joints when tested at elevated temperature are given in Table 7-3. The creep 
curves for the unpinned joint are presented in Figure 7-9. This joint was tested 
over the temperature range of 110°C to 125°C since failure did not occur below 
110°C and failure occurred in less than a few seconds above 125°C. Table 7-3 
shows that the creep rupture times for the unpinned joint decreased rapidly with 
increasing temperature over the narrow range approaching the glass transition 
temperature of the epoxy joining the adherends (Tg = 128
oC).  
 
Table 7-3 also presents the creep rupture times and failure mode of the z-pinned 
lap joints, and Figure 7-10 shows the creep curves. As expected, the rupture 
time for the z-pinned joint decreased rapidly with increasing temperature, 
although it was capable of withstanding the creep load at slightly higher 
temperatures than the unpinned joint. Furthermore, the z-pinned joint was 
capable of maintaining the applied creep load (albeit for a relatively short time) 
at and slightly above the glass transition temperature. This increase in the creep 
rupture times shows that z-pinning was effective at improving the creep failure 
resistance of the single lap joint.  
 
The z-pinned joint failed under creep loading by bond-line shear cracking (Figure 
7-5a) with the z-pins being pulled-out from the adherend, as shown in Figure 
7-11. The majority of z-pins were pulled from the same adherend, and the 
portion of the pin that was pulled-out had the chamfered tip. It is believed that 
the reduced bonding area between the pin and adherend due to the chamfer 
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caused its pull-out load to be lower than the other half of the pin which was not 
chamfered. Examination of the joint during testing revealed that the bond-line 
shear failure and z-pin pull-out occurred within the tertiary stage of the creep 
curve, when the crack sliding displacement increased rapidly with loading time. 
The z-pins pulled out completely without splitting or shear rupture (which 
occurred at room temperature) due to thermal softening of the epoxy resin which 
reduced the interfacial shear strength at the pin-laminate laminate.  Chang et al. 
[54, 117] also found that pin pull-out (without splitting or shear rupture) was the 
dominant failure mode in single lap joints under monotonically increasing tensile 
loading at elevated temperature. 
 
The secondary (steady-state) creep rates for the unpinned and z-pinned lap 
joints were calculated from the slope of the secondary stage of the creep curves, 
and the measured values for the different test temperatures are plotted in Figure 
7-12. Both types of joints show a similar trend of a relatively constant secondary 
creep rate within increasing temperature until close to the temperature when 
failure occurs very quickly, when the creep rate increases rapidly due presumably 
to the unstable (rapid) processes of plastic flow and cracking of the polymer 
bond-line and (in the case of the z-pinned joint) pull-out failure of the pins. The 
data shown in Figure 7-12 shows that z-pinning is effective at maintaining a 
constant secondary creep rate for the lap joint to slightly higher temperatures 
(~10-12oC increase). At temperatures of 120 and 125 °C the z-pinned lap joint 
showed a large improvement over the unpinned joint, with a reduction to its 
secondary creep rate by a factor of 30 and nearly 100, respectively. This 
improvement is credited to the z-pins generating bridging traction loads which 
slowed the creep crack growth rate along the bond-line and the shear sliding 
displacement. The z-pins were able to generate traction loads when the bond-line 
started to fail and consequently shielded the crack tip from high strain energy, 
hence reducing the crack propagation rate and sliding rate when compared to the 
unpinned joint.  
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Table 7-3 Time-to-rupture and failure mode of unpinned and z-pinned single lap joints 
under creep load. 
 
Testing Config. Specimen 
No. 
Failure Modes Time to 
Rupture (min) 
    
Unpinned     
110°C 1 Did not fail > 360 
 2 Did not fail > 360 
    
115°C 1 Bond-line shear 182 
 2 Bond-line shear 263 
    
120°C 1 Bond-line shear 12 
 2 Bond-line shear 12 
    
125°C 1 Bond-line shear 1 
 2 Bond-line shear 2 
    
Z-pinned    
120°C 1 Did not fail > 360 
 2 Did not fail > 360 
    
125°C 1 Bond-line shear with z-pin pull-out 294 
 2 Bond-line shear with z-pin pull-out 213 
    
128°C 1 Bond-line shear with z-pin pull-out 50 
 2 Bond-line shear with z-pin pull-out 93 
    
130°C 1 Bond-line shear with z-pin pull-out 2.7 
 2 Bond-line shear with z-pin pull-out 5.5 
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Figure 7-9 Creep curves for the unpinned single lap joint. The legend indicates the test 
temperature and specimen number (e.g. 110C-1 is a temperature of 110oC performed on 
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Figure 7-11 Fracture surface of z-pinned lap joint under creep loading at 125°C showing 
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Creep theory states that the relationship between the secondary creep rate and 













ss eAτεɺ          eqn.  7-4 
 
where ssεɺ  is the secondary creep rate, A  is the creep pre-exponent factor which 
is a constant dependent on the material, τ is the applied shear stress, n  is the 
creep exponent which is dependent on the material, R is the universal gas 
constant, T is the absolute temperature,  and Q  is the creep activation energy. 
Using this equation, the creep activation energy for the unpinned and z-pinned 
joints was determined by plotting the natural log of the secondary creep rate 
against the inverse of absolute temperature, as shown in Figure 7-13. The slope 
of the curve is the ratio of the creep activation energy to universal gas constant. 
From this the creep activation energies for the unpinned and z-pinned lap joints 
were determined to be 8.1 kJ mol-1 and 9.2 kJ mol-1, respectively. The higher 
activation energy for the z-pinned joint is attributed to the higher energy 
required to overcome the bridging traction loads and pull-out of the z-pins. While 
it is only a relatively modest increase in the creep activation energy, this 
preliminary study does show that z-pinning could be used to slow the creep rate 
and increase the stress rupture times of lap joints (and possibly other joint 
types).  
 
At elevated temperature the dominant failure mode of the z-pinned lap joints 
was pin pull-out, rather than the combination of pin pull-out, pin shear rupture, 
and failure of the laminate adherend that occurred at room temperature. Pin 
pull-out is determined by the friction shear stress of the interface between the 
pin and laminate, which is a matrix-controlled property. Pin shear rupture and 
laminate failure are both fibre-controlled properties, and therefore are much 
more resistant to creep. It is for this reason that the z-pinned laminates failed by 
pin pull-out under elevated temperature creep loading conditions.  
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Figure 7-13 Plots of secondary creep rate against inverse of absolute temperature for the 
unpinned and z-pinned lap joints. 
 
 
The shear stress required to pull-out a z-pin under creep conditions is related to 




















µτ         eqn.  7-5 
 
where the interfacial creep shear stress of the pin-laminate interface (τc) is a 
function of temperature. This equation can be modified by substituting the creep 




































µτ        eqn.  7-6 
Qpinned = 9.2 kJ mol
-1 
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Figure 7-8 shows the relationship between the shear stress for creep-induced pin 
pull-out and the temperature based on Equation 7-6. The pull-out stress drops 
rapidly with increasing temperature approaching the glass transition temperature 
of the epoxy resin, and this is due to thermal softening of the interfacial region 
between the pin and adherend. The thermal softening causes increasing shear 
viscous flow of the polymer along the interfacial region, thereby lowering greatly 
the interfacial friction stress. Above the glass transition temperature the pin pull-
out stress remains low and reasonably constant because the matrix is fully 
relaxed (softened), and therefore the friction stress has reached a quasi-
minimum value.  
 
 





This preliminary study has shown that z-pinning increases slightly the creep 
resistance and stress rupture time of single lap joints subjected to shear loading 
of the bonded region. At room temperature, z-pinning did not change the 
ultimate failure stress of the lap joint, which failed by either bond-line cracking 
(which caused pull-out and shear rupture of the z-pins) or by rupture of the 
laminate adherend. Mechanical analysis of z-pinned joint suggests that this can 
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required to cause pin pull-out, the shear stress to rupture the pins, and the 
stress to break the adherend are approximately equal in value.  
 
Under elevated temperature creep conditions close to the glass transition 
temperature the secondary creep rate, creep activation energy and stress 
rupture time were increased by z-pinning. The creep strengthening mechanism 
was bridging traction loads generated by the z-pins after the bond-line had failed 
by creep-induced cracking. The pins were able to transfer the applied stress 
between the adherends across the failed bond-line, and thereby slowed the creep 
process and increase the stress rupture time. Creep failure of the z-pinned joint 
was caused by pin pull-out, and analysis revealed that the friction stress required 
to cause pull-out decreased rapidly with increasing temperature towards the 
glass transition temperature. Viscous softening of the interfacial region between 
the pins and adherend caused the creep rate to increase rapidly with 
temperature. This work indicates that increasing the glass transition temperature 
of the adherend may be an effective way of resisting interfacial softening with 
the pins, and thereby may further increase the creep resistant properties of z-
pinned lap joints. 
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CHAPTER 8:  
 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER 
RESEARCH 
 
8.1  MAJOR CONCLUSIONS 
 
8.1.1 Mechanical Properties of Z-pinned Composite T-joints 
 
This PhD study shows experimentally for the first time that increasing the z-pin 
volume content along the stiffener flange-skin interface of carbon/epoxy T-joint 
has a beneficial effect on the mechanical properties under tension pull-off 
loading. It was found that raising the z-pin content to 4% improved the ultimate 
load (76%), failure displacement (230%) and total absorbed energy capacity 
(630%) when compared to the unpinned joint. The structural properties of the 
joint increased with z-pin content to 4% by volume, above which no further 
improvement was possible because maximum strengthening had been achieved 
by causing the laminate adherend to fracture rather than the bond-line. The only 
joint properties not improved by z-pinning were the stiffness and failure initiation 
stress. This is because z-pinning does not significantly alter the in-plane elastic 
properties of the laminate material used in the joint and does not increase the 
fracture resistance of composites against crack initiation.  
 
A FE model developed by Cranfield University and validated using the 
experimental results of this PhD can analyse the structural properties and 
fracture behaviour of z-pinned T-joints. This FE model was used to analyse the 
crack bridging traction loads of a single pin under modes I and II interlaminar 
stresses at the unit cell level, and this analysis was then used to calculate the 
strength and delamination fracture properties of z-pinned joints at the structural 
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level. The FE model provided important insights into the strengthening and 
delamination toughening processes of z-pinned joints. Despite the complexities 
of the internal stress distribution, pin traction laws and crack growth behaviour 
for the pinned joint, the FE model accurately calculated the stiffness, strength 
and fracture modes when compared to the experimental results. This validation 
study demonstrated that the FE model can be used in the design of z-pinned T-
joints when subjected to tensile loading. 
 
The PhD study also demonstrates that thinner (0.28 mm instead of 0.51 mm 
diameter) z-pins are more effective in generating large-scale crack bridging 
traction loads to improve joint properties for the same pin volume content, 
although thicker pins may slightly increase the ultimate strength. Furthermore, 
the study demonstrates for the first time that z-pin reinforcement location is 
critical as the z-pins may suppress a dominant crack path and thereby alter the 
failure mode of the T-joints. The failure mode of the Type A T-joint (z-pins with 
thin pins inserted along the stiffener flange-skin interface) and Type B joint 
(similar to Type A but using thicker pins) involved large-scale delamination 
cracking along the stiffener flange-skin interface while the Type C joint (thin z-
pins used for reinforcement at stiffener flange-skin interface and along vertical 
web) failed in the laminate adherend outside of the bonded region. This study 
also demonstrated that z-pin technology has the potential of fully arresting crack 
propagation (as shown with the Type C joint). However, the stiffness and failure 
initiation load were not improved when varying the z-pin diameter and 
reinforcement location. 
 
Large improvements to the ultimate load (up to ~90%), failure displacement (up 
to ~150%) and total absorbed energy capacity (up to ~500%) were achieved in 
z-pinned joints at load angles between 0° and 45°. This revealed that z-pins 
increased the joint properties under both pure normal tension (pull-off) loading 
and mixed normal tension/in-plane secondary bending loading.  
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The study involved an in-depth analytical and experimental assessment of the 
pin bridging traction laws, and from this it was revealed that the joint properties 
can be increased greatly by increasing the embedded z-pin length. The ultimate 
load and absorbed energy capacity of T-joints increased with the embedded z-pin 
length in the skin-flange connection, and therefore the strengthening effect 
gained by z-pinning is greater from thicker joints compared to thinner joints. The 
strengthening and toughening of T-joints under tension (stiffener pull-off) 
loading is governed by the bridging traction load and traction energy generated 
by the z-pins. Multiple z-pin pull-out tests proved that the traction load and 
elastic traction energy increased with the embedded z-pin length due to an 
increase in the shear transfer length between the pin and laminate. Mechanical 
analysis and testing also revealed that the strengthening mechanism of the z-pin 
depends on its embedded length, with the traction load being determined by the 
friction load for z-pin pull-out at short embedded pin lengths and the pin fracture 
load at long embedded lengths. A modified equation to determine the pin 
bridging traction load during the elastic stretching and pull-out (with snubbing 
effect) phases was formulated and experimentally validated against the 
experimental results. The research revealed that the strengthening of T-joints 
reached a maximum when the embedded length was sufficiently long to cause all 
the z-pins to fail by tensile fracture. Lastly, parametric analyses revealed that the 
z-pin bridging traction load increased with the z-pin diameter and the 
pin/laminate interfacial stress (shear and friction), while the Young’s modulus of 
the pin had a negligible effect.  
 
8.1.2  Damage Tolerance of Z-Pinned Composite T-joints 
 
The PhD proves for the first time that z-pin reinforcement of T-joints is an 
effective method for increasing the damage tolerance against bond-line cracks. 
Furthermore, the pinned T-joints retained the capacity to resist failure initiation 
load even with the presence of pre-existing crack, whereby unpinned joints 
suffered a reduction in failure initiation load when pre-existing crack is present at 
the bond-line. The through-thickness reinforcement of the bonded region with z-
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pins increased the ultimate strength of the T-joints containing pre-existing cracks 
along the skin-stiffener flange interface. Furthermore, significant improvement 
was also found in the total absorbed energy capacity when z-pin reinforcement 
was used in T-joints containing pre-existing bond-line cracks ranging from 20% 
to 100% of the length of the stiffener flange-skin interface. The structural 
response of z−pinned T-joints was not affected significantly by a pre-existing 
crack, even if these cracks were of long lengths that extended along most of the 
skin-stiffener flange interface. This indicated that the bridging traction load 
induced by the presence of z-pins was effective in maintaining the ultimate load 
and total absorbed energy capacity of T-joints with pre-existing crack. This 
preliminary finding is significant as z-pin technology exhibits a promising 
capability in improving the damage tolerance of T-joints; that is preventing 
catastrophic failure and reduction in structural integrity in the event that a pre-
existing bond−line crack occurred prior to loading. 
 
8.1.3  Creep Properties of Z-Pinned Composite Lap Joints 
 
This study provides preliminary findings that z-pinning slightly increases the 
creep resistance and stress rupture time of single lap joints subjected to shear 
loading of the bonded region. At room temperature, z-pinning did not change the 
ultimate failure stress of the lap joint (for the pin content that was used). The z-
pinned joint failed by either bond-line cracking, which caused pull-out and shear 
rupture of the z-pins, or by rupture of the laminate adherend. Mechanical 
analysis of the z-pinned lap joint suggested that this can occurred when the 
volume content of pins was at the volume content where the shear stress 
required to cause pull-out of the pins, shear rupture of the pins, and the stress to 
break the adherend were approximately equal in value.  
 
Under elevated temperature creep conditions close to the glass transition 
temperature of the polymer matrix the secondary creep rate, creep activation 
energy and stress rupture time were increased by z-pinning. The creep 
strengthening mechanism was identified as bridging traction loads generated by 
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the z-pins after the bond-line had failed by delamination cracking. Creep failure 
of the z-pinned joint was caused by pin pull-out, and analysis revealed that the 
friction stress required to cause pull-out decreased rapidly with increasing 
temperature towards the glass transition temperature. Viscous softening of the 
interfacial region between the z-pins and adherend caused the creep rate to 
increase rapidly with temperature. This research suggests that increasing the 
glass transition temperature of the adherend may be an effective way of resisting 
interfacial softening with the z-pins, and thereby increase further the creep 
resistance properties of pinned lap joints. 
 
 
8.2  FUTURE WORK 
 
This section briefly describes several (amongst many) research topics which are 
worthy of further investigation to advance the science and technology of  
z-pinned composite joints. The topics discussed were selected on the basis of 
their importance for the certification of z-pinned joints for aircraft structures.  
 
8.2.1  Further Assessment of the Damage Tolerance of Z-pinned Joints 
 
The study into the damage tolerance of z-pinned T-joints presented in this thesis 
discovered that z-pin reinforcement provides significant improvements in 
mechanical performance under tension pull-off load and delays bond-line crack 
propagation. However, a comprehensive investigation into the damage tolerance 
of different types of z-pinned joints (T-, L-, lap etc.) used in aircraft structures is 
needed. Hence, it is proposed that studies involving different z-pinned joint types 
containing impact damage or bond-line defects (e.g. cracks, voids) are critical for 
further understanding of the failure modes and strengthening mechanism 
underpinning the damage tolerance properties. A systematic approach combining 
experimental testing and analytical/numerical analysis will be required for the 
aircraft certification process in the future. Although z-pinning shows great 
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potential in structures requiring high damage tolerance (i.e. structures prone to 
impact, bird strike or over-loading), the certification process is complex, time-
consuming and expensive. The evaluation of damage tolerance can be extended 
to include impact loading of pre-strained z-pinned joints by ballistic projectiles, 
hail stones and bird strike simulation. The models and data can then be used to 
expedite the design process, since z-pinning can be tailored according to the 
required amount and type of damage tolerance.  
 
8.2.2  Environmental Durability of Z-Pinned Joints in a Hot/Wet 
Environment 
 
This thesis presented a research study into the elevated temperature creep 
properties of z-pinned lap joints. This investigation served as a pilot study into 
the creep resistance of z-pinned lap joints when exposed to elevated 
temperature near the glass transition temperature of the matrix phase. There is 
a need to extend the creep study to consider the effects of z-pin content, z-pin 
diameter and the loading condition in order to fully understand the creep 
strengthening mechanisms, and to ultimately develop the complete creep 
analysis. Since z-pin reinforcement has been shown to provide a significant 
improvement in creep properties, it has great potential for improving other joint 
types used in aircraft applications, hence the need for further tests and 
analytical/numerical analyses. 
 
In order for an aircraft structure to be compliant with aircraft certification, it is 
essential that the environmental durability of z-pinned joints is fully understood 
and characterised. This includes mechanical testing of z-pinned joints under 
various environmental conditions including exposure to different operating 
temperatures and humidity levels and, in particular, the so-called hot/wet and 
thermal cycling conditions. Hence, it is proposed that a comprehensive study be 
performed in order to quantify and characterise the mechanical performance of 
z-pinned joints under simulated operating conditions for safety and certification 
purposes. 
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8.2.3  Finite Element Modelling of Z-Pinned Joints 
 
Chapter 3 of this PhD thesis presents a validated finite element model developed 
by Cranfield University to predict the crack initiation load, ultimate load and 
fracture behaviour of z-pinned T-joints. However, a comprehensive parametric 
study using the FE model is required to predict the mechanical performance of 
different z-pinned joint types (e.g. lap, L-shaped etc.), z-pin configurations 
(volume density, reinforcement location, embedded length and diameter) and 
loading conditions (e.g. compression, bending, shear). A validated FE model is 
beneficial in simulating loading conditions, predicting mechanical properties and 
fracture, as it provides cost and time savings compared to experimental testing. 
The FE model is essential for design purposes for a damage tolerant z-pinned 
structure which complies with the safety certification standards mandated by the 
aircraft regulatory authorities. 
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Figure A - 1 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of unpinned T-joints (Type A). 
























Figure A - 2 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of 0.5% pinned T-joints 
(Type A). The joint thickness (2h) is 4 mm. 
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Figure A - 3 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of 2% pinned T-joints 

























Figure A - 4 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of 2% pinned T-joints 
(Type A). The joint thickness (2h) is 4 mm. 
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Figure A - 5 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of 2% pinned T-joints 


























Figure A - 6 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of unpinned T-joints (Type A). 
The joint thickness (2h) is 2 mm. 
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Figure A - 7 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of unpinned T-joints (Type A). 


























Figure A - 8 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of unpinned T-joints (Type A). 
The joint thickness (2h) is 8 mm. 
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Figure A - 9 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of 2% pinned T-joints 


























Figure A - 10 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of 2% pinned T-joints 
(Type A). The joint thickness (2h) is 6 mm. 
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Figure A - 11 Applied load – crosshead displacement curves of 2% pinned T-joints 
(Type A). The joint thickness (2h) is 8 mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
